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Ternary stress patterns—the lapse of more than one syllable between 

stresses—have been challenging for metrical stress theory.  The existence of a 

ternary primitive predicts the existence of trisyllabic word minima, trisyllabic 

reduplicants, and most directly, stress on every third syllable.   The alternative to 

a ternary primitive has its own predictions, such as the systematic skipping of one 

light syllable between metrical feet.  As such, this, too, would predict the 

systematic occurrence of stress on every third syllable.  Most of the worlds 

languages that have stress are binary and show strict alternating rhythm on stress-

bearing units, and so these ternary languages are somewhat problematic. 

This research shows that the predictions borne of a ternary primitive or its 

binary alternative do not hold.  More specifically, that systems widely believed to 

be ternary are more uniformly identified as binary, with sporadic ternary effects 

under duress.  This is particularly important, because we predict that the existence 

 vi



of those requirements that yield a ternary effect should apply across-the-board in 

some languages, and this prediction is shown not to hold. 

Evidence from Finnish, Estonian, and Koniag Alutiiq suggest that both the 

quantity of the individual syllable in specific contexts as well as the 

morphological status of certain syllables can be stress-attracting such that a binary 

rhythmic alternation can be interrupted to the extent that it appears ternary.  

Additional evidence from Old English and Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic, 

originally thought to be evidence of the binary equivalent of a ternary primitive, 

are shown to be well-formed binary systems whose sporadic ternary effects are 

predictable on the basis of requirements we know to hold in other languages.  

Finally, an examination of Sentani reveals that remaining instances of ternarity 

are predicted on the basis of the unusual application of requirements known to 

hold in other languages. 
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Chapter 1: Ternarity: Definitions, Proposals, Objections 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the world’s languages that employ stress show a binary 

alternation between stressed and unstressed syllables, as seen in the Finnish word 

jär.jes.tèl.mäl.lìs.tä.mät.tö.my y.del.län.sä ‘out of one’s failure to systematize’ 

(Carlson 1978).  But not all languages limit the number of unstressed syllables 

between stressed to one.  The Finnish word jär.jes.tèl.mäl.li.sy y.del.lä.kìn.kö ‘also 

with systematicity?’ shows a ternary pattern, with stress occurring on the third 

syllable following a stress, not the second.  The weight of the long yy vowel and 

the closed .kin. syllable attract stress off their preceding light syllables.  In 

hú.pe.ne.-mì.se.-na ‘decrease’ (essive), no heavy syllable is present to retract 

stress and yield a ternary rhythm; rather, it is the -mis(e) morpheme that requires 

the stress of a metrical foot.  In nó.te.ràa.-mi.sè.-na ‘(financial) quote’ (ess.), the 

presence of the long vowel aa conflicts with the presence of the morpheme  

-mis(e)-, and shows that the stress on the long vowel takes precedence over stress 

on the -mis(e)- morpheme.  The two-syllable lapse between stresses in these 

words is problematic for general metrical theory, which predicts that intertonic 

gaps should be limited to one syllable. 

In the Koniag Alutiiq (Leer 1985b), the word píq.ru.-na.yá:.-a.qá ‘I could 

hit it against something’ (with no surface length on the final syllable) shows a 

ternary pattern over the suffixed morpheme (here, a conditional morpheme, which 

is underscored), the bisyllabic ones of which must display the (L H) contour of 
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the iamb, which is this language’s metrical foot.  In this language, the only 

instances of ternarity are all based on morpheme-specific prosodic alignment, not 

a mixture of morphology and phonology, as in Finnish.   

This dissertation examines patterns that have been identified as ternary.  

Primarily I examine ternary languages—those alleged to have a systematic lapse 

of two syllables between stresses, but I also look at “extended ternarity”, the 

purported systematic lapse of one mora between metrical feet (which may be 

smaller than a moraic trochee).  I will propose that none of these patterns is 

exclusively ternary, and accordingly, that the patterns previously believed to be 

ternary are more uniformly characterized as situation-specific manifestations of 

an otherwise binary pattern.  The conclusion is that we need neither posit a special 

ternary nor trimoraic foot for these languages, nor assume that binary feet are 

automatically separated by a gap of one syllable. 

Accounts to date have fallen under two main categories, one of which 

involves exhaustive local parsing, which means that all the syllables in a three-

syllable window are footed.  This can be accomplished with pure ternary feet (e.g. 

Halle and Vergnaud 1987, Levin 1988) or trisyllabic feet (e.g. Dresher and Lahiri 

1991, Crowhurst 1991, Rice 1992).  While in normal usage they are the same, I 

use them here to represent differences in spirit: ternary feet are those feet that are 

constructed with one head and two non-heads, while trisyllabic feet are those feet 

that consist of three syllables, but two of those syllables could constitute the head 

and only one, the non-head.  The alternative, non-exhaustive local parsing, is the 

systematic lapse of one light syllable between metrical feet.  This includes the 
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automatic lapse of one light syllable in weak local parsing (Hayes 1995; Kager 

1994a) or the otherwise-induced lapse of one light syllable (Elenbaas 1999).   

The challenge is to account for the patterns presented here using 

constraints that appear outside of ternary languages.  In this way, we can safely 

say that the pattern has been generated by truly cross-linguistic constraints, and it 

is just such a goal for which I strive here.  In particular, I will be showing that 

these languages are not uniformly ternary, meaning any ternarity-specific 

constraints that have been proposed are not undominated.  We expect if 

constraints are cross-linguistically motivated that they be undominated in some 

language, such that the patterns that emerge from them are consistent throughout 

the language.  Throughout this dissertation, I present alternative analyses for 

ternary patterns without engaging either trisyllabic feet or weak local parsing. 

I will be presenting examples from several languages and show how an 

analysis with constraints applicable to a language with binary rhythm can 

accommodate all of the generalizations.  In the rest of this chapter, I discuss in 

more detail what has been proposed and the position that that leaves us in.  The 

next chapter presents three case studies that display the range of general possible 

accounts of ternarity.  The two chapters after that treat languages on a more 

individualized basis whose ternarity is not explained by encompassing the entire 

span of the broader range of possibilities, followed by the conclusion. 
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2. PREVIOUS APPROACHES TO TERNARY RHYTHM 

2.1 Three-syllable windows 

2.1.1 Ternary feet 

‘Ternary feet’ is used primarily to refer to feet of three syllables, with one 

stressed and two unstressed.  There are differences, however, in how they are 

constituted.  This section discusses only those that are whole ternary constituents; 

those that trisyllabic but not necessarily “ternary” are discussed in the next 

section. 

Ternary feet can be contrasted in terms of how they differ from their more 

common, binary counterparts.  Hayes (1995) identifies a universal inventory of 

feet, broadly comprising two basic foot types.  Trochees are left-headed feet 

whose members are even in weight; iambs are right-headed feet whose members 

are uneven in weight 

(1-1) canonical (binary) feet 

a.  trochee 

        i.  syllabic trochee:  (σ @ σ) 

       ii. moraic trochee:  (µ@ µ),  (σ @µµ) and (σ  σµ)  @µ

b. iamb:    (σµ σ @µµ), also (σ )  or (σµ σ @µ)   @µµ

The n-arity of a foot can be measured in terms of syllables or moras, with 

the canonical configuration of a right-headed foot being light–heavy, the optimal 

iamb is in fact ternary, on the moraic level.   This means our discussion of 
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ternarity will be limited to the syllabic level, already accepting that the canonical 

iamb is ternary on the moraic level. 

Pure ternary feet consist of one stressed and two unstressed syllables.  The 

simplest forms of ternary feet are those that ternary-branch.  Amphibrachs are one 

way to get two weak members branching off a strong one, and that is by placing 

the head in the middle.  Halle and Vergnaud (1987) proposed this foot that was 

negatively specified for the HEAD TERMINALITY ‘Feet are prominent at one edge’ 

parameter of foot construction (-HT) as the only type of ternary foot that should 

be permissible. 

(1-2) non-head-terminal ternary foot 

amphibrach 

(σ σ @ σ)  

Halle and Vergnaud’s (1987) BOUNDED parameter, when positively 

specified  (+), limits the number of intervening syllables between the head and 

edge to one.  Levin (1988) adopts the same framework. 

Two other conceivable ternary feet remain, which are not permitted under 

Halle and Vergnaud’s (1987) system.  Dactyls are trochaic in their left-

headedness, but otherwise contain more than one weak member; anapests are 

iambic by their right-headedness, otherwise containing more than one weak 

member as well. 
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(1-3) head-terminal ternary feet 

a. dactyl 

(σ @ σ σ)   

b. anapest  

(σ σ σ @)  

Allowing amphibrachs, by engaging some form of a parameter that 

requires adjacency between heads and complements (later I call them ‘dependent 

syllables; Levin (1988) refers to them as ‘domains’) neatly constrains the number 

of syllables that can be in the constituent that are not heads, and certainly 

constraining them is a desired property.  This parameter is the BOUNDED 

parameter. 

The independence of the two parameters of BOUNDED and HEAD 

TERMINALITY is necessary for Halle and Vergnaud (1987) to account for 

Cayuvava.  In Cayuvava, stress appears to occur on every third syllable from the 

end, e.g. (ma.rá.ha)(ha.é.i)<ki> ‘their stomachs’ (Key 1961). 

Because [+HEAD TERMINAL, +BOUNDED] feet are limited to binary feet, 

the only way to get ternary feet is to specify them as [–HEAD TERMINAL].  The 

[+BOUNDED] specification is still necessary to secure iterativity.  This makes 

amphibrachs the only generable ternary feet in this framework.  But amphibrachs 

will place stress, not every 3n syllable, as the Cayuvava pattern necessitates, but 

on every 3n-1 syllable (i.e. one shy of every 3n syllable).  To shift all feet one 

syllable, one of the syllables must be extrametrical.  Now, incorporating final 
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syllable extrametricality, [-HEAD TERMINAL, +BOUNDED] feet can be iterated 

from the end of the intrametrical syllables. 

(1-4) 

    *        *  line 1 
(*  *  *)(*  * *)<*> line 0 
ma.ra.ha.ha.he.i.ki 
 

There is no line 2 because no stress is primary. 

This representation is relatively straightforward.  With the final syllable 

extrametrical, the bounded, non-head-terminal constituents are marked off from 

right to left.  Recall that BOUNDED requires that at most one intervening element 

separate the head of a constituent from its boundaries.  HEAD TERMINAL requires 

adjacency to the constituent boundary.  The amphibrach satisfies the BOUNDED 

requirement on both sides of the head, and its negative specification for the HEAD 

TERMINAL requirement means that it is not necessary for the head to be adjacent 

to one of the constituent’s borders.  This analysis accounts for the facts as they 

have them described. 

2.1.2 Trisyllabic feet 

As part of a series of attempts to expel ternary branching from ternary 

windows, a number of proposals have sought representations that address the 

viability of binary constituency within what otherwise appeared to be ternary 

constituency.  This is not unlike the challenges that ditransitive verbs pose to 

syntacticians.  The solution in Dresher and Lahiri (1991) is the Germanic foot, 

succeeded by updated variants in Rice (1992) and Crowhurst (1991).   
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The Germanic foot was originally proposed to account for Old English 

stress facts, and supported by high vowel deletion facts.  In Old English, primary 

stress was always on the initial syllable, with the secondary stress on a nonfinal 

heavy syllable following a heavy syllable (e.g. ó.èr.ne), but not following a light 

syllable (cý.ni.ga/*cý.ni.ga).  Thus sometimes posttonic heavy syllables are 

stressed and sometimes not.  In other words, light–heavy sequences appeared 

metrically equivalent to light–light sequences, which are admittedly already 

metrically equivalent to heavy syllables, in quantity-sensitive systems.  Dresher 

and Lahiri wanted a constituent structure that offered the ability to express this 

metrical equivalency. 

The Germanic foot consists obligatorily of an obligatorily-branching head, 

and an optional non-head, permissible only if non-branching.  It thus has the 

preferred instantiations in (a) with the instantiations in (b) supported in the 

absence of material sufficient to make the well-formed feet in (a). 

(1-5)  Germanic foot  

a. preferred: ([µ@ µ]s σw): ([σ @µµ]s σw) ([σ @µ σµ]s σw) ([σ @µ σµµ]s σ w) 

b. under duress: ([µ@ µ]s):  ([σ @µµ]s)  ([σ @µ σµ]s)  ([σ  σµµ]s)  @µ

The Germanic foot can be characterized as comprising a head and a single 

dependent syllable if present. Dependent syllables, or weak members, must be 

non-branching, so heavy syllables adjacent to another will always be footed into 

separate feet: ([  ]s)([  ]s).  The foot is not defined as (σs σw), however, because the 

head is as loosely defined {[ ]s′ (σw′)}s, in order to accommodate a bisyllabic  head 

if necessary (to achieve bimoraicity).  The head must comprise two moras, even if 
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it takes two syllables to do so; this leaves the weak member of the foot to be 

projected from a third syllable.  Accordingly, any of ([σ µµ]s σw), ([σ µ σµ ]s σw), 

and ([ σ µ σµµ]s σw) fits that description.  The term ‘head’ to describe a stressed 

syllable is not available for use in this context, because under this analysis, both 

the stressed syllable and its other head-constituent-internal syllable may be 

required to constitute the head constituent.   

A light–heavy sequence highlights how this type of analysis differs from 

others.  In a form like wé.sen.de ‘being’, stress might be predicted on the central 

medial syllable (where it, in fact, does not occur, *wé.sèn.de), the same position it 

occurs in when the initial syllable is heavy, as in ó:.èr.ne ‘other’ (acc. sg.).  

(1-6) 

   Ft 
                          /    \ 
             s   σw  
  
  

      µ    µ µ   µ 
        |     |  |     |   

([w é.s e n]d e) 

Because Dresher and Lahiri (1991) restrict an exhaustive monosyllabic 

foot to those syllables that are heavy (when the subsequent syllable is also heavy), 

such an initial heavy syllable is the head of its own foot, while an initial light 

syllable is not.  Since the weak member (of a foot, not of a head) must be non-

branching, the second of two heavy syllables cannot be a dependant syllable:     
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(1-7)   

               Ft            Ft 
                |             /  \ 

   s         s  σw  
    /\          /\     |   

  µµ       µ µ   µ 
    \/         |  |     |   

([ó:])([ è r]n e) 

This allows a syllable adjacent to a stressed heavy syllable also to bear 

stress, which does not happen with the initial syllable is light.  Nevertheless, an 

initial light syllable still bears stress, so on some level, must constitute, either in 

whole or in part, a head. 

It is therefore the case that whether a heavy syllable projects its own foot 

or not is necessarily depending on where in the foot template it lies, in contrast to 

any system that automatically projects heads over heavy syllables (as in Halle, 

O’Neil, and Vergnaud 1993, below).  A Germanic foot overlies the left edge of a 

word, say cýninga ‘king’.  The first mora contributes at least part of the head, but 

the Germanic foot requires a second mora.  The stronger mora in the second 

syllable contributes that second mora.  The weak mora of that syllable is then 

present in the foot only to avoid a violation of syllable integrity.  The third 

syllable then constitutes the weak branch of the foot.  Thus what we have in 

L H L word is one foot, with a bisyllabic head.  

(1-8)  

([cý.ni]sgaw) 
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But because obligatory non-branching is a requirement on the weak 

member of the foot (not the head), if the syllable is branching, it is the head of its 

own foot: 

(1-9) 

([æ.e]s[lì]sges) 

This explains the difference in whether peninitial heavy syllables are 

stressed or not. 

The Germanic foot produces a structural account for what has been termed 

high vowel deletion in Old English.  In Old English, /u/ can occur after a stressed 

vowel, but generally not after an unstressed one (e.g. [wé.rud] ‘troops’ < 

/werudu/).  For a Germanic foot to be sufficiently well-formed, it must comprise 

at least a head.  The posttonic high vowel contributes the second member of the 

head.  Two syllables after a stress, the high vowel is expendable; it is no longer 

required to sustain a head.  Thus /werudu/ has the initial representation 

(1-10) 

 Ft 
                        /   \ 
         s     σw  
  
  

      µ    µ   µ 
        |     |     |   

([w é.r u]d u) 

The heavy head requirement keeps the first /u/ from deleting, but the 

second /u/, which constitutes the weak member of the foot, is expendable as such.  
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The word ends up with this final structure, with a head only, and no non-head—a 

technically non-branching foot. 

(1-11) 

        Ft 
                     |     
         s  
  
  

      µ   µ   
        |    |        

([w é.r u d]) 

It is necessarily the case that foot structure be assigned prior to high vowel 

deletion.  In other words, to get the desired output, it is necessary that the 

underlying representation be footed.  If the first /u/ were to delete, then an 

intermediate stage of the derivation would yield wer.du.  This intermediate form 

could easily foot into a Germanic foot, because the segments are distributed such 

that the first syllable could constitute the heavy head, and the final segment could 

constitute the foot.  If we stopped there, the incorrect *wer.du would be the 

output.  If footing were to reapply at each stage of the derivation, then *wer.du 

could refoot Germanicly into *werd.   

This proposal explains the initial ternarity effect in Old English and gives 

a structural account of high vowel deletion as well, with the issue of ternarity-

specificness remaining unresolved.  Their proposal, if applied uniformly, would 

select the incorrect output for longer words, although they do claim the necessity 

of the two-mora requirement on the head  is “relaxed” later on in the word. 
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The non-branching member of the head bearing stress adjacent to a 

branching member not bearing stress is also somewhat problematic.  ‘Head’ can 

not be defined as ‘most prominent’ here, since the head consists of something that 

is the most prominent plus something else that is not.  ‘Head’ cannot be positional 

either, at least exclusively, or else simply defining ‘first in a series’ should suffice.  

If ‘head’ is characterized as ‘obligatorily branching’, and it doesn’t, and its 

neighbor does, then it would seem at first glance that its neighbor should be the 

head.  But without the obligatory branching requirement incorporated into the 

definition, then no reason exists to incorporate a second branch in the first place.  

Lastly, the Germanic foot requires that high vowels delete in weak positions of 

feet, which leaves us wondering why the prosody of a language would delete the 

one of two branches (head–non-head1), leaving only one.  It also does not explain 

why stress-shunning high vowels would be deleted in positions in which they are 

not set to receive stress. 

Rice (1992) retools the essence of the Germanic foot by proposing a 

parametric, and more importantly templatic, approach to redefine footing.  The 

two templates are (H N) and (N H)2.  Rice (1992) claims that if parameters such 

as headedness and quantity-sensitivity are treated independently, generally 

unattested (per Hayes 1995) left-headed quantity-sensitive feet, or right-headed 

quantity-insensitive feet, will be unable to be generated.  The mechanical issue for 

Rice (1992) is the mapping of the (H N) and (N H) templates to syllables, and that 

mapping’s iterativity, if relevant.  He prefers templates to headedness, because a 

                                                 
1 Dresher and Lahiri (1991) call this Head–Dependent 
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sufficiently defined mapping procedure renders headedness a non-issue, making 

headedness effectively a consequence of the mapping.  So while Dresher and 

Lahiri (1991) have Old English ([cý.ni]s.gaw)  ‘king’, Rice has a (H N) template 

with an uneven mapping, ([cý.ni]H.gaN).  The uneven mapping supports heavy 

heads, and precludes heavy non-heads. 

Crowhurst (1991) accomplishes the task of explaining as well the 

phenomenon without appealing to the Germanic foot.  She presents a minimality-

specification approach, in which two (relevant for the current discussion) 

parameters (grouped under one Minimality Structure Parameter) are specified on 

or off, meaning that templatic constraints may be satisfied by minimal structure, 

although the templatic aspect is not the particular focus here for the current 

discussion.  In other words, it may be the case that a foot is minimally sufficient 

with just a head, or a head is minimally sufficient with just a mora.  The 

motivation for this comes from the fact that some languages allow no degenerate 

feet (i.e. feet must be more than just a head) and some languages (e.g. iambic 

systems), require that the head be bimoraic.   

The two manifestations of the Minimality Structure Parameter are FootMIN 

and HeadMIN.  When a language is specified FootMIN:on, a foot may be well-

formed if it is minimally a head.  When a language is specified HeadMIN:on, a 

head may be well-formed if it is minimally monomoraic.  Thus Old English, in 

her framework, is FootMIN:on/HeadMIN:off, which means that even though a foot 

may be minimally satisfied by a head (FootMIN:on), that head must be bimoraic, 

not just one light syllable (HeadMIN:off).  If the initial syllable is light, then the 
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second mora is provided by the peninitial syllable.  If that syllable is heavy, the 

resultant head will be [L H]. 

A form like /werudu/ ‘troops’ can exemplify Crowhurst’s (1991) theory.  

FootMIN:on means a foot may be associated to only a head; no non-head is 

required.  However, HeadMIN:off means that the head must be a mininum of two 

moras.  Since /we/ has only one mora, the head must comprise /ru/ as well.  This 

gives the intermediate constituency ([wéru]du) ‘troops’.   The /du/ is then left to 

comprise the non-head.  Because it is in the weak position of the foot, it deletes, 

leaving a bisyllabic foot with only a head and no non-head: ([wé.rud]).  While she 

isn’t specifically targeting the Germanic foot, she, as Rice (1992) does, effectively 

creates one, or at least allows for what effectively is one. 

The Crowhurst analysis, while accounting for the data as effective as Rice, 

differs only in technical instantiation, as a function of the model they’re working 

on.  For Rice, it was the mapping to an uneven template that required the head be 

heavy in contrast to its light dependent.  For Crowhurst, it was the HeadMIN:off 

that required the head be greater than one mora, the minimum it could otherwise 

be.   

2.2 Non-exhaustive local parsing 

2.2.1 Weak local parsing 

The only other obvious way to get what appears to be stress on every third 

syllable, but without trisyllabic feet, is to have binary feet that skip a syllable. 
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While ternary feet or nested binary constituents accommodate all the 

syllables in a series (exhaustive local parsing), weak local parsing incorporates 

two of three syllables into a foot, and leaves a third out. 

Hayes (1995) proposes a LOCAL PARSING parameter in foot construction, 

which can be specified as either [strong] or [weak].  If local parsing is strong, then 

no lapse occurs between feet.   

(1-12) strong local parsing 

…σ)(σ @  σ)(σ @  σ)(σ @… 

When the foot-initial boundary of a subsequent foot in a word separated 

from the foot terminal boundary of the preceding syllable by one light syllable, 

this is weak local parsing. 

(1-13) weak local parsing 

…σ) σ (σ @  σ) σ (σ @… 

Since the default is for no gap to exist between feet, we say that [strong] is 

the default value for the LOCAL PARSING parameter. 

One disruption to the ternarity of weak local parsing, pointed out by Hayes 

(1995), is that the presence of a heavy syllable entails a strong local parse.  In 

other words, a system that might normally parse weakly instead parses strongly, 

in the vicinity of a heavy syllable. 

(1-14) quantity-sensitive local parsing 

…σ) σµ (σ @ σ ) (σ @µµ… 
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Syllabic trochee systems are the only systems that parse exclusively, at 

least in principle, on the syllabic level.  Moraic trochee systems and iambic 

systems, while maybe having consequences in syllable parsing, necessarily parse, 

at least in theory, on the moraic level.  Weak local parsing systems seem to target 

syllables although the “one light syllable” restriction clearly reflects sensitivity to 

the moraic level. 

Hayes (1995) does indicate Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic as an example of 

weak local parsing on the moraic level.  He analyzes with weak local parsing the 

gap of one light syllable between feet in forms I later analyze in Chapter 3. 

(1-15) Hayesian example of Weak Local Parsing in 1 dialect of Arabic 

(àl)la(má.tu)<h> /*(àl)(lá.ma)tu<h> 

Within the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, 

McCarthy and Prince 1993a), several constraints have been proposed to account 

for ternarity, by creating a weak local parsing effect, or non-exhaustively locally 

parsing.  Kager (1994a,b) proposes two constraints, FOOT REPULSION (*FTFT) 

and PARSE-SYLLABLE-2, of which Elenbaas’ later PARSE-2 is a variant and  

*LAPSE is an alternative.   

In Kager (1994), FOOT REPULSION is the root of ternarity. 

(1-16) FOOT REPULSION (*FTFT) (Kager 1994a,b) 

“Avoid adjacent feet.” 
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 A categorical evaluation of this constraint would have no impact if the 

lapse were more than one syllable.  But if this constraint were to be evaluated 

gradiently, then in the spirit of the constraint, the farther apart feet were, the better 

situated they would be with respect to the FOOT REPULSION.  PARSE-SYLLABLE-2 

or PARSE-2 restricts the gap between stresses to two syllables. 

(1-17) PARSE-SYLLABLE-2 (Kager 1994a) (=PARSE-2 (Kager 1994b, 
Elenbaas 1999)) 

“One of two adjacent unstressed syllables must be parsed by a foot.” 

Kager (1994a) uses PARSE-2 over *FTFT to secure a ternarity effect.  

While this is the crux of his analysis, we should back up first.  Iterative footing is 

secured when PARSE ‘Every syllable is footed’ dominates AL-FT-Edge ‘Every 

foot is aligned at the edge Edge of the Prosodic Word’.  AL-FT-L/R penalizes any 

foot not coinciding with the word-boundary, but PARSE requires that these feet be 

present in spite of that. 

Without any other considerations, the maximal satisfaction of PARSE will 

occur when all syllables are footed.  If all syllables are footed, then there are no 

syllable-gaps between feet, and there is no ternary pattern.  It is therefore 

necessary to preclude feet from being adjacent, and *FTFT assumes that 

responsibility. 
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(1-18) 

 PARSE-2 *FTFT 

a.  (σ   σ) σ (σ   σ) σ    

b.      (σ   σ)(σ   σ)(σ   σ)  *!* 

c.      (σ   σ) σ  σ (σ   σ) *!  

FOOT REPULSION requires feet not be adjacent, and is satisfied by both (a) 

and (c).  However, candidate (c)’s second foot is two syllables away from the 

preceding foot, not one, like (a).  This second syllable is what fatally penalizes the 

candidate.  PARSE-2 controls this gap by assigning a penalty for each one of each 

pair of adjacent unfooted syllables.  FOOT REPULSION is the identical OT (Prince 

and Smolensky 1993) correlate of Hayes’ (1995) weak local parsing. 

Elenbaas’ (1999) *LAPSE model differs from Kager’s Foot Repulsion 

model in a straightforward manner.  First, she still uses a ternarity-inducing 

constraint.  But unlike Kager, she does not use *FTFT.  Rather, she uses 

constraints already available.  Second, she uses *LAPSE instead of PARSE-2.  For 

example: 

In Sentani, stress is generally on every second syllable from the left-edge, 

but is avoided on schwa, unless it is forced there by something else.  Thus one of 

her ternarity-inducers is *. This can create a ternary effect if schwa is the second 

vowel.  This creates words like σ .C.σ.σ.σ .σ instead of σ.C.σ.σ.σ .σ. 

For more complicated forms, a flock of constraints conspire to induce 

ternarity, such that a six-syllable word parses an initial iamb and final trochee, 

e.g. (mò.lo)ko.xa(nále).  PARSE-2, however, fatally penalizes [what Elenbaas 
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believes is] the optimal candidate, and instead incorrectly selects a fully parsed 

form: *(mò.lo)(kò.xa)(nále).  The erroneous fatal penalty is due to the definitional 

application of PARSE-2: one of two adjacent syllables must be footed, and in the 

(mò.lo)koxa(nále), one of two adjacent syllable is not footed. 

Accordingly, she introduces *LAPSE instead of PARSE-2, as a tenarity-

restrictor ternarity. 

(1-19) *LAPSE (Elenbaas 1999) 

“A weak beat must be adjacent to a strong beat or to the word edge.” 

The relationship in the hierarchy is still the same, however.  The ternarity-

restricting constraint dominates the ternarity-inducing constraint.  So while for 

Kager PARSE-2 dominates *FTFT, for Elenbaas, *LAPSE dominates whatever 

ternarity-inducing constraints are relevant (e.g. * in Sentani). 

Returning to Sentani, the ternarity-inducing * is but actually only one of 

many constraints which induce ternarity effects.  Like stressed schwa, clash is 

also avoided in this language, unless forced by some other consideration as well, 

making *CLASH ‘Consecutive stresses do not occur’ another ternarity-inducer in 

Sentani.  However, in the case such as the example below, the optimal satisfaction 

of both of these constraints would yield a three-syllable gap between stresses.  

Accordingly, a ternarity-restricting constraint is necessary to ensure a ternary 

pattern, which would mean a maximal lapse of only two syllables. 
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(1-20) *LAPSE » * » *CLASH 

 *LAPSE * *CLASH 

a.     (mo.lò)no.s(hàn)(dé.ra)   * 

b.     (mo.lò)(no.s)han(dé.ra)  *!  

c.     (mo.lò)no.s.han.(dé.ra) *!   

Shunning stress of the schwa forces a clash (a).  The alternative, which 

satisfies both * and *CLASH has fatal lapse. 

We are left then with general schema of ternarity-inducers dominating 

constraints which ordinarily do not produce ternary results, and ternarity-

restrictors dominating the ternarity-inducers.  We have also seen that some of thee 

ternarity-inducers may be ternarity-specific and some may not, but so far, all the 

ternarity-restrictors have been ternarity-specific. 

3. INITIAL ARGUMENTS AGAINST TERNARITY 

3.1 The theoretical implications of a ternary primitive 

Ultimately the linguist seeks explanations rooted in cross-linguistic trends, 

in the absence of functional motivation.   As Hayes (1995) indicates, feet are 

primarily binary, with the left-headed ones even and the right-headed ones 

uneven.  Certain modifications are seen under duress, such as: monomoraic (i.e. 

degenerate) feet, in any system that requires syllables to exhaustively foot; the 

(bimoraic) head only, in iambic systems; and the even iamb.  All such relatively 

infrequently-occurring, but nevertheless attested, feet occur only in satisfaction of 

some consideration meriting overriding foot well-formedness constraints. 
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Whether ternarity effects are results from ternary feet or weak local 

parsing, the consequences of a ternary primitive have not been witnessed, such as: 

1) no language has stress exclusively on every third syllable (expounded upon 

presently in this chapter); 2) no language that has reduplication requires its 

reduplicants to be three syllables—the reason for this the same as for the next 

case; and 3) no language has trisyllabic word minima. 

If stress really were on every third syllable, it would indeed be a 

compelling argument for ternary rhythm.  But as I will illustrate in the next 

section, even those languages which come close do not have stress only on every 

3n syllable. 

For trisyllabic reduplicants and word minima, reduplication and word 

minimality conditions are predicated on the prosodic hierarchy.  Words consist of 

feet; feet consist of syllables; reduplicants consist of segments, syllables, or feet.  

If the layering in the prosodic hierarchy is strict, then the prosodic word, for 

example, must be minimally a foot.  If it were minimally a syllable, the layering 

would not be strict.  Thus, if ternary feet were primitive, we would expect that in 

the set of ternary languages, at least a subset of prosodic words would require 

immediate domination of a ternary foot, thereby yielding trisyllabic word minima.   

The case of reduplicants is not quite as dogmatic, but the argument applies.  

Given that a subset of reduplicating languages reduplicate feet, we would predict 

a subset of those with ternary feet would reduplicate ternary feet.  There appear to 

be no cases of reduplication of trisyllabic sequences that don’t involve total 
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reduplication.  In other words, examples of three-syllable reduplication are 

instantiations of total reduplication on three-syllable words. 

Crowhurst’s (1991) model can be used to illustrate this point.  One of her 

Minimality Structure Parameters was FootMIN.  When specified [on], it meant that 

the language supported head-only feet.  When specified [off], it meant that the 

language did not support head-only feet, meaning that included in the foot must 

be all non-head material sufficient to constitute a minimal foot.  If ternary feet 

were primitive, then we would expect some languages, where this parameter was 

specified [off], to display trisyllabic word minima. 

In a constraint-based framework such as the one employed in this 

dissertation, allowing constraints that specifically induce ternarity (e.g. *FTFT) is 

tantamount to saying that the constraints that allow ternarity should appear 

undominated in some language, but none that have been proposed so far appear to 

be, in any language.  This fact in itself should present a substantial challenge to 

the idea that constraints favoring ternarity exist.   If they did, we should expect 

them undominated in at least some languages.  None of the languages examined 

appear exclusively ternary.  This includes the languages that I do not offer 

analyses of, although are mentioned.   

3.2 The non-universality of ternary effects 

Finnish, Estonian, Koniag Alutiiq, Old English, Bani-Hassan Bedouin 

Arabic, and Sentani, the languages analyzed in this dissertation, are not regularly 

ternary.  While there may occasionally be a lapse of more than one syllable 
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between stresses, none of the languages display the property of ternary rhythm 

across the board. 

This is not to say that other languages, seemingly more ternary, aren’t 

worth mentioning, beginning with the textbook ternary language, Cayuvava (Key 

1961).  Stress appears to occur on every third vocoid from the end, but only if 

short, epenthetic vowels are counted.  Stress has been described as appearing on 

every third syllable from the end (as in a below), which assumes that adjacent 

identical vowels consitute separate syllables.  Rapid unstressed copy vowels, 

occurring across stop–sonorant boundaries, appear to interrupt the stress 

sufficiently to yield a ternary pattern.  But when these copy vowels are not 

present, the pattern is binary.  

(1-21) Metrical transparency of anaptyxis in Cayuvava 

a.  (c &áadi)(róbo)Bu(rúru)c &e ‘ninety-nine’ 

b. (c &áadi)(róbo)(Brúru)c &e ‘ninety-nine’  

Without the epenthetic vowel in (a), the (b) pattern fairly appears binary.  

This is in no way intended to do an analysis of Cayuvava any justice; rather, to 

indicate that not everything is as ternary as might be otherwise believed.  In 

contrast to the above data, but in accordance with my contention that Cayuvuva 

displays some of the characteristics suggestive of a binary primitive, it should be 

noted that Cayuvava is full of bimoraic forms.  To give a minimal pair: 
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(1-22) Cayuvava disyllables 

a. éne ‘leaf’ 

b. éñe ‘tail’ 

Winnebago (Miner 1979; Hale and White Eagle 1980) has a similar 

pattern.  In Winnebago, stress occurs on every odd-numbered syllable with the 

third, in forms that do not contain epenethetic vowels.  The initial window of 

ternarity is indeed problematic for the present theory, and will not be discussed 

further.  But beyond the first stress, while secondary stresses normally occur on 

every second syllable, if the form contains an epenethetic vowel, and that vowel 

immediately follows a stress, then the stress appears on the third syllable 

following a stress.   There are also several instances of disyllables. 

Chugach (Leer 1985a,b) is perhaps the next most widely “known” 

language to be ternary.  Stress is appears to occur on every third syllable after the 

initial stress, which will be on the first, if the first syllable is heavy (CVV or 

CVC) or the second syllable.  Yet this is not across the board either; there is some 

metrical transparency as well.  For example, stress is generally avoided on 

voiceless schwa.  When voiceless schwa is present, a variety of configurations 

compatible with a binary analysis are present. 

(1-23) Chugach  

a. (ki.tú)ac s.t(.qa)   ‘the one I let zip by me’ 

b. (u.sú)(a.ná)kx(ku.ná)ku ‘not finding it cold’  

On a further note, Chugach, like the others, is full of disyllables. 
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(1-24) Chugach disyllables 

a. (táa)(táa) ‘her father’ 

b. (náa)uq ‘it’s burning’ 

c. (úl)luq  ‘it flooded’ 

d. (úl)(luá) ‘its tongue’ 

Gilbertese (Blevins and Harrison 1999), as well, is a challenging language 

to prove binary.  Of the criteria described earlier as being acceptable for judging 

ternarity, this language comes the closest.  Stress appears on every third mora 

going leftward from the penultimate mora.  High tones appear on every third mora 

going leftward from the antepenultimate mora.  Vowels without a stress mark (´) 

or a high tone mark ( ) in the example below are the ones that can not bear any 

tone at all.   

(1-25) Metrical transparency of non-tone-bearing moras in Gilbertese 

bwa ka m w na a kí i ko ókore ái ‘so that you will not cut me up’ 

Of course it must also be established that this 13-syllable string is, in fact, 

one prosodic word, as well. 

True to form, Gilbertese has disyllables.  While some are indeed trimoraic, 

some are bimoraic, and contrastive vowel length distinguishes them from 

trimoraic disyllables. 

(1-26) Gilbertese disyllables 

a. a.na  3 poss. art. 

a′. aa.na  ‘it’s desirable’  
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a″. an.na ‘dry land’ 

b. atu ‘bundle’ 

b′.  atuu.  ‘head’ 

Three final languages that Levin (1988), on the basis of a personal 

communication to her, suggests might be ternary, Mantjiltjara, Walmatjari, Kitja, 

and have either so little or no data available that it would be imprudent to 

hypothesize any analysis at this stage. 

4. FORECAST 

The remainder of this dissertation addresses the ternarity effects in 

languages not identified in the preceding section.   First up, I show how stress in 

Finnish and Estonian can be determined by parsing binary feet, with an occasional 

delay of stress by one syllable on the basis of criteria observed in other languages.  

One example of apparent ternarity involves the word beginning, and I show that 

foot form is sacrificed for another prosodic concern.  One of the other criteria is 

the morphological alignment of a suffix to a metrical foot, and this explains the 

limited amount ternarity in Koniag. 

In the next chapter, I show how the same resolution to the initial foot 

problem in Old English is identical to that in Finnish and Estonian.  Stress across 

the remainder of the word in Old English is actually predictable on the basis of 

regular moraic trochaicity, a prediction not borne by any of the earlier analyses.  

Applying that same analysis to a dialect of Arabic in the second part of that 

chapter, I demonstrate how what previously had been thought of as weak local 
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parsing can be accounted for by the principles derived in discussing the preceding 

languages.   

The chapter following that switches focus slightly and looks at Sentani, 

another language in which no regular ternarity is present.   The occasion two-

syllable lapses between stresses are ascribed to various phenomena we believe 

true in other languages.  These include things like avoiding stresses on schwa and, 

more specifically, requiring that schwa be in the dependent position of a foot. 

In the final chapter I summarize the preceding chapters, tie up loose ends, 

and discuss directions for further research. 
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Chapter 2: A cross-section of ternarity-related constraints 

1. FINNISH 

1.1 Description  

The data were elicited from about 10 native speakers, identifying 

themselves as speakers of the Pohjanmaa ‘Ostrobothnia’ dialect.  All speakers 

were between 20 and 35 except for one in her 40s.  Data not from this source are 

indicated C (Carlson 1978) or H (Harms 1964).   

Main stress always occurs on the initial syllable, regardless of weight, 

even on monosyllables.   

(2-1) 

a. tú.lee      ‘comes’ 

b. tú.le.va      ‘future’ (adj.) 

c. sá.taa      ‘it’s raining’ 

d. sátee.na     ‘as rain’ 

e. sá.tee.ton     ‘rainless’ 

f.  máa       ‘land’  

g. týö      ‘work’ 

Secondary stresses occur on every other non-final syllable beginning with 

the third, with two exceptions noted below. 
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(2-2) 

a.      tó.ve.rì.na  ‘as a friend’ 

b. sá.tee.tòn.ta  ‘rainless’ 

c. sá.tee.na  ‘as rain’ 

d. sá.tee.ton.  ‘rainless’ 

e. ús.ko.màt.to.màm.pi    ‘more unbelievable’  

f. jä@r.jes.tèl.mäl.lìs.tä.mä$t.tö.my $y.del.lä$n.sä  ‘out of one’s failure to 
systematize’ (C) 

The first exception to that as illustrated in (2-2) above is illustrated in 

(2-3) below, before which it should be stipulated that heavy syllables include both 

long-vowelled syllables and closed syllables.  If the syllable predicted to bear 

secondary stress according to the generalization exemplified in (2-2) is light and it 

immediately precedes a non-final heavy syllable, then that heavy syllable is 

stressed, and that light syllable is not. 

(2-3)  

a. ús.ko.ma.tòn.ta   ‘unbelievable’   

b. jär.jes.tel.mäl.li.syy.del.lä.kìn.kö   ‘also with systematicity?’ (C) 

The second exception to the pattern earlier illustrated in (2-2) is below in 

(2-4).  The binary pattern is further interrupted by the appearance of three 

derivational suffixes, listed here, and their derivatives.   

(2-4)  

a. -minen/-mis(e)- gerundive 
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b. -lainen/-lais(e)- ‘deriving from’ 

c. -mainen/-mais(e)- ‘having the properties of’ 

The first syllable of these morphemes is stressed if it is heavy (2-5) or if it 

is light and the syllable preceding it is light (2-6).  This differs from the 

generalization exemplified by (2-3) in that the weight of the stress-bearing 

syllable in the morpheme is not relevant. 

(2-5)  

a. ín.ke.rois.-lài.nen      *ínkeròis-lainen ‘someone/thing from Inkeri’ (C) 

b. mú.nu.ais.-mài.nen *múnuàis-mainen ‘kidney-like’   (C) 

(2-6) 

a. ká.las.ta.-mì.nen *kálastàminen ‘fishing’   (C) 

b. ká.las.ta.-mì.se-n *kálastàmisen     ‘fishing’ (gen.)  (C) 

c. hú.pe.ne.-mì.se.-na *húpenè-misèna  ‘decrease’ (ess.)  (H) 

d. nó.tee.ràa.-mi.nen *nóteeraa-mìnen  ‘(financial) quoting’   (C) 

e. nó.tee.ràa.-mi.sè.-na *nóteeraa-mìsena ‘(financial) quoting’ (ess.) (C) 

1.2. Analysis 

1.2.1 Binarity  

The first thing we will be looking at is the general left-to-right pattern of 

alternating stress.  I propose this is nothing more than generic iterative footing.  

When the PARSE constraint dominates both of the FOOT ALIGNMENT constraints, 

the result is an exhaustive parse.  These constraints are spelled out in prose here:  
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(2-7) 

a. PARSE (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 

Every syllable is in a foot; each syllable that is not footed is a violation. 

b. FTALIGN(L) (AL-FT-L; McCarthy and Prince 1993b, Prince and 
Smolensky 1993) 

The left edge of every foot is aligned with the left edge of some word; 
every instance of a syllable separating the left edge of a foot from the left 
edge of the word is a violation.   

c. FTALIGN(R) (AL-FT-R; McCarthy and Prince 1993b, Prince and 
Smolensky 1993) 

The right edge of every foot is aligned with right edge of the word; every 
instance of a syllable separating the right edge of a foot from the right 
edge of the word is a violation. 

These ranking of PARSE over left FOOT ALIGNMENT, which in turn is 

ranked over right FOOT ALIGNMENT accounts for iterative left-to-right footing. 

(2-8) PARSE » FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

        uskomattomampikin PARSE FTALIGN(L) FTALIGN(R) 

a. (ús.ko)(mát.to)(màm.pi)kin * **** ** ***** *** * 

b.     us(kò.mat)(tò.mam)(pì.kin) * ***** **!* * **** ** 

c.     (ús.ko)mat.to.mam.pi.kin *!****  ***** 

Any candidate such as (c) with none of its non-initially-footed syllables 

footed is excluded early on.  For any odd-syllabled candidate that is binarily 

footed, one syllable will always remain unfooted, and the domination of left FOOT 
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ALIGNMENT over right means that the candidate whose feet are stacked towards 

the left edge will incur one less violation per foot than the candidate whose feet 

are stacked at the right edge. 

 The fact that it is the first of a pair of syllables that gets stressed is rooted 

in the FOOT FORM constraints, which are responsible for headedness of feet.  

Trochaicity is established when trochaic FOOT FORM dominates iambic FOOT 

FORM; iambicity is established by the opposite ranking. 

(2-9) FOOT-FORM  (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 

a. FTFORM(T)  

Every foot is a trochee; i.e. the head, or stressed syllable, of each foot is 
located at the left edge of the foot; each foot that is not left-headed incurs 
a violation.  

b. FTFORM(I)  

Every foot is an iamb; i.e. the head, or stressed syllable, of each foot 
located at the right edge of the foot; each foot that is not right-headed is a 
violation. 

The ranking of these constraints is relatively transparent here.  Trochaic 

footing is preferred over iambic footing (cross-linguistically as well as in Finnish, 

although they are not, with respect to each other, technically intrinsically ranked).  

The trochees in (b) below incur iambic FOOT FORM violations, while the iambs in 

(a) incur trochaic FOOT FORM violations. 
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(2-10) FTFORM(T) » FTFORM(I)  

        sateetonkin FTFORM(T) FTFORM(I) 

a.     (sa.tée)(ton.kìn) *! *  

b. (sá.tee)(tòn.kin)  * * 

The rhythmic alternation of stress, as opposed to the existence of only one 

left-headed foot, is further enhanced by constraining the maximum length of a 

foot to two syllables.  This prevents a foot from being too long in order to 

minimize its ALIGNMENT or PARSE violations.   

(2-11) FTMAX(σ) (Crowhurst 1996, Hewitt 1994; a version of 
McCarthy and Prince’s 1993 FTBIN with application restricted to 
one of either syllables or moras and one of either the upper or 
lower limit at a time) 

Each foot is contains at most two syllables.  Every foot that is bigger than 
two syllables is a violation.   

But in odd-parity words, the effect of constraining foot size has the further 

effect of leaving a syllable unfooted, meaning it must dominate PARSE as well.  In 

this way we are able to show that feet in Finnish are restricted to two syllables, 

the source of rhythm on alternating syllables.    We also see in the example that 

follows, another constraint on foot size, one that requires feet be at least two 

syllables. 

(2-12) FTMIN(σ) (Crowhurst 1996, Hewitt 1994) 

Feet are minimally bisyllabic.  A foot that is less that two syllables is a 
violation. 
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While overstuffing feet and skimping on foot size are all alternatives to 

Parse violations, we see in the next example that regardless of the Foot Alignment 

and the Parse violations, foot size is paramount. 

(2-13) FTMIN(σ), FTMAX(σ) » PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

        uskomattomampikin FTMIN FTMAX PARSE FTALIGN 

a.     (ús.ko.mat.to.mam.pi.kin)  *!   

b.     (ús.ko)(mát.to)(mám.pi.kin)  *!  **** ** 

c. (ús.ko)(mát.to)(mám.pi)kin   * **** ** 

d.     (ús.ko)(mát.to)(mám.pi)(kín) *!   ****** 

**** **   

While it is true the constraints on foot size prohibit tri- and mono-syllabic 

feet, it is also true that monosyllables are stressed.  This is the result of the 

constraint below.  A further consequence of this constraint is an explanation as to 

why main stress is at the left-edge of the word. 

(2-14) ALIGN-L(PW,HD) (McCarthy and Prince 1993b) 

The left edge of the Prosodic Word is aligned with the left edge of some 
head; each syllable that intervenes between the Prosodic Word and its 
head is a violation.  If no head exists, the gradiency is infinite and a 
categorical violation will be presumed.  

This constraint dominates FTMIN(σ), to secure stress on monosyllables. 
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(2-15) ALIGN-L(PW, HD) » FTMIN(σ) 

 ALIGN-L(PW, HD) FTMIN(σ) 

a.       maa *!  

b.  (máa)  * 

This constraint also dominates ALIGN-R(PW,HD), to ensure initial stress 

over final stress. 

(2-16) ALIGN-R(PW,HD) (McCarthy and Prince 1993b) 

The Prosodic Word is right-aligned with a head.  Each syllable that 
intervenes between the Prosodic Word and its head is a violation 

The next tableau show that left-alignment supercedes right-alignment.  

Their ranking is illustrated here only for thoroughness; nothing of any particular 

analytical importance is represented here. 

(2-17) ALIGN-L(PW,HD) » ALIGN-R(PW,HD) 

        sateetonkin ALIGN-L(PW,HD) ALIGN-R(PW,HD) 

a. (sá.tee)(tòn.kin)  *** 

b.     (sà.tee)(tón.kin) **! * 

In order for main stress to be always on the initial syllable, left HEAD 

ALIGNMENT will remain undominated, and as such, this constraint dominates 

FTMIN(σ) to get stress on monosyllables. 
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To sum up so far, we’ve seen the constraint hierarchy that accounts for the 

generalizations as exemplified in (2-1) and (2-2).  We now move on to the 

remaining cases. 

1.2.2 Ternarity  

The binary alternation is disrupted when any second syllable following a 

stress is light and the third is heavy.  While this is an interruption to the pattern, it 

is also very regular. 

(2-18)  

a. ús.ko.ma.tòn.ta         ‘unbelievable’ (part.) 

b. jä r.jes.tel.mäl.li.syy.del.lä.kìn.kö   ‘also with systematicity?’ 

This can be ascribed to the general principle that heavy syllables attract 

stress. 

(2-19) WEIGHT-TO-STRESS (WTS; Prince’s 1990 and Prince and 
Smolenksy’s 1993 WSP) 

Heavy syllables get stress.  An unstressed heavy syllable incurs a 
violation. 

The apparent delay in stress by one syllable, when it would be otherwise 

expected on some given syllable, results from WEIGHT-TO-STRESS dominating 

FOOT ALIGNMENT.  In this situation, alignment is sacrificed for a well-stressed 

heavy syllable.   This ranking is the ultimate source of ternarity rooted in purely 

phonological terms.  WEIGHT-TO-STRESS, like PARSE, is a parsing constraint, and 

would not generally be expected to interact.  But obedience to WEIGHT-TO-
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STRESS entails a PARSE violation, as seen below, and since PARSE dominates 

FOOT ALIGNMENT, the interaction between WEIGHT-TO-STRESS and FOOT 

ALIGNMENT is somewhat obscured.  Now also evident is the separate ranking of 

FTMIN(σ) over WTS. 

(2-20) FTMIN(σ) » WTS » PARSE » FTALIGN 

        uskomatontakin FTMIN(σ) WTS PARSE FTALIGN 

a.     (ús.ko).ma(tòn.ta)(kìn) *!  ** *** 

b. (ús.ko).ma(tòn.ta).kin  *   

c.     (ús.ko)(mà.ton)(tà.kin)  *!*  **** ** 

Thus while it appears that stress is delayed one syllable to a heavy one in 

the presence of a light one, there are two instances in which this does not occur, 

word-initially, and word-finally, and they are dealt with later on. 

Another strategy for accommodating quantity sensitivity would be FOOT 

FORM reversal, which is not seen in Finnish.  We do see that when heaviness 

interrupts a binary alternation, it resets with the new secondary stress.  In other 

words, non-first secondary stresses are not functions of syllable count.  Consider 

the examples in the preceding tableau.  Two final iambs would satisfy the above 

constraints better than any of the candidates listed.  This tells us that trochaicity 

may not be sacrificed for the benefit of preserving WEIGHT-TO-STRESS. 
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(2-21) (FTMIN(σ),) FTFORM(T) » WTS,  FTFORM(I)  

        uskomatonta FTMIN(σ) FTFORM(T) WTS FTFORM(I) 

a.     (ús.ko)(ma.tòn)(ta.kìn)  *!*   

b. (ús.ko).ma(tòn.ta).kin   * ** 

c.    (ús.ko).ma(tòn.ta)(kin) *!   ** 

d.    (ús.ko)ma.(tòn)ta (kin) *!*   * 

Here both candidates satisfy WEIGHT-TO-STRESS.  We are left only to 

negotiate the heavy syllable stress as the head of a right-headed foot, better with 

respect to FOOT ALIGNMENT, or a left-headed foot, better with respect to trochaic 

FOOT FORM.  We see that feet are consistently trochaic no matter what.  

 The data include examples of words displaying an apparent delay of stress 

by one syllable, even though the stress-bearing syllable was not heavy.  

Historically at least the examples containing forms of -lainen/-lais(e)- ‘deriving 

from’ and -mainen/-mais(e)- ‘having the properties of’ derived from compounds; 

the suffixes, from full words.  Synchronically, accounting for the attraction of 

stress to these morphemes seems best dealt with as aligning the morpheme within 

a foot.  Since feet are head-initial in Finnish and it is the initial syllable of these 

morphemes that attracts the stress, MORPHEME(-TO-FOOT) ALIGNMENT is the 

constraint most likely the cause here.  Here, for Finnish, the specific manifestation 

of this constraint is DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, a constraint given in the 

format of McCarthy and Prince’s (1993b) Generalized Alignment schema, and 

similar in spirit to Crowhurst and Hewitt 1997’s MORPHEME=FOOT).  The 

motivation for this constraint comes from English and Spanish. 
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(2-22) DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT (DXALIGN) 

The left edges of the derivational morphemes  {-minen, -lainen, -mainen} 
and their derivatives are aligned with the left edge of a foot.  Each syllable 
that intervenes between the left edge of one of these morphemes and the 
left edge of a foot incurs a violation. 

This constraint is based on McCarthy and Prince’s 1993 GENERALIZED 

ALIGNMENT schema, in particular, their ALIGN-Af[um] constraint and is similar in 

spirit to Crowhurst and Hewitt’s 1997 MORPHEME=FOOT.  While is this 

particular instantiation of the constraint is indeed language-specific, the 

specificity of the ALIGN-Af[um] clearly allows for some leeway in language-

specific instantiations of morpheme alignment constraints.  The constraint works 

somewhat like the future/conditional inflectional stress in Spanish. 

In Spanish, non-lexical stress is generally on the penultimate mora, which 

leads to a stem-inflection alternation in verbs.  Monosyllabic inflections are pre-

stressed (on the stem), while bimoraic inflections are stressed on the affix itself 

(e.g. pón.g-o, pó.n-es, pó.n-e, pó.n-en vs. po.n-émos).  But the future suffixes (the 

simple future and the conditional (an imperfect future)) are stressed regardless of 

moraicity (e.g. pon.dr-é, pon.dr-ás, pon.dr-á, pon.dr-án, and pon.dr-émos).  

Historically, the future marker was a separate verb (Latin habere) in periphrasis, 

which meant of course that it had separate stress.  When habere reduced and 

cliticized to the main verb, its stress was retained.  (The stress facts can be 

independently observed off of any native Spanish speaker; however, one source 

for the historical explanation appears in Anderson and Rochet (1979).) 
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The temptation to analyze Finnish forms with derivational suffixes as 

synchronic compounded prosodic words is mitigated by two facts.  First, the 

historical forms from which the synchronic forms derived have sufficiently 

changed so as not to be immediately identifiable with their diachronic cognates.  

Second, there is evidence from vowel harmony.  The derivational suffixes are 

subject to harmony with the root vowels, as are all suffixes.  In compounds, each 

root displays its own harmonic specification.  

The domination by DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT over FOOT 

ALIGNMENT3 results in the same delayed stress as in light–heavy sequences that 

occur later than the initial foot.  The suffix is optimally contained within a foot, 

making the first syllable of the suffix the only locally stressed syllable. 

(2-23) DXALIGN » FTALIGN 

        kalasta-minen DXALIGN FTALIGN 

a.     (ká.las)(tà.mi)nen *! ** 

b. (ká.las)ta(mì.nen)  *** 

Until now, the stress-attracting suffix and the stress-attracting heavy 

syllable have been paralleled—each attracts stress off of a preceding light 
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3 Megan Crowhurst (p.c.) suggests a slightly modified analysis still compatible with the spirit 
here.  A constraint ALIGN-L(ROOT, FOOT) (“Roots have initial feet.”) might capture the 
generalization that these particular suffixes display stress as if they were roots, and avoids the gaps 
that a general MORPHEME ALIGNMENT constraint less restrictive that the one I propose here 
might leave.  Its further potential plausibility is not really mitigated by the fact that these roots 
now undergo vowel harmony (the domain of which is presumed to be the Prosodic Word).  This 
alternative is, in my opinion, mitigated by the fact that a stem-final heavy syllable can attract stress 
of an initial syllable of this set of suffixes when it is light (e.g. nó.tee.ràa.-
mi.sè.na/*nó.tee.raa.mì.se.na ‘financial quoting’ (ess.)) but not heavy (e.g. mú.nu.ais.-
mài.nen/*mú.nu.àis.mai.nen ‘kidney-like’). 



syllable.  When the preceding syllable is heavy, the relevant constraints interact, 

and a conflict arises.  Forms with heavy syllables preceding these derivational 

suffixes show that weight outranks morphology, making the heavy syllable the 

one to get the stress, not the initial syllable of the morpheme (if it is light). 

(2-24) WTS » DXALIGN 

        noteeraa-minen WTS DXALIGN 

a.     (nó.tee)raa(mì.nen) ***!  

b. (nó.tee)(ràa.mi)nen ** * 

When the initial syllable of the stress-attracting derivational suffix is 

heavy, the apparent conflict disappears, as stress on such a syllable would satisfy 

both WEIGHT-TO-STRESS and DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT.   However, 

stress on a preceding heavy syllable, while still satisfying WEIGHT-TO-STRESS, 

would not satisfy DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, making the candidate 

with the long vowel, even though it stem-final and not morpheme initial, a better 

choice. 

(2-25) WTS » DXALIGN 

         munuais-mainen WTS DXALIGN 

a. (mú.nu)ais(mài.nen) **  

b.     (mú.nu)(àis.mai)nen ** *! 

Having exhausted the instances when the binary alternation is interrupted, 

only those cases remain in which the interruption is precluded.  One of the things 

we see in Finnish is that word-medial heavy syllables do not foot in satisfaction of 
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some constraint.  When a heavy syllable comprises a foot in its entirety, the 

resulting number of syllables (one) is insufficient to sustain a foot.  This is 

reflected in syllabic FOOT MINIMALITY, which holds that feet must be minimally 

bisyllabic.  In other words, (σ)Ft is precluded—which is why 

*(mú.nu)(àis)(mài.nen) was excluded in the preceding example. 

So while this is a case in which WTS outweighs certain other 

requirements, we return to those cases in which WTS satisfaction does not 

produce the appearance of delayed stress.  One such case was word-finally.  

Thus while a non-initial posttonic light syllable normally cedes stress to an 

immediately subsequent heavy one, the monosyllabicity of the potential foot 

precludes such a shift at the end of a word.  

(2-26) FTMIN(σ) » WTS 

        uskomaton FTMIN(σ) WTS 

a.     (ús.ko)ma(tòn) *!  

b. (ús.ko)(mà.ton)  * 

When applied to two earlier examples, we see that it not only does not 

alter the rankings, but it accurately predicts that heavy syllables do not foot 

themselves in satisfaction of WEIGHT-TO-STRESS. 
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(2-27) FTMIN(σ) » WTS » DXALIGN 

 FTMIN(σ) WTS DXALIGN 

a. (nó.tee)(ràa.mi)nen  ** * 

b.     (nó.tee)raa(mì.nen)  ***!  

c.     (nó.tee)(ràa)(mì.nen) *! **  

a′.     (mú.nu)(àis)(mài.nen) *! *  

b′. (mú.nu)ais(mài.nen)  **  

c′.     (mú.nu)(àis.mai)nen  ** *! 

A final interesting property of the FTMIN(σ) is domination, as well with 

ALIGN-L(PW,HD), over WTS, which explains the lack of peninitial heavy stress 

in lieu of initial light.  Normally we expect …L H… to be stressed as L H; but 

initial # L H, as indicated by “main stress is always word initial” in the 

description, is always stressed: # L H….  This actually follows transitively from 

the rankings ALIGN-L(PW,HD) over  FTMIN(σ)  and FTMIN(σ) over WTS, but is 

included here for thoroughness. 

(2-28) ALIGN-L(PW, HD) » WTS 

 ALIGN-L(PW, HD) FTMIN(σ) WTS 

a. (sá.tee)na   * 

b.     sa(tée.na) *!   

c.     (sá)(tèe.na)  *!  
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1.3 Summary 

This concludes the new analysis on Finnish.  Finnish has a left-to-right, 

fundamentally binary, rhythmic alteration.  This was shown to be a function of 

PARSE over left FOOT ALIGNMENT, which in turn, ranks over right FOOT 

ALIGNMENT.  What kept stress on every second syllable were constraints on foot 

size, such as syllabic FOOT MINIMALITY and FOOT MAXIMALITY. 

Several considerations interfered with a perfectly alternating rhythm.  In 

particular, if a light syllable in a position to get stress was followed by certain 

kinds of other syllable, those syllables got stress.  The two main categories this 

stress-attracting syllable fell into were heavy syllables and stress-attracting 

morphemes.  Heavy syllables attract stress due to the WEIGHT-TO-STRESS 

principle, while derivational suffixes attracted stress due to MORPHEME 

ALIGNMENT constraints. 
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(2-29) Summary ranking 

FTMAX(σ) FTFORM(T) ALL(PW,HD)   

      

 FTFORM(I) FTMIN(σ) ALR(PW,HD)  

     

  WTS   

     

  DXALIGN(L)   

     

  PARSE   

     

  FTALIGN(L)   

     

  FTALIGN(R)   

In further summary is a list of the phenomena observed, and the ranking 

that yielded that effect:  

(2-30) Summary of ranking and expression.  

a. Main stress is initial. ALL(PW,HD) » ALR(PW,HD) 

b.  Monosyllables are stressed. ALL(PW,HD) » FTMIN(σ) 

c. Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(T) » FTFORM(I) 

d. Feet are maximally bisyllabic. FTMAX(σ) » PARSE 

e. Footing is left-to-right. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 
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f. Footing is iterative. PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

g. There can be two unstressed 
syllables before [σ µµ 

WTS » FTALIGN(L) 

h. There can be two unstressed 
syllables before [Dx 

DXALIGN » FTALIGN(L) 

1.4  *LAPSE and *(L H) 

While Kager’s framework was used in Chapter 1 to illustrate how a 

constraint-based analysis of ternarity might be generally structured, this stage of 

the discussion outlines Elenbaas (1999), since Finnish is actually treated in that 

work.  Recall first some of the basic principles at work in any OT ternarity 

analysis to date: a set of ternarity-inducing constraints act either alone or in 

concert to select a situation in which a ternary pattern is present, and ternarity-

inducing constraints dominate them, to restrict the realization of ternarity patterns 

to those situations in which they actually surface.  For Kager, the relevant 

constraints were *FTFT and PARSE-2; for Elenbaas (recalling Chapter 1), the 

ternarity restrictor was *LAPSE, and the ternarity inducers were a variety of 

widely-acknowledged constraints. 

For Finnish, Elenbaas uses the constraint *(L H) ‘Avoid the resolved 

trochee’ as a ternarity-inducer.  *(L H) dominates PARSE (which dominates AL-

FT-L (my FTALIGN(L)), and the candidate without the (word-medial) resolved 

trochee is the winner.   
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(2-31) 

 *(L H) PARSE FTALIGN 

a.  (pái.men).to(lài. sel)la  ** *** 

b.     (pái.men)(tò.lai)(sèl.la) *! * ** **** 

Here (b) wins, as (a) has a word medial resolved trochee. 

Her basic scheme for selecting ternarity is overridden only minimally, 

under the same conditions mine is.  For example, both systems (hers, mine) 

override the constraint configuration that deselects (L H) candidates with a word-

initial main stress exception, ALIGN-HD (my ALIGN-L(PW,HD)). 

In both cases, when the constraint requiring that the prosodic word be left-

headed dominates anything else, all other considerations lose to this one.   

(2-32) 

 ALIGN-HD *(L H) 

a.     .ra(vín.to).la) *!  

b. (rá.vin)(tò.la)  * 

In spite of the number of PARSE violations, and despite the resolved 

trochee, the word must be left headed, and ALIGN-HD fatally penalizes the 

candidate that does not have the leftmost head. 

Word-finally, a minor complication emerges.  *(L H) incorrectly deselects 

optimal candidates ending in a resolved trochee, because the structural description 

to satisfy ALIGN-HD is not met.  Stipulating now that she keeps stress off the final 

syllable with NONFINALITY ‘Stress does not fall on the final syllable,’ the only 
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option besides an illicit resolved trochee or an illicit final stress is one in which 

both of the two rightmost (i.e. final) syllables are non-parsing: *(rá.vin).to.lat.  

This yields the intolerable situation of three unstressed syllables in a row. 

It is at this point she brings *LAPSE into the equation.   *LAPSE, which 

requires that a syllable be next to a strong beat or the word edge, penalizes 

candidates containing a syllable that is next to neither.  The light syllable .to., in 

the present example, is just such a case. 

(2-33) *LAPSE, NONFIN » *(L H) 

 *LAPSE NONFIN *(L H) 

a.     (rá.vin).to.lat *!   

b. (rá.vin)(tó.lat)   * 

c.     (rá.vin).to(lát)  *!  

Now consider the major differences between the proposals here.  Elenbaas 

uses *LAPSE » *(L H), and I use FTMIN(σ) » WTS (» FTALIGN).   PARSE does 

not play any role here; *(L H) has to dominate PARSE, or else she is not able to 

generate forms like (pú.he)li(mìs.ta)ni ‘my phones’ (elat.). 

We probe deeper into the details of this kind of analysis.  PARSE must 

FTALIGN, or else there would be no iterative footing.  In a form like 

(má.te)ma(tìik.ka)/*(má.te)(mà.tiik)ka, the PARSE violations are identical (i.e. that 

specific example provides no evidence one way or the other of PARSE over 

FTALIGN).  In a form like /puhelemistani/, the violations of PARSE are not 

identical among its outputs—none for *(pú.he)(lì.mis)(tà.ni), and two for 
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(pú.he)li(mìs.ta)ni.  Since parsing a resolved trochee is worse than parsing none, 

*(L H) dominates PARSE. 

Now, because *(L H) dominates PARSE, (rá.vin)(tò.lat) cannot win in the 

tableau above, so Elenbaas is forced to invoke *LAPSE. With *LAPSE (together 

with NONFIN) dominating *(L H), a candidate with a terminal resolved trochee 

wins. 

To briefly recap the comparison, under my system, it is WTS (dominating 

PARSE) dominating FTALIGN that gives us …L(H… instead of …(L H)…, and 

FTMIN(σ) syllable which gives us word-final …L(H#.  Under Elenbaas’ analysis 

 Since mechanically Elenbaas’ analysis works, we are left only to evaluate 

its theoretical implications.  The first is her choice of *(L H) instead of WSP.  The 

crucial form that Elenbaas uses to select *(L H) instead of WTS is 

(pái.men)to(lài.sel)la ‘nomad’ (adess.), whose competitor 

*(pái.men)(tò.lai)(sèl.la) ties under WSP.  Because PARSE and FTALIGN would 

select *(pái.men)(tò.lai)(sèl.la), there must be some other constraint at work to 

secure (pái.men)to(lài.sel)la.  In my analysis, the crucial constraint was a 

morphological one, so this was not an issue.  However, we can consider the case 

of *(L H) versus WTS on the merits.   

*(L H) will always produce WTS violations; WTS violations will not 

always be *(L H) violations.  As such, WTS is more general.  The purpose of *(L  

H) is to preclude heavy stress after light syllables, which WTS will do anyway.  

Thus there seems to be no urgency in discriminating between the two. 
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While *LH is a forward step from *FTFT (in the sense that we know from 

other stress systems that L H violations are typically avoided, *LAPSE violations 

are also subsets of another constraint, PARSE.  In this case, however, it may be the 

case that *LAPSE satisfaction still entails a PARSE violation, which *(L H) 

satisfaction will not necessarily entail any additional WTS violations.  More 

importantly, the applications of *LAPSE seem limited outside ternary stress 

systems.  Since binary stress systems do not generally place three non-final weak 

beats together, limited applicability of *LAPSE is apparent. 

1.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can say that stress in Finnish is accountable for ranking 

constraints pertinent to iterative footing in such a way that trochaic feet are 

generated, with the further caveat that certain configurations are avoided, such as 

the resolved trochee, which is ultimately then allowed if something forces it.  If 

morphological considerations are taken into account, and especially phonological 

ones like WTS, we see there is no support, at least in Finnish, for any constraints 

not also inside binary stress systems. 

2. ESTONIAN 

2.1 Description 

Ternary analyses have been proposed for Estonian that are similar to those 

proposed for Finnish.  In this section, I show how the facts can be derived using 

the same constraints as in Finnish:  WEIGHT-TO-STRESS and DERIVATIONAL 

SUFFIX ALIGNMENT over left FOOT ALIGNMENT.    I also introduce a new 
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constraint, very similar in nature to DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, CASE 

SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, which, like DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, is licensed 

on the basis of that which allowed the ALIGN-Af[um] constraint.  Each of these has 

reflexes outside ternary stress systems, furthering my claim that no ternarity-

specific constraints are necessary. 

The data in this section are from Hint (1973) and Bye (1997).   

Main stress is always on the initial syllable. 

(2-34)  

a. kín.nast  ‘glove’ (part.) 

b. pá.latt   ‘piece’ (part.) 

c. pí.mes.tav  ‘blinding’ 

There are two variants of secondary stress distribution, which appear to 

occur across speakers within dialects. I will describe the one that is more like 

Finnish first; then, I will describe the one that is more different. 

For the first pattern, which for expository purposes I will term the ‘strict 

binary’ pattern, secondary stress occurs on every alternating non-final syllables 

after the first stress, with the two exceptions that will follow. 

(2-35) 

a. pí.mes.tà.va.le  ‘blinding’ (allat.)  

b. ré.ti.lì.le  ‘ladder’ (allat.) 

c. trúu:.tu.sè.le.ki 
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The first exception to that exemplified in (2-35) is illustrated in (2-36).  As 

in Finnish, heavy syllables included both long-vowelled syllables and closed 

syllables.  If the syllable predicted to bear secondary stress is light according to 

the generalization exemplified in (2-35), and it immediately precedes a non-final 

heavy syllable, then that heavy is stressed and that light syllable is not.   

(2-36) 

a. hí.li.se.màt.te.le ‘later’ (pl. allat.) 

b. pí.mes.ta.vàs.se ‘blinding’ (illat.) 

c. té.ra.và.maltt  ‘acrid’ 

The second exception to the generalization exemplified in (2-35) above is 

exemplified in (2-37) below, in which involve the appearance of case suffixes.  If 

the word ends in a case suffix, then a secondary stress occurs on the penult, and 

any stress that would otherwise have been predicted on the antepenult does not 

occur.  This will yield an output different from the generalization exemplified in 

(2-35) only in odd-syllabled words, since in even-syllabled words, the case suffix 

(unstressed) will land in even position (e.g. 2-37b). 

(2-37) 

a. (pí.mes)ta(và.-le) ‘blinding’ (allat.)  

b. (hí.li)(sè.mat)(tè.-le) ‘later’ (pl. allat.) 

c. (töö:s:.)tus(tè-s.se) ‘industry’ (pl. illat.) 

Thus the distribution of secondary stresses in the binary pattern is 

remarkably similar to Finnish: initial primary stress, secondary stress primarily on 
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alternating non-final syllables following the main stress, with the exception of the 

one-syllable delay in stress if it would place stress on a heavy syllable or the 

syllable immediately preceding a case suffix. 

In contrast to the strict binarity of the aptly-characterized strict binarity 

pattern, the non-strict binary pattern, an ‘immediate resumption’ pattern, is only 

mildly more complicated, but is dependent first on something called ‘Q3’. 

Q3 almost defies explanation, and exemplifies the paradox of the whole 

being greater than the sum of its parts.   Q3 is a characteristic of syllables that 

represents the quantity on those syllables that appear to be not monomoraic, but 

something more than just bimoraic.  It is associated with the whole syllable 

however, not a single segment, and it appears only word-initially.  In other words, 

initial syllables can be short (light), long (heavy), or overlong, in contrast to final 

syllables, which can be light, heavy, and superheavy.  While in superheavy 

syllables, moras are associated to specific segments, in overlong (Q3) syllables, it 

is not the case that moras are associated to individual segments.  Rather, Q3 is an 

abstract property that is associated with a syllable, and distributed across its 

segments.  A syllable may be identified as being in Q3 if it is (i) initial, and (ii) 

has a third mora that appears to have lengthening effects on more than one rhyme 

segment. 

The non-strict binary alternation then differs from the strict binary 

alternation in two ways.  Q3 syllables do not behave any differently in either 

pattern.  Rather, the difference is in how other syllables behave with respect to the 

Q3 syllable.  It should be emphasized that the Q3 description that follows in no 
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way alters the description of stress in words with Q3 in the strict binary pattern 

above.  Since Q3 syllables are only initial, then in the strict binary pattern they 

have only the effect and are acted upon only as any other initial syllable. 

If the initial syllable (head) is in Q3, then secondary stress occurs on every 

alternating syllable immediately following the main stress ((2-38a), cf. the 

examples in (2-35).)   This exemplified the only situation in which stress appears 

to occur consecutively.  Unlike the strict binary pattern, in which final syllables 

could not be stressed, regardless of weight, in this pattern, superheavy ultimas can 

be stressed (i.e. when they do not immediately follow a preceding stress.) (2-38b). 

(2-38) 

a. káu:.kèt.tes.sè.ki 

b. té.ra.va.màltt   

c. káu:.kè.le     

d. töös:.tù.se.le   

e. töös:tùs.te.le   

f. trúu:.tù.se.lè.ki  

g. kín:t.lùs.te.kè.li  

Should a preference of younger speakers to use one form over another be 

detected, it may suggest some historical change in progress.  However, to my 

knowledge none has been observed so far, which would in any case be outside the 

present concern.   

It is not clear at present what exactly the cause of the variation it, nor even 

that speakers exclusively use one or the other.  What does seem clear is that in 
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those circumstances in which one pattern is being used, the corollaries of that 

pattern are used. 

What the presence of immediately-resumptive stress after Q3 in the non-

strict binary pattern tells us is that we have two stress patterns to deal account for, 

those in which stress is minimally on alternating syllables (ii) and those in which 

there is an immediate resumption after Q3 (i): 

(2-39)   

   i.   ii. 

a. káu:.kè.le   káu:.ke.le  

b. töös:.tù.se.le  töös:.tu.sè.le 

c. töös:tùs.te.le  töös:.tus.tè.le 

d. töös:.tùs.tes.se  töös:.tus.tès.se 

e. trúu:.tù.se.lè.ki trúu:.tu.sè.le.ki 

f. kín:t.lùs.te.kè.li kín:t.lus.tè.le.ki 

g. káu:.kèt.tes.sè.ki káu:.ket.tès.se.ki 

h.    káu:.ke.màt.tes.se 

Superheavy ultimas differ from Q3 initials in that superheavy ultimas are 

not stressed adjacent to other stresses.  For example, té.ra.va.màltt is a viable 

binary alternative to té.ra.va.màltt, but *té.ra.và.màltt is not.  Recall that words 

with Q3 initials may have stress on adjacent syllables.  For example, a viable 

alternative to töös:.tu.sè.le is töös:.tù.se.le, although not *töös:.tù.sè.le.  Thus in 

the non-strict binary pattern, if the superheavy ultima is adjacent to another stress 

or potential stress, there are two possible pronunciations.  When the superheavy 
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final syllable follows a syllable without the positional potential for stress, either 

scenario puts stress in the same place, so there is effectively only one possibility.  

The strict binary pattern is a little less forgiving, that is, it finds no superheavy 

stress.  This is because superheavy syllables can only be final, and by definition, 

final syllables are not followed by another syllable. 

It is then the case that words with initial Q3 and final superheavy 

syllables, and an even number of syllables, could theoretically have 4 

pronunciations, but this appears not to be the case, as one of the permutations is 

unavailable due to the strict-binarity requirements (‘σ ’ denotes overlong; note that 

only σµµµ implies a 1:x mora:segment ratio): 

(2-40) 

 (Final) superheavy 

doesn’t attract stress 

(Final) superheavy  

attracts stress 

non-strict binarity 

(immediate resumption) 

σ  σ  σ σ  σµµµ σ  σ  σ σ σ µµµ 

strict binarity  

(non-immediate resumption) 

σ  σ σ  σ σµµµ Ν/Α 

2.2  Comparison between Estonian and Finnish stress  

I assume for the present the Multiple Grammars Model of van Oostendorp 

(2002), in which variation is the expression of different rankings.  Since 

interdialectal differences are the expression of differently-ranked constraints on a 

macro-level, so too, should be intradialectal differences, on a micro-level. 
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2.2.1  The strict binary pattern 

For a word with all non-peninitial light syllables, such as pí.mes.tà.va.le 

‘blinding’ (allat.), a ranking similar to that in Finnish to get the left-to-right 

trochaic parse is assumed.  A similar ranking for other similar observations is also 

assumed.  Similarities will not be discussed any further beyond the summation in 

the next paragraph. 

Initial main stress is accounted for by ALL(PW,HD) ‘The PW is left-

headed’ over ALR(PW,HD) ‘The PW is right-headed.’  Iterative footing is 

accounted for by PARSE ‘Syllables are footed’ over left FOOT ALIGNMENT ‘Feet 

are word-initial,’ and the direction of footing is accounted for by FTALIGN(L) 

‘Feet are word-initial’ over FTALIGN(R) ‘Feet are word-final.’  The trochaic 

distribution of heads within feet is secured by FTFORM(T) ‘Feet are left-headed’ 

over FTFORM(I) ‘Feet are right-headed.’ 

At this point, the two patterns diverge, and I will discuss the strict binary 

pattern first. 

The strict binarity of the syllabic trochee is a result of the ranking of 

FTMIN(σ) ‘Feet are minimally bisyllabic’ over PARSE, and FTMAX(σ) ‘Feet are 

maximally bisyllabic’ over FTALIGN(L), transitively through PARSE, as was seen 

in Finnish. 

The monosyllabic lapse between a foot and a following foot beginning on 

a heavy syllable is a result of WTS dominating FTALIGN(L).  As seen in Finnish, 

this can result in a PARSE violation, so WTS in fact dominates PARSE. 
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The lack of final stress in these forms, even when heavy, is a result of 

FTMIN(σ) over WTS (and consequently over PARSE) (e.g. 

(pí.mes)tav/*(pí.mes)(tàv)).  This, too, was seen in Finnish. 

For the strict binary pattern, the only real difference between Finnish and 

Estonian is the specific instantiation of morpheme alignment, and while 

substantive, is not particularly revealing.  In Finnish, DXALIGN told us that 

derivational suffixes needed to be left-aligned with a foot.  In Estonian, the stress 

of the syllable preceding a case suffix is a result of a constraint of similar spirit, 

CXALIGN. 

For Estonian, morpheme alignment is realized as CASE SUFFIX 

ALIGNMENT, with right-justification, not left-.  This explains the lapse that can 

occur before case suffixes, and avoids the issue of aligning the initial edges of 

case suffixes, some of which are exactly one syllable, and some of which are 

more than one syllable. 

(2-41)  RIGHT CASE SUFFIX ALIGNMENT (CXALIGN(R), based on 
McCarthy and Prince’s 1993b Generalized Alignment) 

The right edge of a case suffix coincides with the right edge of a foot.  
Each syllable that intervenes between the terminal edge of a case suffix 
and the terminal edge of a foot incurs a violation. 

As expected, if morpheme alignment, specifically CASE SUFFIX 

ALIGNMENT, dominates FOOT ALIGNMENT, then stress appears postponed one 

syllable, if the suffix syllable is in odd position (e.g. the third posttonic syllable). 
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(2-42) CXALIGN(R) » FTALIGN(L) 

       /pimestava-le/ CXALIGN(R) FTALIGN(L) 

a.    (pí.mes)(tà.va)-le *! ** 

b. (pí.mes).ta(và.-le)  *** 

In this example, the monosyllabic, stress-attracting suffix -le occurs after a 

stem with an even number of syllables, meaning it occurs in an odd-numbered 

position.  Because it must be preceded by a stress, this places the local stress in an 

even-numbered position, when of course, counting from the left on a strictly 

alternating basis should be in odd position.  The resolution is to skip that odd-

numbered syllable and have stress on the even one, translating as the disruption of 

a binary alternation.  

To catch up, the strict binary pattern in Estonian functions virtually 

identically to how it functions in Finnish, with the one exception that we the 

morpheme alignment constraint is CASE SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, not DERIVATIONAL 

SUFFIX ALIGNMENT, as in Finnish. 

2.2.2 The non-strict binary pattern 

There are two main differences between the strict binary pattern and the 

non-strict binary pattern.  In the strict binary pattern, word-final syllables are 

never stressed, and the peninitial syllable is never stressed, regardless of weight.  

In the non-strict binary pattern, final superheavy syllables are stressed, and 

peninitial syllables are stressed only if they follow Q3-initials. 
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 Recall that the other difference between the two patterns was the initial 

resumption the ability to stress final syllables.  We start with that situation, as 

there are less complications that get introduced. 

The way to force heavy syllables to pattern like light syllables, and for 

them to be distinguished from superheavy syllables, is for there not to be a second 

mora in the would-be heavy syllable.  Applying the same structure to would-be 

superheavy syllables yields a simple heavy syllable.  It ultimately does not matter 

for Estonian if this constraint is limited to consonantal moras or simply final 

moras, since, outside the initial syllable, no other long vowels occur.  However, 

we can consider a constraint that prohibits word-final consonants on word-final 

consonants.  Hayes  (1995) cites Estonian and Arabic as examples of the existence 

of final consonant extrametricality, which in OT terms is NONFINALITY.  

Accordingly, a new constraint, inspired by Prince and Smolensky’s (1993) 

NONFINALITY ‘The final syllable is not stressed’, restricts what could otherwise 

be thought of as extrametricality, to consonants. 

(2-43) NONFINALITYC 

The final consonant is non-moraic; each moraic final consonant is a 
violation. 

The constraint that the condition of NONFINALITYC violates is the 

constraint that weights consonants when they occur following the peak, before the 

syllable boundary.  
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(2-44) WEIGHT-BY-POSITION (Hayes 1995)  

Codas are moraic; each non-moraic coda is a violation.   

When NONFINC dominates WBP, no word-final consonants are moraic. 

This contributes to the stressing of final superheavy syllables by allowing 

for a situation in which it is not precluded.  Consider first how final stress is 

precluded in the strict syllabic trochee pattern: FTMIN(σ) dominates WTS. 

(2-45) FTMIN(σ) » WTS  (required in the strict binary system, to avoid 
final superheavy stress) 

        /teravamaltt/ FTMIN(σ) WTS 

a.     (té.ra) va(màltt) *!  

b. (té.ra)(và.maltt)  * 

When final superheavy syllables are stressed, a violation of FTMIN(σ) 

exists, so it cannot be FTMIN(σ) which selects the optimal candidate, since an 

active FTMIN(σ) should penalize it.  

For insight we jump back to the word-beginning for a moment.  In the 

strict binary pattern, syllables in Q3 behaved just like normal syllables: secondary 

stress occurred on non-final alternating syllables.  But in the non-strict binary 

pattern, stress resumes immediately following that initial syllable.  This can be 

explained if the parse is not a syllabic trochee one, but a moraic trochee one. 

Returning to the end of the word, if instead of a syllabic trochee system 

we are dealing with a moraic trochee system, then NONFINC dominating WBP 
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will yield a final trochee only in would-be superheavy syllables, with FTMIN(µ), 

not FTMIN(σ), being the active constraint.   

(2-46) FTMIN(µ) (Crowhurst 1996, Hewitt 1994) 

Feet are minimally bimoraic.  A foot that is less than two moras is a 
violation. 

In other words, in this pattern, the foot type is the moraic trochee, and a 

non-moraic final consonant means a closed monosyllabic ultima cannot constitute 

a foot. 

(2-47) FTMIN(µ), NONFINC » WBP 

        /pimestav/ FTMIN(µ) NONFINC WBP 

a.     (pí.mes)(tàvµ)  *!  

b. (pí.mes).tav0   * 

c.    (pí.mes)(tàv0) *!  * 

Consider now that we are treating a moraic trochee system, the chief 

identifying factor of which is the constraint ranking FTMAX(µ) » FTMIN(σ).  

While in the form earlier, with the strict binary pattern, a final superheavy syllable 

would never be stressed, due to the FTMIN(σ) violation, here, anything spilling 

beyond a maximally bimoraic foot is penalized.   And so, without FTMIN(σ) 

dominating WTS, final superheavy syllables get stressed: 
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(2-48) FTMIN(µ) » WTS (vacuous in moraic trochee systems, so it 
allows final superheavy stress) 

        /teravamaltt/ FTMIN(µ) WTS 

a. (té.ra) va(màltt)   

b.    (té.ra)(và.maltt)  * 

This tableau admittedly offers no new information; it serves only to 

confirm the ranking makes an accurate prediction in this circumstance. 

At first glance, that would suggest that adjacent heavy syllables be footed 

by separate feet.  But we see from the earlier examples that adjacent heavy (word-

medial, therefore not overlong or superheavy) syllables are not stressed.   While 

in syllabic trochee systems, clash is avoided for free, as a result of FTMIN(σ), in 

moraic trochee systems, the constraint ranking which prohibits clash is *CLASH 

over, at a minimum, PARSE.  The definition in (a) needs the slight modification in 

(b) below, to accommodate (2-53) below. 

 (2-49) *CLASH  

a. Stresses do not occur on adjacent syllables. (Kager 1994b) 

b. Foot heads are not adjacent.  (Scott Myers, p.c., for this suggestion)  

With *CLASH ranking over WTS, adjacent syllables do not get stress.  I 

ask that the reader suspend evaluation of the apparent word-initial violation for a 

moment. With the cancellation lemma allow for the ignoring of equivalent 

violations anyway, what should be noted in this tableau is the net *CLASH 

violations.  
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(2-50) *CLASH » WTS 

       káu:.kèt.tes.sè.ki *CLASH WTS 

a.     (káu):(kèt)(tès)(sè.ki) **  

b. (káu):(kèt).tes.(sè.ki)  * 

I submit that there is no violation word-initially here, because there is 

technically no clash here, as the first two syllables are not technically adjacent.  

The support for this claim is developed over the next few paragraphs. 

It was not the case in the non-strict binary pattern that heavy syllables 

precede an immediate resumption of stress, only Q3 ones did that.  Heavy 

syllables act just like light syllables in that respect.  It was the third potential mora 

that distinguished superheavies from heavies, and it is the same here.   Applied to 

the present example, the post-initial stresses of the word confirm is that a moraic 

trochee may not resume immediately following a moraic trochee.  This forces the 

conclusion that the moraic trochee in peninitial position does not immediately 

follow the initial foot, indicating FTMAX(µ) is of paramount importance. 

(2-51) FTMAX(µ)  (Crowhurst 1996, Hewitt 1994) 

Feet are maximally bimoraic; each foot that is more than two moras is a 
violation. 

This constraint closes the foot dominating the syllable in Q3 after the 

second mora, in violation of another constraint. 
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(2-52) SYLLABLE INTEGRITY 

Feet boundaries occur at syllable boundaries, not between them; each 
syllable split by a foot boundary is a violation.  

FTMAX(µ) closes the foot by dominating SYLLABLE INTEGRITY.  Under 

normal circumstances, moraic trochee systems tolerate, in fact, predict, clash 

following a heavy syllable.  This is because the heavy syllable wholly comprises a 

foot, and an exhaustive parse entails an adjacent foot.  But in a few languages, 

including Estonian, heavy syllables (i.e. polymoraic, but non-Q3) may not 

follow/be followed by an immediate stress.  This minimally indicates that 

*CLASH dominates PARSE and FOOT ALIGNMENT.  In order to allow a candidate 

in clash to surface, the limitations imposed under *CLASH must be successfully 

gotten around.  Exploiting the combination of *CLASH and moraic FOOT 

MAXIMALITY is one step. 

Consider the follow representation for an initial syllable in Q3.  The 

syllable is trimoraic, but its integrity is violated in strict obedience to FTMAX(µ).  

If FTMAX(µ) dominates SYLLABLE INTEGRITY, then the two syllables in question 

are not technically adjacent, obviating the descriptive environment necessary to 

define clash. 

(2-53) 

      σ       σ     σ 
     /|\         |    | 
  (µµ)µ    (µ    µ) 
     |  |        |   |  
k  á  u: k  è  l  e 
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Because of the bisyllabic nature of Q3 syllables (e.g. the fact that it can be 

followed by a stress, for one), others (e.g. Prince 1990, Bye 1997) have sought 

ways to encode the apparent bisyllabicity of this syllable.  While my 

configuration does not represent the initial syllable as bisyllabic, it does indicate 

additional material beyond what is necessary for a sufficient initial foot, 

specifically, the additional mora.  The Kagerian definition of *CLASH would have 

yielded a violation here, since the syllables are indeed adjacent, but the foot 

heads, not themselves demarcated but necessarily within foot boundaries, are not.  

The alternative would be for the third mora not to project to the syllable, but this 

seems more of notational convenience, given the similar nature of what the 

competing constraint definitions call for. 

Bye (1997) offers two additional possibilities as structures for these 

words, either of which achieves the result of representing Q3 syllables as a 

syllable plus some additional material.  In the first example, the third mora is 

present to account for the additional weight but left undominated by any higher 

prosodic unit.  In the second example, a possibly defective syllable is said to 

dominate the third mora. 

(2-54) 

a.       σ       σ     σ 
       /|         |    | 
     µµ µ    µ     µ 

     |  |/        |   |  
k  á  u: k  è  l  e 
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b.       σ  σ   σ     σ 
       /|   |      |    | 
     µµ µ    µ     µ 

     |  |/        |   |  
k  á  u: k  è  l  e 

Any of the three representations affords the ability to represent these 

words in a moraic trochee parse with initial and peninitial stress.  If the footing 

earlier holds, then the constraints as ranked above confirm that the optimal 

footing for syllables in Q3 is a subsyllabic foot. 

It is in this way that we are able to get stress on the syllable immediately 

following Q3.  The ambiguous omnipresent third mora serves as a buffer between 

the first two feet, vitiating the adjacency as required by the definition.  

(2-55) FTMAX(µ), *CLASH » SYLINT, WTS » PARSE » FTALIGN  

        töös:tustesse  FTMAX(µ) *CLASH SYLINT WTS PARSE FTALIGN  

a. (töös):(tùs)tes.se   * * ** * 

b.     (tö ös):tus(tès)se   * * ** **! 

c.     (töös):(tùs)(tès)se  *! *  * * ** 

d.     (tö ös:)(tùs)tes.se *! *!  * ** * 

Thus we end up with the following sets of parses.  The column (i) displays 

the strict syllabic trochee parse, and column (ii) displays the non-strict-syllabic 

trochee parse. 

(2-56) i. ii. 

a. (káu:.ke)le   (káu):(kè.le) 
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b. (tö èös:.tu)(sè.le)  (töèös):(tù.se)le 

c. (töèös:.tus)(tè.le)  (töèös):(tùs)te.le 

d. (tö èös:.tus)(tès.se)  (tö èös):(tùs)tes.se  

e. (trúu:.tu)(sè.le)ki  (trúu):(tù.se)(lè.ki) 

f. (kín:t.lus)(tè.le)ki  (kín:)t(lùs)te(kè.li) 

g. (káu:.ket)(tès.se)ki  (káu):(kèt)tes(sè.ki) 

h. (káu:.ke)(màt.tes)se  (káu):ke(màt)tes.se 

What these outputs show us is that when foot binarity is negotiated on the 

moraic level, the third mora in Q3 syllables is sufficient to preclude a clash 

violation. 

In the matter of the limited distribution of Q3, namely its limitation to the 

word-beginning, historical lore holds that these syllables derived from two: the 

moras stayed, but not all the segments.  Synchronically the situation is not any 

more dismal.  Moras unlinked to segments can be excluded under a constraint 

*µ/seg (defined presently), MAX-µ ‘Input moras have output correspondents’ 

prohibits mora deletion, but the positionally-faithfulness version MAX-[Wdµ 

prohibits stranded mora deletion only word-initially, the location in which Q3 

appears. 

(2-57) *µ/seg  

Moras are not unassociated to segments; each mora unassociated to a 
segment is a violation. 

MAX- µ is here defined, perhaps superfluously. 
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(2-58) Max-[Wdµ 

Pre-peninitial syllable (word-initial syllable) input moras have output 
correspondents; each pre-peninitial input mora without an output 
correspondent is a violation. 

The contrived wording here is really a definition by anti-intersection, in 

the Venn sense.  The moras in question are not necessarily in the initial syllable, 

and they are certainly not automatically the initial segment in the word, but they 

are the moras that occur relatively initially, before the pen-initial (second) 

syllable.   

A lower ranking of *µ/seg over MAX-µ precludes unassociated moras 

from surfacing.  There are no examples of non-initial unassociated moras, so there 

will be no relevant tableaux, but any Q3 syllable does contain an example of 

unassociated moras.   This results from MAX-[Wdµ dominating µ/seg. 

(2-59) MAX-[Wdµ » *µ/seg  

       káu:.kèt.tes.sè.ki MAX-[Wdµ *µ/seg 

a.     (káu)(kèt).tes.(sè.ki) *!  

b. (káu):(kèt).tes.(sè.ki)  * 

Of course, it is the ranking of the other constraints which then selects the 

trimoraic word-beginning with the binary foot over a trimoraic foot.  A quicker 

strategy might be to posit a constraint *σ  ‘No overlong syllables’, which 

penalizes overlong syllables, and in turn have that constraint be dominated by 
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MAX-[Wdµ.  This avoids the issue of whether the mora is really unassociated to a 

specific segment or not. 

2.3 Conclusion 

The binary alternation in Estonian can be accounted for in much the same 

way as Finnish, but there are some differences.  In Estonian, WEIGHT-TO-STRESS 

may optionally dominate FOOT ALIGNMENT, and if the initial syllable is in Q3, 

stress may resume on the immediate posttonic syllable rather than the second.  

This difference is accounted for by allowing both types of parses, a syllabic 

trochaic parse and a moraic trochaic parse.  When the parse is syllabic trochaic, 

stress occurs on alternating syllables regardless of the superheavy-like nature of 

the increased moraicity of the initial syllable.  When the parse is moraic trochaic, 

strict obedience to FOOT MAXIMALITY means the ability to resume stress on the 

immediate posttonic syllable without violating *CLASH.  A graphic illustration of 

Generally what we find here is that the apparent lapse of a light syllable is caused 

by CASE SUFFIX ALIGNMENT dominated FOOT ALIGNMENT, although it 

dominates Parse as well, as it leaves unfooted syllables.  The (optional) immediate 

resumption of stress after initial syllables in Q3 is the result of constraints on 

maximal foot size and clash dominating syllabic FOOT MINIMALITY.  What we 

conclude is that no constraints on ternary rhythm are necessary.  The phenomena 

can be accounted for without *FTFT or *LAPSE.  Nothing forces any lapse 

automatically, and nothing extraordinary is required to constrain it.  Kager (1994), 

in fact, never even gets around to *LAPSE.  He used PARSE-2, as explained in 

Chapter 1, which Elenbaas later morphed into *LAPSE, also explained in Chapter 
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1.   We are left, then, with the rankings and summaries below.  Included in the 

summary ranking for the strict binarity that immediately follows are the 

constraints visible for the non-strict pattern, which are inactive in the strict 

pattern.  As such, their rankings were not explicitly motivated in the discussion, 

but rather are included here (in a slightly smaller font size) to facilitate 

comparison between the two.  The shared theme of these unexplicated rankings is 

that they “express” relationships suppressed in syllable trochee systems.  In other 

words, the rankings with respect to these (here) minor constraints fall out of a 

syllabic trochee parse. 

(2-60)  summary ranking for strict binarity pattern 

FTMAX(σ) FTFORM(T) ALL(PW,HD)  MAX-[Wdµ 

      

 FTFORM(I) FTMIN(σ) ALR(PW,HD) *µ/seg 

     

  WTS  FTMIN(µ) 

     

  CXALIGN(R) *CLASH NONFINC 

     

  PARSE SYLLINT WBP 

     

  FTALIGN(L)   

     

  FTALIGN(R)   
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The four stranded constraints (italicized) are included here for the sake of 

completeness and comparison, but have no visible impact, one way (as dominant) 

or the other (as dominated). 

(2-61) Summary of expressions of rankings  

a. Main stress is initial. ALL(PW,HD) » ALR(PW,HD) 

b.  Monosyllables are stressed. ALIGN-L(PW,HD) » FTMIN(σ) 

c. Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(T) » FTFORM(I) 

d. Feet are maximally bisyllabic. FTMAX(σ) » PARSE 

e. Footing is left-to-right. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

f. Footing is iterative. PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

g. There can be two unstressed 
syllables before [σ µµ 

WTS » FTALIGN(L) 

h. There can be two unstressed 
syllables before [Cx 

CXALIGN » FTALIGN(L) 

And while that explained the strict syllable trochee pattern, the non-strict 

syllabic trochee pattern had a different ranking: 
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(2-62)  Summary ranking for non-strict binarity pattern 

FTMAX(µ) FTFORM(T) ALL(PW,HD)  MAX-[Wdµ 

      

 FTFORM(I) FTMIN(µ) ALR(PW,HD) *µ/seg 

     

  *CLASH NONFINC  

 SYLINT    

     

  WTS WBP  

FTMIN(σ)     

  PARSE   

     

   

                                                

FTALIGN(L)   

       4   

  CXALIGN(R) FTALIGN(R)  

The ranking of ALL(PW,HD)over FTMIN(µ)is included here to account 

for stress on monosyllabic words.  Recall as well the slightly-revised version of 

*CLASH.  However, this is a moraic trochee system.  Its relative position suggests 

it ranks below FTMAX(µ), which it should, but an association line of domination 
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is not specifically given, since one was not specifically established in the 

discussion. 

(2-63) Summary of expressions of rankings  

a. Main stress is initial. ALL(PW,HD) » ALR(PW,HD) 

b. Footing is from the left. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

c. Footing is iterative.  PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

d. Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(I) » FTFORM(T) 

e. Final heavies are not stressed.  FTMIN(µ) »NONFINC » WBP 

f. Final superheavies can be stressed. FTMIN(µ) » NONFINC 

g. Feet are maximally bimoraic. FTMAX(µ) » PARSE 

3. KONIAG 

Finnish and Estonian contained examples of morphemes that effectively 

caused a shift in stress.  Koniag displays a similar morphological shift, in which  

morphological units, called post-bases, are aligned with prosodic ones (feet).  

Leer (1985) contains a comprehensive list of these generally disyllabic 

morphemes.   

3.1 Description 

Koniag words are consistently stressed on alternating syllables, subject to 

initial closed-syllable heaviness seen in other dialects of Alutiiq (Hayes 1995).  

The data in this section are from Leer (1985a,b), who reports no primary-

secondary stress distinction. 
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If the first syllable is closed or contains a long vowel, stress occurs on 

every odd-numbered syllable. 

(2-64)   

a. ít.qu.tá.tuq  ‘he’s going to enter’ 

b. píq.u.tá.qu  ‘my bat’ 

c. ág.ku.tá.tu.tn ‘you’re going to go’ 

If the first syllable is open and the vowel is short, stress occurs on every 

even-numbered syllable. 

(2-65)  

a. a.kú:.ta.mk  a food (abl. sg.) 

b. qa.yát.xun  ‘by boats’ 

There is one set of morphological exceptions to these generalizations, 

which can be collapsed into one statement of exception, involving a 

morphological category of suffixes called ‘post-bases’.  They have glosses 

suggesting the syntactic incorporation characteristic of polysynthetic languages.  

But regardless of their historical source, they form a closed class of morphemes.  

Interestingly, they are almost all disyllables.  There appears to be less than two 

feetsworth of disyllables in a word. 

Regardless of how many syllables are in the base, the second syllable of 

(a) a disyllabic post-base, or (b) a string of monosyllabic inflexional suffixes or 

post-bases or a combination thereof, is stressed. Leer (1985b) describes stress 

here as “advancing [one syllable]” in the “accent-advancing portion” of the word.   
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(2-66)   

a. píq.u-na.yá:-aqá5 ‘I could hit it against something’ 

b. píq.u-ta-qá  ‘I’m hitting it against something’  

A last point should be mentioned, and that is that of the so-called 

“quiescent schwa” (Leer 1985a,b), which appears to be a voiceless schwa but with 

some potential metrical consequences.  There does not appear to be any uniform 

stress rule associated with these forms: sometimes these syllables count for stress, 

and sometimes it appears they don’t.  This will be returned to in the discussion, 

but for now, (2-67) shows examples of “quiescent schwa”.  (A) just seems 

altogether uncharacterizable, while (b-f) appear to have the stress on the second 

syllable following the quiescent schwa (b,d,e) (or first if in a series of quiescent 

schwas (c)).   

(2-67)  

a. ki.tú.a.cs.t..qa ‘the one I let zip by me’ 

b. mí.q.u,kú  ‘sewing it’ 

c. mí.qx.kx.ká ‘I sewed it’ 

d. t.kí.tx.ku.tá.tuq ‘she is going to arrive’ 

e. t.kí.tx.ku.ná:.kuq ‘without reaching it’ 

f. u.sú.a.ná.kx.ku.ná.ku ‘not finding it cold’ 
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3.2 Analysis 

3.2.1 Alternating stress 

We go first through a brief overview of the basic stress pattern.  Stress is 

on alternating syllables, even-numbered syllables, with the exception of word-

initial feet, in which case stress is on odd-numbered syllables.  This suggests the 

foot type is syllabic (either iamb or syllabic trochee).  Because the chance of 

initial-syllable extrametricality is minimal at best, we can infer the foot type is the 

iamb.  This is the only way to systemically, if not universally, guarantee peninitial 

stress.   As such, FTFORM(I) ‘Feet are right-headed’ dominates FTFORM(T) ‘Feet 

are left-headed.’ Inference aside, we can know that the foot type is the iamb, 

because  

We get some other constraints out of the way too, by stating that left-to-

right footing is a result of PARSE ‘Syllables are footed’ dominating FTALIGN(L) 

‘Every foot is word-initial,’ which in turn dominates FTALIGN(R) ‘Every foot is 

word-final.’ 

Because closed syllables do not systematically attract stress beyond the 

first syllable, we can infer that codas do not ordinarily count for weight, that is, 

are not moraic. The tendency of consonants towards non-moraicity is encoded in:  

(2-68) *µ/C (Morén 1999)  

Consonantal moras are prohibited; each consonantal mora is a violation. 

Conflicting with the default assumption that consonants are non-moraic, 

the fact is is that codas do tend towards moraicity, described as WEIGHT-BY-
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POSITION ‘Codas are moraic.’ The ranking of *µ/C over WEIGHT-BY-POSITION 

precludes codas from counting for weight. 

The closed syllable heaviness seen in initial syllables is caused by 

ALL(PW,HD) ‘The PW is left-headed,’ combined with FTMIN(µ) ‘Feet are 

minimally bimoraic.’  If these constraints dominates *µ/C, the effect is that lack 

of WEIGHT-BY-POSITION is obscured in the initial syllable.   

We know that initial light syllables are not stressed, and that non-initial 

closed syllables do not systematically attract stress.  But we do know that initial 

closed syllables are stressed.  The only way all this is possible simultaneously is if 

something overrides the lack of consonantal moras in the initial syllable, which is 

explained in the preceding paragraph.  Thus the initial closed syllable can be 

made heavy, and therefore can support stress. 

The constraint that characterizes this is STRESS-TO-WEIGHT. 

(2-69) STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (Prince 1990) 

Stressed syllables are heavy; each light stressed syllable is a violation. 

This constraint must be active in licensing initial closed-syllable  

headedness in this language, although ‘headedness’ is intended only in a linear 

sense, not a more dimensional one—it is the stress off whose location the others 

can be determined.  If this constraint were not present, then we would have no 

means of judging why CVC could bear initial stress but not non-word-initial 

CVC, since we know non-word-initial CVC can be light, and if heavy, is so only 

when stressed. 
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(2-70) ALL(PW,HD), STW » *µ/C » WBP 

        agkutatutn ALL(PW,HD) STW *µ/C WBP 

a.     (ag0.kú:)(ta0.tú:)tn0 *!   ** 

b.     (ág0)(ku.tá0)(tu.tn0)  *!**  *** 

c. (ágµ)(ku.táµ)(tu.tnµ)   ***  

In order to keep stress off initial light syllables, a state encouraged by 

ALL(PW,HD), FTFORM(I) (along with ALL(PW,HD)) dominates FTMIN(σ).  

However one strategy would be to lengthen initial vowels, in satisfaction 

of both ALL(PW,HD) and STW, so we recourse to WEIGHT IDENTITY, and, under 

the auspices of positional faithfulness, we limit (not meaning to imply crucially—

merely to militate against overgeneralization) it to the initial syllable. 

(2-71) WT-IDENTV(σ1) (based on McCarthy 1996) 

Initial syllable input-output vowels have identical moraicity; each initial 
syllable correspondent vowel pair that do not have identical input-output 
moraicity is violation. 

When WT-IDENTV(σ1) dominates ALL(PW,HD), vowels cannot lengthen in order 

to satisfy STW.  We see that it is the constraints that treat the word edge which 

are really the active ones here.  
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(2-72) WT-IDENTV(σ1) » ALL(PW,HD), STW » *µ/C  

         qayatxun WT-IDENTV(σ1) ALL(PW,HD) STW *µ/C 

a.     (qá:)(yat.xún µ) *!   * 

b. (qa.yát µ)xun  *  * 

Because codas in stressed syllables pick up a mora, these candidates 

actually tie under STW.  The difference is in what is getting weighted.  The *µ/C 

is somewhat trivial here, but is included since the illustrating form has a violation 

under both its winner and loser. 

3.2.2 Post-base-Alignment 

The analysis of ternarity is essentially that of the morphological pattern of 

Finnish and Estonian.  Following the schema set forth by Generalized Alignment 

(McCarthy and Prince 1993b), and as extended by me in the previous sections to 

Finnish and Estonian, morphemes are aligned with prosodic categories.  The 

morphological category in question is the post-base.  The constraint takes the 

following form: 

(2-73) POST-BASE ALIGNMENT (PB-ALIGN(L), schematized per 
McCarthy and Prince’s (1993b) ALIGN-Edge(MCAT, PCAT)) 

The left edge of a post-base coincides with the left edge of a foot; each 
syllable that intervenes between the left edge of a post-base and the left 
edge of a foot is a violation. 

When POST-BASE ALIGNMENT dominates FTALIGN(L), the effect is that 

the foot housing the post-base occurs one syllable later than would have been 
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predicted by stricter satisfaction of FTALIGN(L).  This is a virtually identical 

situation as seen in Finnish and Estonian. 

(2-74) PB-ALIGN » FTALIGN(L) 

        /piqu-naya-aqa/ PB-ALIGN FTALIGN(L) 

a.     (píq)(u.ná)(ya.á)qa *! *** * 

b. (píq)u(na.yá)(a.qá)  **** ** 

If the second post tonic syllable happens to be the first syllable of a 

sequence of two monosyllabic inflectional endings (or postbases, or a 

combination thereof), then a stress on that second posttonic syllable would 

preclude a stress on the second of the two syllables in this sequence of affixes (a).  

If stress is delayed by one syllable, such that it appears on the third posttonic 

syllable, which is also the second of the sequence of two monosyllabic affixes, the 

output is optimal (b). 

In the event of two inflectional suffixes, or a monosyllabic post-base and a 

single inflectional suffix, the pair act as a disyllabic post-base: stress appears one 

syllable to the right of the second syllable following a stress.  In other words, we 

want to capture why consecutive monosyllabic morphemes act as one disyllable, 

and why that disyllable acts as a metrical foot.  If it were simply the case that 

POST-BASE ALIGNMENT were overriding FTALIGN(L), then a monosyllabic post-

base would presumably satisfy POST-BASE ALIGNMENT sufficiently.   For 

example, in the example below, -qa is a post-base, albeit not disyllabic.  The 

further revelation in this example is that degenerate feet are not supported, 
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recalling that degenerate feet are militated against by FTMIN(σ) ‘Feet are 

minimally bisyllabic’.   

(2-75) FTMIN(σ) » PB-ALIGN 

        /piqu-ta-qa/ FTMIN(σ) PB-ALIGN 

a.     (píq)(u-tá)-qa * *! ** 

b. (píq)u(-ta-qá)  * * 

c.     (píq)(u-tá)-(qá) **! * 

d.     (píq)u(-tá)-(qá) **!  

FTMIN(σ) is necessary to ensure stress on alternating syllables, but main 

stress on the initial syllable is due to higher ranking constraints, ALIGN-

L(PW,HD) and FTFORM(I).   

In this example, stress on the second posttonic syllable leaves one 

following syllable, which can either be footed, as in (c) and (d), or unfooted, as in 

(a).  In (c) and (d), the foot is of course degenerate, and consequently excluded 

under FOOT MINIMALITY.  The foot over both monosyllabic inflectional suffixes 

in (b) properly aligns one and misaligns the other by only one syllable.  In (a), the 

misalignment is three-fold, once for the left inflectional suffix, and twice for the 

right inflectional suffix, the second violation under this constraint being the fatal 

one.  If POST-BASE ALIGNMENT were right-oriented, then candidates (a) and (b) 

would tie under that constraint.   Each candidate has one syllable that is perfectly 

aligned, and one that is misaligned by only one syllable.  Since FOOT ALIGNMENT 

is left-oriented in this language, candidate (a) would have won. 
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3.2.3 Quiescent schwa 

A quite tempting analysis for the quiescent schwa is simply to render it 

metrically transparent.  One way to capture this would be to say that it is 

moraless, which we could ground on the basis of acoustics:  it is not only schwa, 

but voiceless—certainly not salient.  Footing could ignore quiescent schwas.  This 

does not seem, however, to account for (2-64a).  What is further interesting to 

note is that when stress is predicted over a syllable with quiescent schwa, it seems 

can appear on the left (2-64e), on the right, as in pí.qx.tx.á.piá.tuq ‘there is 

hardly any,’ or on either side, as in (2-64a).  On those grounds, I submit nothing 

on the surface predicts where it stress occurs in these words, and that investigation 

into the underlying status of these segments is probably the only recourse. 

3.3 Summary  

Koniag Alutiiq shows us an essentially binary pattern with minimal 

ternarity, and that is only when a syllable otherwise predicted to be stresses 

immediately precedes a disyllabic post-base or its metrical equivalent. 

The constraints relevant to the discussion of ternarity are represented 

hierarchically below.  Constraints governing main stress, which include FOOT 

FORM, place the main stress in one of the first two syllables.  Foot size keeps the 

number of syllables above two, to prevent satisfaction of morpheme alignment 

constraints from dividing consecutive monosyllabic morphemes.   Finally, it was 

morpheme alignment (specifically, POST-BASE ALIGNMENT) over FOOT 

ALIGNMENT that yielded the apparent one-syllable delay in stress in the first 

place.  
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(2-76)  Summary ranking 

FTMAX(σ) FTFORM(I) FTMIN(µ) WT-IDENTV(σ1)  

      

 FTFORM(T) ALL(PW,HD)  STW 

     

  FTMIN(σ) ALR(PW,HD) *µ/C 

     

  PB-ALIGN(L)  WBP 

     

  PARSE   

     

  FTALIGN(L)   

     

  FTALIGN(R)   

I note here that Wt-Identity ‘Input and output correspondents have 

identical moraicty’ dominates STW, but is not included here because it did not 

arise in the discussion. FTMIN(µ) dominating ALL(PW,HD) responsible for 

peninitial stress when an initial syllable is light, the lone mora being insufficient 

to constitute a foot without the support of some mora from a second syllable.  It is 

then FTFORM(I) which places the stress on the rightmost of those two syllables, 

yielding peninitial stress. 
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(2-77) Summary of expressions of rankings  

a. PW has an initial foot. ALL(PW,HD) » ALR(PW,HD) 

b. Footing is from the left. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

c. Footing is iterative.  PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

d. Feet are iambic. FTFORM(I) » FTFORM(T) 

e. Stressed closed syllables are 
heavy. 

STW » *µ/C 

f. Codas in non-head syllables are 
not moraic 

*µ/C » WBP 

g. Initial foot can be monosyllabic AL(PW,HD) » *µ/C 

h. Feet are maximally bisyllabic. FTMAX(σ) »PBALIGN » PARSE 

i. There can be two unstressed 
syllables before a post-base 

PBALIGN » FTALIGN(L) 

j. Non-initial feet are minimally 
bisyllabic 

FTMIN(σ) » PBALIGN » PARSE 

Alutiiq Koniag thus represents a subset of “ternary” languages, like those 

already looked at, in which morphological sensitivity plays a special role in 

interrupting the binary system.  These languages are essentially binary, until a 

specific type of morpheme requires a specific kind of alignment.  Although in 

other languages these were derivational suffixes, in these languages, they are 

post-bases and inflectional suffixes.  The general pattern prevails:  binary foot 

alignment is trumped by morphological alignment considerations. 

The post-base affiliation with feet probably comes from their origin as 

separate prosodic words.  This was the case with derivational suffixes in the 

Uralic languages: those that require foot alignment originally derive from 
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independent prosodic words.  It is not clear why inflectional suffixes should have 

such an affinity, except maybe for their being similar in phonetic shape, and 

consequent behavior, to monosyllabic post-bases. 

The analysis presented here does not contradict any of the previous 

analyses; rather, it expresses their generalizations formally in a constraint-based 

framework, and further situates it in the context of examples of ternary languages 

that are essentially binary with occasional duress sporadically inducing a ternary 

pattern. 

4. ACCENT-ADVANCEMENT 

The OT analysis here largely follows the derivational analysis presented in 

in Leer (1985a,b), and a straight comparison would serve nothing more than to be 

a case for a constraint-based model over a derivational one, which of course is not 

the intent here.  Rather, I look at how the derivational rules work and see how 

they translate into constraints. 

Leer posits a series of foot definition rules to account for the distribution 

of stress.  The ones that concern us here necessarily are the ones that govern stress 

on post-bases.  According to Leer, post-bases are either disyllabic, or if 

monosyllabic historically, re-present themselves as disyllables synchronically.  

This makes our job considerably easier, having now only to accommodate pairs of 

these syllables.  Otherwise, monosyllabic post-bases precede inflectional endings. 

Leer describes the apparent stress shift as a function of the accent-

advancing portion of the root, which he says is the first syllable in a disyllabic 

post-base, or a monosyllabic post-base preceding an inflectional ending.  This 
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description can be carried over into the current model if we assume the left-foot 

boundary of what will become a well-formed iamb is the left-foot boundary that 

gets situated over the accent-advancing syllable.   

So for Leer, the presence of an accent-advancing syllable triggers foot-

redefinition; lone light syllables preceding accent-advancing syllables refoot into 

an unaccented foot, and the disyllabic sequence is left to be refooted into an 

iambic foot.  In other words, a sequence that starts out as (utilizing Leer’s 

notation) |σσ|σ|, where I have underscored the accent-advancing syllable, refoots 

as |σ|σσ|, with the first |σ| remaining an unaccented foot.  Noting that this accent-

advancing syllable marks the beginning of an iamb, the translation into OT 

constraints is straightforward.  When a foot is predicted in a certain position, say, 

immediately following another foot (predicted under FTALIGN(L)) in the presence 

of a an accent-advancing syllable (the first syllable of a post-base), that accent-

advancing syllable marks the onset of an iamb (‘The left edge of a post-base is 

aligned with the left-edge of a foot.’)   

More specifically, Leer, predicting stress on the basis of foot definition 

rules, essentially sees stress on every second syllable following an earlier stress 

(in accord with the generalizations given here in section 3.1).  As such, a first pass 

at /paayasinaqa/ ‘my big pie’ gets the footing *(paa)(ya.si)(na.qa), with stress 

predicted on the boldfaced syllables.  But -.si., by virtue of it being the onset to a 

disyllabic post-base, is an accent-advancing syllable, triggering foot-redefinition, 

making the single light syllable preceding it an unaccented foot (=stressless 

syllable).  The accent-advancing syllable marks the beginning of an iamb, so the 
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later intermediate stage *(paa)(ya)(si.na)qa finally surfaces as *(páa)ya(si.ná)qa.  

Again, there is nothing especially remarkable, as the foot definition rules translate 

rather directly into constraints.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Finnish, Estonian, and Koniag Alutiiq are all instances of languages that 

have been considered ternary.   Closer examination shows that in spite of 

occasional disruptions to the binary language, none of the languages are really 

ternary.  The same examination further shows that much of the distribution of 

stress in Finnish and Estonian is governed by the principles that result from 

consistent constraint domination.  The two languages start to diverge in how they 

treat morphological alignment. Finnish aligns one side of morphemes; Estonian, 

the other. Thrown into the morphological mix here also is Koniag Alutiiq, which 

has a parallel pattern of inflectional suffix alignment.  The differences between 

Finnish and Estonian are highlighted not only by the presence of a third degree of 

quantity in Estonian but also by the differences in parsing that goes along with 

this third degree of quantity.  Initial syllables in Q3 entail the unique choice of 

immediate or delayed resumption of stress, owing to the extrapodic nature of its 

third mora.  Ternarity in Koniag Alutiiq was morphologically conditioned.  In the 

next chapter, the active role the resolved moraic trochee is explored. 
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Chapter 3:  The role of foot well-formedness 

This chapter is part of our larger picture in its examination of two 

languages that display ternary effects on a scale smaller than that of the major 

examples in the preceding chapter.  In Finnish and Estonian we saw that syllable 

weight was one of the factors that caused an apparent delay of stress, but this was 

systematically avoided word-initially.  In other words, while L H is avoided post-

word-initially, it is rampant word-initially.  Old English displays a similar pattern.  

This turns out to be predictable with the virtually the same constraints as in the 

preceding chapter, with the foot type being the moraic trochee.  Bani-Hassan 

Bedouin Arabic is discussed in this chapter because it shares some of the traits 

that Old English does, in particular, pervasive use of the moraic trochee.  Its gap 

of one light syllable between feet is what brings this language into the discussion, 

where I will argue it is not motivated by any automatic lapsing consideration. 

1. OLD ENGLISH 

1.1 Stress 

1.1.1 Description 

The data in this section are from Cassidy and Ringler (1971/1891), unless 

specified DL, indicating Dresher and Lahiri (1991).  I have added overties to the 

examples here in the description to indicate ‘short diphthongs’. 

Main stress in Old English forms always appears on the initial syllable, 

regardless of weight.  CVV(C) and CVC(C) are heavy. 
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(3-1)  

a. wórd   ‘words’  (DL)   

b. héafdes  ‘head’ (gen. sg.) (DL)   

c. wérud   ‘troops   (DL)  

The distribution of stress with respect to syllable weight is different in the 

initial two syllables than anywhere else in the word.  For example, L H only 

occurs word-initially, because all post-peninitial non-final heavy syllables are 

stressed.  On these grounds we make subsequent distinctions between initial and 

peninitial versus post-peninitial syllables. 

Secondary stress occurs on non-final peninitial syllables only if they 

follow a heavy syllable (3-2.1), not if they follow a light syllable (3-2.2).   

(3-2.1)  

a. ó:.èr.ne  ‘other’ (acc. sg.) (DL) 

b. æl.mìh.tig  ‘almighty’ 

c. wræc.là:.stas.  ‘exile tracks’ 

d. e áld.hèt.tèn.de  ‘ancient enemy’ 

e. brím.lì:.þèn.dra ‘seafarer (=Viking)’ (gen. pl.) 

f. hrím.gì.ce.lum  ‘frost icicle’ (dat. pl.) 

g. e ór.sè.le  ‘cave/barrow’ 

h. hórd.cò.fan  ‘heart’ (acc./dat./gen. sg., nom./acc. pl.) 

i. fór.wè.ge  ‘way forth’ (dat. sg.) 
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j. wí:n.sà.lo  ‘wine hall’ (nom./acc. pl.) 

k. ó:.er   ‘other’  (DL) 

l. æ.e.li  ‘prince’ (DL) 

(3-2.2) 

a. cý.ni.ga  ‘king’  (DL)   *cý.nì.ga 

b. wé.sen.de  ‘being’ (v.) (DL)   *wé.sèn.de 

Secondary stress occurs on every second non-final mora, beginning with 

the second syllable if the initial syllable is heavy (3-3.1), or the third syllable 

syllable, if the initial syllable is light (3-3.2).  If the second syllable is light, then it 

will appear as though this generalization effectively begins with the third syllable.  

(3-3.1) 

a. hré:.o.sèn.de  ‘falling’ 

b. se á.ro.þòn.cèl.ra ‘wise/cunning’ (gen. pl.)  

(3-3.2) 

a. æ.e.lì.ges   ‘prince’ (gen. sg.) (DL) 

b. sé.le.drè:.o.rig  ‘homesick’ 

c. cý.le.gì.ce.lum  ‘cold icicle’ (dat. pl.) 

d. mé.do.by.rig  ‘rejoicing city’ (dat. sg., nom./acc. pl.) 

e. há.fe.nò.de  ‘lifted’ 
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1.1.2 Analysis 

While it has been previously suggested that the Germanic foot is the foot 

type in Old English, I will argue that it is the moraic trochee, with the resolved (if 

necessary) trochee word-initially.  This will straightforwardly account for the 

distribution of both initial and non-initial stresses. 

Like Finnish and Estonian, the main stress is always on the initial syllable, 

and so we know ALL(PW,HD) ‘The PW is left-headed’ dominates ALR(PW,HD) 

‘The PW is right-headed.’  Rightward footing is the reflection of the ranking 

FTALIGN(L) ‘Feet are initial in the PW’ over FTALIGN(R) ‘Feet are final in the 

PW.’  Iterative footing from the left is a result of the ranking PARSE » 

FTALIGN(L). 

Because the basic foot type is trochaic, we know that FTFORM(T) ‘Feet 

are left-headed’ dominates FTFORM(I) ‘Feet are right-headed,’ to give us left 

heads, and also that FTMAX(µ) dominates FTMIN(σ), which tells us that it is 

better for feet to be maximally bimoraic than minimally bisyllabic.  This the first 

point at which I differ from other analyses, where we see in longer forms that a 

moraic trochee parse does pan out. 

(3-4) FTMAX(µ) » FTMIN(σ) 

 FTMAX(µ) FTMIN(σ) 

a. (se á.ro)(þòn)(cèl)ra  ** 

b.     (se á.ro)(þòn.cel)ra *!  

This example tells us something else: adjacent heavy syllables are 

stressed.  Although this could be because of FTMAX(µ), we will assume in the 
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absence of evidence to the contrary that it is this situation reflects a (non-

contradicting) ranking of WEIGHT-TO-STRESS ‘Heavy syllables are stressed’ over 

*CLASH ‘Stress does not occur on adjacent syllables.’ 

Given that we are dealing with rightward moraic trochees, we will 

consider first sequences of heavy syllables, which are predicted to be stressed 

(non-finally).  We saw in (3-4) that adjacent heavy syllables can be stressed (e.g. 

ó:.èr.ne), however non-final heavy syllables are not stressed (e.g. ó:.er).  

Footing final light syllables creates degenerate feet, not allowed in this 

language, and footing final heavy syllables would violate NONFINALITY ‘Feet are 

non-final in the prosodic word’ (Prince and Smolensky 1993).  Although 

posttonic heavy syllables can be stressed, as seen in the preceding example, they 

are not automatically so.  They are not stressed word-finally, because 

NONFINALITY and WBP dominate WTS.  (WBP makes a closed syllable heavy; 

WTS wants it stressed, and NONFINALITY prevents it.)  This precludes final 

consonants from being included in the final foot.  The bimoraic minimum then 

entails the pre-final syllable will also be included in any foot that contains a final 

syllable. 

But while the more general version of NONFINALITY (applying to 

syllables, not segments) precludes word-final stress without resorting to the 

complex interaction of syllable position-sensitive constraints necessary for partial 

non-finality, later on reasons show up why we would like to have a more detailed 

ranking, and so that is the one I present here.  Accordingly the discussion now 

parts from the traditional NONFINALITY.  While WTS dominating *CLASH allows 
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stress on adjacent heavy syllables, NONFINC dominating WTS gives us no stress 

on final would-be heavy syllables.  The final consonant is non-moraic under 

NONFINC, and so a closed syllable with a short vowel is the metrical equivalent of 

a light syllable.  As such, the minimal moraicity is not present to support a foot.  

This is slightly more complicated than NONFINALITY dominating WTS as 

preventive of final stress, which is probably the more common way of securing 

non-final stress.  The present approach has the advantage of limiting the weight to 

syllables with long vowels, that is, of allowing us to ignore only final consonantal 

potential moras, not final vocalic moras.  Therefore, the way in which NONFINC 

interacts with WTS is indirect: bleeds the situation (a moraic final consonant) 

which would otherwise be subject to WTS. 

(3-5) NONFINC, FTMIN(µ) » WTS, WBP 

        /o:er/ NONFINC FTMIN(µ) WTS WBP 

a. (ó:)er0   * * 

b.    (ó:)(èr0)  *!  * 

c.     (ó:)(èrµ) *!    

Of course, the monomoraicity of a closed final syllable is not an issue pre-

finally, making *CLASH the only consideration for not stressing adjacent heavy 

syllables, and we know this not to be the case.  (The non-stressing of adjacent 

light syllables derives from a different section of the constraint hierarchy, in 

particular, FTMIN.)  As mentioned in the discussion on Estonian, moraic trochee 

systems generally do predict stress on adjacent syllables, which is what we see 
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here.  In addition to the role that FTMAX(µ) dominating FTMIN(µ) plays, the 

obvious constraints at work are WTS dominating *CLASH. 

(3-6)  WTS » *CLASH 

         e aldhèttende WTS *CLASH 

a      ( e áld).het.(tèn)de *!  

b. ( e áld)(hèt)(tèn)de  * 

The fact that *CLASH is so low-ranked suggests something about the 

competing instantiations of FTALIGNMENT, whose ranking is normally 

straightforward and uninteresting in indicating what amounts to foot 

directionality.   For the first time, the ranking of FTALIGNMENT(Edgedominant) over 

FTALIGNMENT(Edgedominated) is not trivial:  FTALIGN(L) must dominate *CLASH, 

since it is the only way in which two candidates with light syllables in question 

differ. 

(3-7)  FTALIGN(L) » *CLASH 

         hrimgicelum FTALIGN(L) *CLASH 

a  (hrím)(gì.ce)lum  * * 

b.     (hrím)gi(cè.lum)  *!*  

In a situation contrary to when a heavy syllable is stressed following a 

stressed heavy syllable, one is not stressed following a light, a situation that 

appears only word-initially.  It cannot be a simple matter of clash that prevents the 

post-heavy light syllable from being stressed, since *CLASH is ranked so low.  

Rather, the post-stressed-light heavy syllable is unstressed because it is used to 
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bulk up the initial foot.  Note I differ here from previous work in that I consider 

this initial-foot bulking to be a property of the foot, not of the head of the foot. 

We know first that something must be outranking WEIGHT-TO-STRESS, or 

we would be seeing that syllable get stressed, and as just stated, it cannot be 

*CLASH.   Ordinarily we would predict the light syllable to cede stress to an 

immediately subsequent heavy syllable, but word-initially, the stress remains on 

the initial syllable.  This establishes the role and consequent high ranking of 

ALL(PW,HD).  The only thing left to determine is whether the now post-tonic 

heavy syllable is stressed (which it is not).  If it were, we would know that 

something, for example, WEIGHT-TO-STRESS, would be dominating FTMIN(µ).  

But since we don’t see monomoraic feet, we know FTMIN(µ) is the dominant 

constraint. 

(3-8) ALL(PW,HD), FTMIN(µ) » FTMAX(µ), WTS 

        /cyninga/ ALL(PW,HD) FTMIN(µ) FTMAX (µ) WTS 

a.     (cý)(nì)ga  *!   

b. (cý.ni)ga   * * 

c.     cy.(ní)ga *!    

d.     (cy.ní)ga *!  *  

The appearance of a non-canonical head foot tells us that is more 

important for the head foot of the prosodic word to be properly situated (i.e. at the 

left edge) than for it to be well-formed, when the two compete.   This exact 

situation was evident in Finnish and Estonian, where main stress had to occur 

word-initially, regardless the distribution of any weight elsewhere in the word. 
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Recalling that Dresher and Lahiri had the Germanic foot to account for 

this, Halle, O’Neil, and Vergnaud (1993) had their own non-Germanic foot 

account, a response to Dresher and Lahiri’s direct claim that the Halle and 

Vergaud model would make the wrong predictions. 

Halle, O’Neil, and Vergnaud’s analysis of metrical systems in general is 

Halle and Vergnaud’s, but in accommodation the # L H problem that Dresher and 

Lahiri had to contend with.  In doing so, they reaffirm that post-nucleic material is 

as metrically relevant as nucleic material, making heavy syllables project two grid 

columns.   By virtue of the columns projected by heavy syllables being a pair, a 

foot boundary necessarily occurs at the left edge of this pair.   

(3-9)          

 *  line 2 
 *  *   * line 1 
(* (** (** line 0 
cy.ni.ges 

They do not explicate specifically how they arrive at the final outcome, 

but it seems reasonably certain that they invoke the clash filter.  For them, non-

branching feet normally delete, which is their ultimate analysis for high vowel 

deletion, but the first syllable has also already projected to line 2 (main stress).  

Since continuous column constraints prohibiting deletion, the second (peninitial) 

foot is the one that defoots, to combine with the potentially defooting first 

syllable.  With that, resolved trochee is born, not the Germanic foot.  

For stress, word-initial phenomena can be accounted for by positing word-

initial resolved moraic trochees, without necessity of the typologically 
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unmotivated Germanic foot.  While the resolved trochee is not the canonical one, 

it is one we have seen in occurs in other languages under certain circumstances, 

particularly when main stress is required word-initially.  In the next section, this 

proposal accounts for the distribution of high vowels and stress, in an analysis that 

does not rely on the serial creation of a binary foot—an ill-formed one at that—

and the subsequent deletion of its weak member. 

1.2   High vowel /u/ deletion 

While the focus of this section is an account of the effect which has been 

termed ‘high vowel deletion’, it should be noted that the discussion, as in the 

literature, will ultimately be restricted to /u/. 

1.2.1 Description 

Non-initial high vowels can occur after a stressed short syllable (3-10.1), 

but not after unstressed short syllables (3-10.2). 

(3-10.1)  

a. cý.ni  ‘king’  

b. ló.fu  ‘praises’ 

c. wé.rud  ‘troops’ 

(3-10.2) 

 wé.rud  ‘troops’ (< /werudu/) 

They do not occur after long syllables (most of which are stressed unless 

word-final or peninitial following a light).  
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(3-11)  

a. wórd  ‘words’ (</wordu/) 

b. héaf.des ‘head’  (</heafudes/) 

Dresher and Lahiri (1991) describe high vowel deletion as the deletion of 

high vowels (reminding the reader again that this is limited to /u/) in the weak 

position of their Germanic foot.  We saw in the introduction chapter how their 

foot was set up.  In the present example, their form foots an underlying 

representation of /werudu/ with one /u/ in a position to stay and another in a 

position to delete, by placing one in the head of their foot, and the other in the 

non-head position. 

(3-12) 

   Ft 
                          /    \ 
           { }s   σw  
  
  

      µ    µ     µ 
        |     |       |   

([w é. r u] d u) 

The string we.ru constitutes the head.  Since the head must be branching, 

and .we. is light, the .ru. contributes the second branch (mora) of the head.  The 

foot can only have a weak member if it is non-branching, so the lightness of the 

.du. means it can contribute the optional weak branch.  This configuration meets 

the necessary description for their rule ‘Delete u in the weak position of the 
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Germanic foot,’ so the second u, the one that is in the weak position of the foot, 

deletes, yielding wé.rud. 

 The effects of what would derive from that description certainly holds, 

word-initially, and Dresher and Lahiri themselves twice disclaim the applicability 

of the two-mora requirement on the head post-initially.  For the present purposes, 

the analysis does require serial derivation, as would any analysis that bases 

deletion on the basis of location in a foot—their analysis requires first the creation 

of a foot, and then a repair.  The objection to the method of defining the 

environment as the one created by footing comes directly from Optimality 

Theory, and is not in itself any inherent flaw: serial creation of an environment 

later to be targeted is impossible in a framework that does not support derivations, 

leaving the Optimality Theoretician in search of an alternative analysis, and 

possibly even description.   

Halle, O’Neil, and Vergnaud’s (1993) rule of non-branching foot deletion 

(=“delete the nucleus”) is their explanation for /u/-deletion.  Their specific rule is: 

“Delete a high vowel in a noninitial syllable if it constitutes a nonbranching foot 

(light syllable)”.  Of course, the only way this syllable could actually constitute a 

foot is if the foot were onsetless, but this is not to say the rule is not interpretable 

as worded.  In any event, what is actually deleting instead of the foot is the peak 

of said foot, which brings us to the challenges both Halle, O’Neil, and Vergnaud 

(1993) and Dresher and Lahiri (1991) present.   

While both proposals explain how high vowel deletion might take place, 

neither really explains why.  The premise I will be presenting is this: high vowels 
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favor weak positions and vice versa; non-high vowels favor strong positions, and 

vice versa.  Thus it is not the case that we should be expecting high vowels to 

delete in weak positions.  Halle, O’Neil, and Vergnaud come the closest in 

suggesting a motivation.  In their framework, non-branching delete, so it is not 

entirely unreasonable that a foot—under foot binarity—might ‘repair’ to avoid 

remaining non-branching.  I return to this point momentarily.  Dresher and 

Lahiri’s case is, I think, slightly more difficult to make.  The weak member of 

their Germanic foot is deleted (again, not the entire foot per se, but its nucleus).  

Recalling that the head of a Germanic foot must branch, so if only two syllables 

are present, both syllables comprise the head, making the foot technically non-

branching.  The implication for high vowel deletion is that a segment is deleting 

such that the resultant foot goes from binary branching to unary (non-)branching.  

This is a conundrum for any proposal that suggests high vowel deletion is 

prosodically motivated.  Because of the bi-directional favoring of high vowels to 

weak positions (cf. low vowels and strong positions), we predict that the non-

branching foot or the weak member of the Germanic foot should prosper with a 

high vowel, with the intrinsic prominence of a low vowel being the one that 

deletes in either of these positions.  In the next section, I offer an analysis taking 

this into account. 

1.2.2 Analysis 

The ensuing discussion examines why the foot structure I propose for Old 

English, the moraic trochee, combined with principles of peak prominence and 

markedness, more characteristically explains high vowel deletion.  The extension 
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of a moraic trochee parse past the word-beginning vitiates the necessity for a 

either the Germanic foot or a rule of non-branching foot deletion.  I incorporate 

the prominence hierarchies as given by Kenstowicz (1994) and McCarthy and 

Prince (1993).  Then, the additional across-the-board generic markedness of [u], 

acting independently of its markedness in peak positions, accounts for what I 

believe are differently-motivated high vowel deletions. 

Consider again the distribution of [u] here.  It occurs after stressed short 

vowels, not after unstressed ones, and not after long vowels, that is, not in those 

positions in which, were it present, it would be stressed.  Unstressed short vowels 

are followed by a stress, and long vowels are followed by a stress.  Stressed short 

vowels are followed by unstressed vowels (generally short).  It is this restriction 

against [u] in strong positions that offers the first clue that /u/ is not deleting in 

weak positions, but shunning strong ones.  Note also that in the case of word-final 

/u/ deleting, it might also be the case that an unfooted /u/ can not surface; this 

might be motivated for different reasons. 

We begin with a formal justification for deleting /u/ on the basis of 

markedness.  High vowels are least among the non-schwa vowels likely to be 

syllable peaks.  We can, as a launching point, hypothesize that they would also be 

the least likely of the full vowels to be in a prominent position in which their 

prominence would be enhanced.  Prominent positions naturally gravitate towards 

having prominent segments; placing weak segments in strong position has a 

cancellation effect, or at least a mitigating one.  This can alternatively be seen as a 

restriction on having marked segments in positions where their markedness is 
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enhanced.  What this means is that high vowels can still be (syllable/foot) peaks, 

but that they are the least desired to be so of the full vowels, and, if anything in 

the grammar places any restriction on any of the full vowels from being peaks, 

high vowels will be the first to go.6 

Following Kenstowicz (1994), from Prince and Smolensky (1993),7 I 

manipulate the intrinsic ranking of the sonority hierarchy and prominence 

preference as applied to the peak–margin range of a syllable and apply it to the 

peak–trough poles of a metrical foot.   In such a framework, the relative 

preference for a certain segment in a certain realm is translated into an intrinsic 

ranking expressing the same information.  For example, in the hierarchy below, 

any sound to the left of another is more preferred as a peak than any sound to its 

right.   The ‘ ’ is read “is more harmonic than”, so ‘P/a  P/o,e’ is read “Peaks 

with [a] are preferred over peaks with [o] or [e]…”. 

(3-13) P/a  P/o,e  P/u,i   …  P/C 

Obviously syllabic consonants are the least harmonic, as indicated by the 

lowest ranking on the scale.   

Intrinsically ranked as constraints, this preference is represented by a 

reversal in linear precedence. 

                                                 
6 I suspect this might also be the source of the prevalence of high vowels as the choice for 
epenthesis.  If they are the least prominent, perhaps the selection of high vowels over non-high 
vowels, while sufficient for phonotactic satisfaction, is the least “intrusive”. 
7 Prince and Smolensky (1993) make the hierarchy explicit in terms of OT constraints, but 
Kenstowicz (1994) elaborates a prose explication as to the inherent parallel between syllable peaks 
and foot peaks, by abstracting them to a generic peak–trough model that can be generalized across 
any scale. 
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(3-14) *P/C » … » *P/i,u » *P/e,o » *P/a 

Overlooking the obvious, that consonantal peaks are the most highly 

marked, this constraint hierarchy is read “… ‘Peaks do not have [i] or [u]’ 

dominates ‘Peaks do not have [e] or [o]…”.  As such, the disallowance of high 

vowel peaks outweighs the disallowance of low vowel peaks.  A constraint such 

as MAXIO ‘input segments have output correspondents’ (McCarthy and Prince 

1995) intervening between a selected set would tell us that one set of vowels are 

deleted rather than serve as peaks, while the other set remains.  Now we take into 

account the parallels between the prominence cycles of syllables and those of feet. 

Kenstowicz (1994) accounts for the role sonority plays in stress by 

reducing the difference between stressed and unstressed syllables to one identical 

to the difference between peaks and margins within syllables.  For him, the stress 

wave is simply a matter of peaks and troughs, and what is preferred or 

dispreferred for one peak or trough is preferred or dispreferred for another peak or 

trough, on any level.  Accordingly, high vowels are as dispreferred as peaks of 

feet as they are as peaks of syllables. 

In addition to the main pattern of u-distribution—that it does not occur 

when it would be the head of a foot, if it had stayed present—it also does not in 

unfooted syllables.  What the two have in common is that /u/ appears to be kept 

only when licensed by the foot it supports by providing a binary member. 

In any event, the Kenstowicz/McCarthy and Prince scheme provide us 

with enough justification for the following constraint.  The proposed constraint, 
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while inspired by the Kenstowicz/McCarthy and Prince, if course an innovation 

for the present purposes. 

(3-15)  *PF/u  

No stressed syllable (peak of foot) has [u] as a peak; each stressed syllable 
with [u] as a peak is a violation. 

This is probably in conjunction of the inherent markedness of dorsals that 

limits potential *PF/[hi] to just *PF/u, but the fact that /u/, and only /u/, deletes in 

in the face of potential headness suggests a language-internal reason for positing 

*PF/u separate from *PF/a,e,i,o,y.  

While this constraint penalizes [ú], it is also limited to those positions in 

which stress potential is present.  Remember unfooted [u] is also prohibited.  For 

the reasons in the preceding paragraph regarding the isolation of u-sensitive 

constraints to all others, we can also justify a constraint invoking the mere 

markedness of [u] whether or not any stress is involved. 

(3-16)  *u  

 [u] is marked; each [u] is a violation. 

While the constraint appears to wholly-consume *PF/u, the constraints 

with which they interact are different, and so will yield different patterns.  This 

constraint is evident in Japanese, where /u/ deletes between voiceless obstruents: 

[nan.des.ka] /nandesuka/ ‘what is it?’  It remains present when one of the flanking 

consonants is voiced: [o.ya.su.mi na.sai]/*[o.yas.mi na.sai] ‘good night’.  A 
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similar pattern applies to the high front vowel, but a violation of UNIFORMITY ‘an 

output segment does not have multiple input correspondents’ (McCarthy 1995) 

here means the /i/ does not technically delete—it coalesces with the /s/ at output 

to produce []: [ha.j i.me.ma.te]/*[ha.j i.me.mas.te] /haj imemasite/ ‘nice to meet 

you’. 

As always, constraints are only visible when they dominate constraints 

that would produce a countereffect.  Thus any constraint against the any form of 

[u] must dominate any constraint that encourages its presence.  /u/-markedness, 

stressed or not, necessarily interacts with input/output MAXIMALITY.  Again, this 

constraint is motivated as an attested proper subset of what would be implicated 

by McCarthy and Prince’s (1995) MAXIO, but is itself a new constraint). 

(3-17) MAXu  

Every /u/ has a correspondent in the output; each /u/ that does not have a 
correspondent in the output is a violation. 

The distinguishing behavior of u from the other vowels is a reflection of 

the splitting of the ranking of MAXu from other constraints with faithfulness 

constraints.  Such constraints can be collapsed under one umbrella constraint-

symbol labeled MAXa,e,i,o,y, for our purposes, which could be defined almost 

exactly as MAXu but with all other vowels replacing /u/: ‘Every /a/ has a 

correspondent in the output; each /a/ that does not have a correspondent in the 

output is a violation.  Every /e/ has a correspondent in the output…’  If MAXa,e,i,o,y 

» PARSE » *u » MAXu, then the peaks of all unfooted syllables remain, while that 
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syllable is unfooted, unless it is u.  The difference here is in what is prohibited by 

each of the rankings: 

(3-18)  

a. *PF/u » MAXu  [ú] does not occur:  Better to delete 
/u/ than stress it). 

b. MAXa,e,i,o,y  » PARSE » *u » MAXu Unfooted [u] does not occur: 
Better to keep unfooted non-u 
vowels than to delete them, but 
better also to delete unfooted [u] 
than to keep it. 

We test this first by looking at a form like heafdes.  Under Dresher and 

Lahiri’s model, the UR would be footed first into ([hea]fu)(des), at which point 

the final foot defoots because it is final, and the weak member of the first foot (a 

Germanic foot) deletes, leaving ([hea])des.  Under my proposal, [u] is 

dispreferred as a peak, and in Old English, it is better to delete /u/ than to have it 

head a foot.  Therein lies the support of ranking *PF/u over MAXu.  However, 

because this leaves a final syllable unfooted, *PF/u must also dominate PARSE. 

This case represents those in which /u/ could potentially land in a position 

to be a foot peak.  Its presence would serve no purpose beyond providing a poor 

syllable peak.  In the example below, post-heavy u deletes where it would 

otherwise constitute the head of the foot. 
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(3-19)  *PF/u  » PARSE » MAXu 

        /heafudes/ *PF/u PARSE MAXu 

a. (héaf)des  * * 

b.     (héa)fu.des  **!  

c.     (héa)(fù.des) *!   

The obvious is that *PF/u dominates MAXu, so that /u/ is deleted, pending 

some overriding consideration.  Less obvious is that *PF/u must also dominate 

PARSE, since the candidate without /u/ has an unfooted syllable.  (Footing the 

final syllable .des. would violate FTMIN(µ), and moraicizing the final syllable 

would violated NONFINC).  In this case it is the unfooted second syllable that 

delivers the fatal trait.  Even if the final syllables in both candidates were footed, 

they would still tie under that constraint for that syllable, and the loser would still 

have one more non-parsing syllable than the winner. 

In the examples that follow, the restriction against high vowel peaks is less 

visible than just the general disposability of /u/.  Rather than target [u] 

specifically, the constraints on foot well-formedness here do the job on their own 

in deselecting candidates with [u].  

(3-20) FTMIN(µ) » FTMAX(µ) » PARSE » MAXu 

        /wordu/ FTMIN(µ) FTMAX(µ) PARSE MAXu 

a. (word)    * 

b.     (wór.du)  *!   

c.     (wór)du   *!  
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Satisfaction of FTMIN(µ) is vacuous here but included for completeness.  

With both FTMAX(µ) and PARSE dominating MAXu, it is better to sacrifice /u/ 

than to keep it.  Here the foot-internal [u] in the non-optimal candidate satisfies 

MAXu, and, saves the candidate under PARSE as well. However, its result is that it 

is trimoraic, in violation of FTMAX(µ). 

Although FTMAX(µ) is not an issue when there are enough segments only 

to fill a foot and nothing else, as in the example below consisting of two light 

syllables, FTMIN(µ) is an issue when there are (or could be) less than enough 

segments to support a full foot.  The /u/, surfacing unfooted in satisfaction of 

*PF/u, supplies an additional PARSE violation, or, not surfacing, a MAXu violation.   

(3-21) FTMIN(µ) » FTMAX(µ) » PARSE » MAX 

        /lofu/ FTMIN(µ) FTMAX(µ) PARSE MAXu 

a.     (lóf)  *!   * 

b. (ló.fu)        

c.     (ló)fu   *!  

Note one might see a more winning candidate of (lóµfµ), in which final [f] 

is moraic.  If we stipulate that final consonants are not subject to weight-by-

position, presumably through some complex mechanism as described in preceding 

chapters, then final [f] would not be moraic and therefore not reduce the 

violations to only one, the one under MAXu. 

Moving on from status of [u] with respect to footing, forms like /werudu/, 

present us with the question of why the second vowel deletes and not the first.  

Dresher and Lahiri’s model actually provided us with an answer to that question: 
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the first u supplied the second mora of the bimoraic head requirement, and the 

second u was the weak member of the foot.  Under present proposal, however, 

neither any bimoraic head requirement nor the position in the foot is relevant. 

Obviously the ranking of the constraints cannot change, and the ranking so 

far selects either of we.rud or *wer.du as the optimum.  Given lo.fu/*lof versus 

word/*wordu, we wonder about /werudu/, in particular, since a form with both 

/u/’s deleted, *werd, looks startlingly similar to optimal word.  In fact, we predict 

both /u/’s to delete, the latter under *u, and the first under FTMIN(µ) and PARSE.  

The answer is in the CONTIGUITY of the candidate. 

(3-22) CONTIGUITY (McCarthy 1995) 

Adjacent input elements are adjacent at output; each output interruption of 
the input order is a violation. 

CONTIGUITY serves to preserve not only the order of input segments 

(which is more properly evaluated under LINEARITY), but also that strings are not 

broken up.  We see that *PF/u can interrupt input morphemes, but *u cannot.  

For the present, we see how CONTIGUITY serves to select we.rud over 

*we.rdu.  Even with NONFINC, all the candidates in this tableau pass FTMIN(µ), 

do they are not included. 
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(3-23) FTMAX(µ) » PARSE » CONTIG » MAXu 

        /werudu/ FTMAX(µ) PARSE CONTIG *u MAXu 

a. (wé.rud)    * * 

b.     (wérd)   *!  ** 

c.     (wér)du  *! * * * 

d.     (wé.ru)du  *!  **  

e.     (wér.du) *!  * * * 

f.     (wé.ru.du) *!   **  

NONFINC knocks out a third mora in (wé.rud) (a), which is present in 

*(wér.du) (e, also c), since NONFINC applies only to final consonants.  Thus, 

*(wér.du) (e) is in a position to be eliminated under FTMAX(µ) (also f), unless the 

final syllable is unfooted (c, also d).  The non-footing of this syllable turns out to 

be a fatal PARSE violation.  With only (a) and (b) remaining, (a) has the 

dispreferred [u] but also an uninterrupted input string, saving it. 

Interestingly, it is FTMAX(µ) that prohibits deletion of /u/ in unstressed 

closed syllables, slated for deletion.  When /u/ deletes from a closed syllable, the 

remaining coda is syllabifiable with the preceding syllable.  Even at the end of a 

word, where the coda is non-moraic due to NONFINC, the onset-turned-coda 

closes the preceding syllable.  This makes a heavy dependent syllable, a resolved 

moraic trochee, which can occur only word-initially.  Recall a form like 

*(hrím)gi(cè.lum), in which the presence of the [u] might be problematic, has 

already been shown to be excluded under FTALIGN(L).  But for the remaining 

candidates, we assume SYLLABLE INTEGRITY ‘Feet boundaries do not occur 
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inside syllables,’ plays some role, and we further invoke *P/C, to prevent [.lm.] 

from constituting a syllable.  NONFINC prevents the final consonant from being 

moraic, so footing monosyllabic *(cèlµm0) does not actually present a FTMAX(µ) 

problem.  *PF/u would be relevant only if the final consonant were moraic and the 

final syllable wholly-parsed a foot: *(lúmµ).   

(3-24) 

        hrimgicelum  PARSE CONTIG *u   FTALIGN(L) 

a.  (hrím)(gì.ce)lum0 *  * * 

b.     (hrím)gi(cè.lum0) *  * **! 

c.     (hrím)gi(cèlµm0) * *!  ** 

The candidates here all tie under FTMAX(µ) and *PF/u.  CONTIGUITY 

plays a crucial role in deselecting what would otherwise not be problematic until 

FTALGIN, which ultimately is was selects the winner from the final two. 

To close off the range of possible means of precluding stress on high 

vowels without too much displacement, we explore altering the vowel quality.  If 

high vowels surface as mid, for example, then there is no high vowel to present a 

problem if stressed.  The IDENTITY family of constraints as they relate to features 

of segments militates against this.  The specific instantiation that is relevant here 

is 

(3-25) HTIDENT (=IDENT(height) < IDENT(feature) (McCarthy and 
Prince 1995)) 

Correspondent segments are identical in the feature [high].  Each 
correspondent pair that is not identical in the feature [high] is a violation. 
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Not surprisingly, this constraint ranks above the constraint that the optimal 

candidate violates, which is MAXu.  The domination of HTIDENT over MAXu 

means it is better to delete a vowel (a) than to modify its quality (b). 

(3-26)  HTIDENT » MAXu 

        /heafudes/ HTIDENT MAXu 

a. (héaf)des  * 

b.     (héa)(fò.des) *!  

In this example, rather than projection of the syllable containing a high 

vowel to the head, the vowel quality is changed.   As a lower vowel, it does not 

meet the description of the environment for the constraint against high vowel 

peaks, the tradeoff being a HEIGHT IDENTITY violation, which is fatal. 

Of course, it is not the case that no [ú] exists, as in mús ‘mouse’.  In 

particular, initial syllable [ú] is preserved.  We can attribute this to positional 

faithfulness (Beckman 1995), whereby faithfulness of segments in privileged 

positions (here, the initial/main stressed syllable) is rankable separate from 

faithfulness of segments in other positions.  If we include a constraint such as () 

below, we will be able to prevent initial [ú] from deleting: 

(3-27) MAX-σ1  

 An input segment in the initial syllable has an output correspondent; each 

input segment in the initial syllable without an output correspondent is a violation.  

If it is *PF/u that militates against the occurrence of [ú], then it is MAX-σ1 

which protects it. 
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(3-28) MAX-σ1 » *PF/u   

       /mus/ MAX-σ  1 *PF/u 

a. mús  * 

b.     ms *!  

There are two final points to mention.  It will be restated explicitly here 

that (L H) is allowed only word-initially by the same constraint ranking as seen 

earlier, ALL(PW,HD) ‘The prosodic word is left-headed’ over WTS ‘Heavy 

syllables are stressed’ (combined, of course, with a host of other co-conspiring 

constraints).  Briefly, it is WTS over FTALIGN(L) which interrupts binarity for the 

sake of stressing heavy syllables, but ALL(PW,HD) which prevents this word-

initially.  This was illustrated in tableau (3-6). 

The other point is that the ranking of NONFINC over PARSE (which, for a 

final syllable, would otherwise force stress on said syllable), while precluding 

final closed syllables from being stressed under WTS (by virtue of NONFINC 

rendering them light), says nothing about stress on final syllables which heavy 

independently of WBP (i.e. syllables with long vowels).  This is purposefully 

vague on this matter, at the risk of overprediction.  The language is not rich in 

such forms, and it was deemed more prudent to be vague than to risk 

overgeneralization.  

1.3 Lacunæ 

One form which has appeared in the literature as having been problematic 

but ‘solved’ by subsequent analyses is ní:.te.nu ‘animals’, appearing alternatively 
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but less often as ný:.te.nu.  What is problematic about this form is that stress does 

not immediately resume on the second syllable: * ní:.tè.nu, ný:.tè.nu 

This is admittedly a problematic form for the present analysis and will 

disclaim it now before I discuss how previous analyses have accommodated such 

a form.  All other instances of this shape, H L L, are stressed as H L L.  I can only 

submit that in the absence of universal patterning of a specific distribution, one 

must be an exception to the generalization of the other.  In other words, the 

normal stress pattern is indeed H L L, and this word is idiosyncratically stressed 

as H L L. 

As stated, this form is in fact less problematic for some of the previous 

analyses that rely on the ternary (or trimoraic) foot as the basic foot type.  Under 

these analyses, the second syllable is the non-head syllable of the trimoraic foot.  

For example, Rice has an intermediary ([ní:]te)(nù) finalizing as ([ní:]te)nu  

(Monomoraic feet defoot.)   

The advantage to such an analysis is that the stress pattern is explained 

without needing to count it as an exception.  Its disadvantages are that not so 

much with this form as with other forms previously untreated. 

 
1.4  Summary 

The Germanic foot, defined as a foot of the shape head–non-head, where 

the head has the shape L σ, allows for a heavy syllable, two light syllables, or a 

light–heavy combination to comprise a head.  Dresher and Lahiri (1991) proposed 

this foot type to account for two things, the initial ternarity effect, and high vowel 

deletion.  This foot type accounts for the facts, but the moraic trochee, resolved 
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initially, of the current proposal fits into the inventory of basic foot types.  This is 

in contrast to the Germanic foot, the application of which is outside beyond these 

circumstances.  The resolved (moraic) trochee, although marked, is not only still a 

member of the basic inventory of feet, but has applications beyond this system.   

Because the head foot must be leftmost in the word, the initial ternarity effect is 

derivable from constraints on headedness dominating those on foot well-

formedness.  This all coincides with Dresher and Lahiri’s acknowledgement that 

the bimoraic head requirement is relaxed in non-initial feet. 

 The analysis I propose for high vowel deletion does not make wrong 

predictions that the Germanic foot would have otherwise accounted for; high 

vowels in prominent positions do in fact not surface.  The difference between 

these two approaches lies in the non-prominent position in which they are located.  

For Dresher and Lahiri (1991), they are outside (next to) the head; in my analysis, 

they are avoided not because they are too weak to fulfill a foot, but the opposite.  

They are too weak to sustain headedness of the foot. 

 The constraint hierarchy is graphically presented here: 
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(3-29) Summary ranking 

FTFORM(T) NONFINC ALL(PW,HD)  HTID 

     

FTFORM(I)        FTMIN(µ)  ALR(PW,HD)  

 MAX-σ1  FTMAX(µ)   

WTS *PFt/u  FTMIN(σ)  

     

  PARSE   

     

 CONTIG    

     

 FTALIGN(L) *u   

     

*CLASH FTALIGN(R) MAXu   

Below is a table of the expressions of various constraint rankings. 
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(3-30) Summary of expressions of rankings 

a. Main stress is initial. AL-L(PW,HD) » AL-R(PW,HD) 

b.  Monosyllables are stressed. ALIGN-L(PW,HD) » FTMIN(σ) 

c. Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(T) » FTFORM(I) 

d. Feet are maximally bimoraic. FTMAX(µ) » PARSE 

e. Footing is left-to-right. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

f. Footing is iterative. PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

g. There can be consecutive 
stressed syllables  

PARSE, WTS » *CLASH 

h. Feet are minimally bimoraic FTMAX(µ) » PARSE 

i. Unfooted syllables are worse 
than not keeping /u/ at output. 

PARSE » MAXu 

j. Having unnecessary /u/ is 
worse than not footing a σ. 

*u » PARSE 

k. Feet are maximally bimoraic 
only at the expense of keeping 
/u/ 

FTMAX(µ) » *u 

l. /u/ does not lower to avoid 
markedness violations.   

FTMAX(µ) » HTID 

m. Feet are moraic trochees. FTMAX(µ) » FTMIN(σ) 

n. Feet are minimally bimoraic 
across the board, even at the 
expense of FTMAX(µ) 

FTMIN(µ) » FTMAX(µ) 

o. Main stress can entail a 
resolved trochee 

ALL(PW,HD) » FTMAX(µ) 
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The word-initial resolved trochee results from a conspiracy of 

undominated ALL(PW,HD), and FTMIN(µ).  These two together allow neither 

word-initial degenerate syllables nor full feet that are not left-aligned.  This 

indicates that these two constraints dominate FTMAX(µ) and WEIGHT-TO-

STRESS, since heavy syllables cannot alter the ALIGNMENT or MINIMALITY 

requirements.  Altering trochaic FOOT FORM is of no avail either, since an initial 

iamb, while perhaps satisfying a constraint on initial footing, could not satisfy 

head placement.  The distribution of high vowels inside well-formed feet then 

results not from serially creating a foot and then deleting its weak member; rather, 

it is the result of a more optimal parse, omitting marked material that does not fit. 

2. BANI-HASSAN BEDOUIN ARABIC 

The one-mora gap between right-oriented primary and preceding 

secondary stress in Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic (Irshied and Kenstowicz 1984); 

Kenstowicz 1983) is what brings this language into the discussion.  True to form, 

Hayes (1995) proposes a weak local parsing analysis, and Rice (1992) proposes a 

branching head analysis.  Under both analyses, the presupposition is one of an 

extra syllable characteristic of ternary stress systems.  I will propose an analysis to 

which this syllable is not relevant.  

2.1 Description 

The data appear in Irshied and Kenstowicz (1984) with additional data and 

insight in Kenstowicz (1993).  Codas are weighted by position, so CVC (in 

addition to CVV) is heavy and CVCC (in addition to CVVC) is superheavy.  If 

the final syllable is superheavy, it gets the main stress. 
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(3-31)  

 i.bá:b  ‘youth’ 

If there is no final superheavy syllable, then if the penult is heavy, main 

stress occurs on the penult (3-32.1); or if the penult is light, then main stress 

occurs on the antepenult, as in (3-32.2) (or the fourth-to-last syllable, as in (3-34) 

below). 

(3-32.1) 

a. ta.ám.mal ‘be made to carry’ 

b. ta.÷ál.lam ‘be taught’ 

c. be:.dít.na8 ‘our egg’ 

(3-32.2) 

a. ín.sa.ab ‘be pulled’ 

b. ín.ti.saf ‘be spilled’ 

c. á:fa.tu   ‘she saw him’ 

If there are only two syllables, then main stress is on the penult, regardless 

of whether the penult is heavy or not. 

(3-33)  

a. dá.ras  ‘study’ 

b. há.mal  ‘carry’ 
                                                 
8 For cross-platform font-accommodation purposes, the underbox is used to represent the 
pharyngeal emphasis, normally indicated by the underdot. 
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c. sí.gir  ‘be small’ 

d. ír.ban  ‘they (fem.) drank’ 

Secondary stress appears only when words are at least four syllables, and 

occurs word-initially.   

(3-34) 

a. ÷àl.la.má.tuh ‘she taught him’ 

b. bà:.ra.ká.tuh ‘she blessed him’ 

c. stàg.ba.lá.tuh ‘she greeted him’ 

d. sà:.÷a.dá.tuh ‘she helped him’ 

e. àl.la.mát.na ‘she taught us’ 

f. bà:rakát.na ‘she blessed us’  

Hayes (1995) cites the forms in (a-d) as exhausting the list of crucial 

forms that prove left-to-right three-mora units.  However, Kenstowicz’s (1983) 

description from native speaker consultations along with the confirmative data in 

(e-g) affirms this as the only secondary stress—that other forms do exist that are 

in line with ‘the crucial forms’. 

In line with his proposal that the stress here is governed by weak local 

parsing, Hayes (1995) parses ‘she blessed him’ as [(bà:)ra(ká.tuh)], with a 

‘skipped’ syllable, not  *[(bà:)(rá.ka)tuh]; with an adjacent subsequent foot.  Rice 

(1992) is true to form as well, invoking the bimoraic minimum constraint on 

heads, creating [([bà:]ra)([ká.tuh])] with a branching head and a non-branching 
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non-head.  The last (rightmost) pair of syllables is a non-branching foot, 

consisting of a head only.  This is Rice’s parse, rather than *[(bà:)(rá.ka)tuh], with 

consecutive, maximally-bimoraic feet.  Rice’s (1992) structure is particularly 

representative of the implications of a ternary (however instantiated) analysis, 

because the second foot, what appears to be a well-formed trochee, is technically 

a non-branching foot, a head only.  The bimoraic requirement on heads requires 

that [ka] together with [tuh] constitute the head, with no additional syllables 

available for the non-head. 

It is for these reasons that this language is included in this discussion.  

While it is true there appear to be no word-medial cases of bisyllabic stress lapses, 

the author-specific lapse-mechanisms that are claimed for ternarity cases are 

claimed to be present here.  The only difference is that they are predicated on the 

moraic level instead of the syllabic one. 

But it is not the case that a leftmost foot is constructed and then every 

third mora is stressed, being overridden, in derivational terms, by end-rule right 

and clash.  Rather, the location of the head foot is established by constraints on 

main stress and the initial stress is determined by constraints on the prosodic 

word, when it is long enough. 

2.2 Analysis 

Working back from the word, we first establish the location of primary 

stress, which will be on one of the last three syllables.  Once that is accomplished, 

we can explain the secondary stress and the gap of one syllable between the feet. 
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Consider, again, the basic generalizations.  Main stress is towards the right 

edge, so ALR(PW,HD) dominates ALL(PW,HD).  The foot type is the moraic 

trochee, so FTMAX(µ) dominates FTMIN(σ), to ensure the bisyllabic foot 

minimum of a syllabic trochee parse cedes to the bimoraic maximum of a moraic 

trochee system.  FTFORM(T) dominates FTFORM(I), to get the trochaicity.  

In order for final heavy syllables to parse as light, their final consonants 

are nonmoraic, as in Estonian.  When this is the case, the behavior of final 

superheavy syllables as heavy gets an explanation.  Note that the main stress is 

generally in the last two syllables, except for when they are both light and the 

antepenult is heavy.  As an even more pinpointed starting point, we can work to 

establish stress on one of the last two syllables. 

The end-orientation of primary stress is a function of ALR(PW,HD) ‘The 

PW is right-headed’, moderated by its interaction with constraints on foot well-

formedness, such as FTMIN(µ) and FTMAX(µ).  The obvious constraint that 

NONFINALITYC interacts with to get the “final heavy ≈ light” effect is WEIGHT-

BY-POSITION. 

When NONFINALITYC dominates WEIGHT-BY-POSITION, final codas are 

not moraic, which means they cannot contribute to the moraicity of the foot.  

FTMIN(µ) says that feet have to be minimally bimoraic, and FTFORM(T) says that 

the foot-head has to be on the left member.  FTMIN(µ) and FTFORM(T) must 

therefore also dominate ALR(PW,HD).  The rankings here are divided between 

two tableaux, to avoid commingling rankings for which there is not evidence at 

this point. 
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In the first tableau, the very straightforward ranking of NONFINALITYC 

over WEIGHT-BY-POSITION is seen. 

(3-35) NONFINC » WBP   

       /daras/ NONFINC WBP 

a. (dáµ.raµs)  * 

b.     daµ(ráµsµ) *!  

In the next tableau, the effect of aggregate constraints on foot well-

formedness over prosodic word alignment is shown. 

(3-36) FTFORM(T), FTMIN(µ) » ALR(PW,HD) 

       /daras/ FTFORM(T) FTMIN(µ) ALR(PW,HD) 

a. (dáµ.raµs)   * 

b.     daµ(ráµs0)  *!  

c.     (daµ.ráµs) *!   

These rankings further implicate final superheavy stress, which is, in fact, 

the case.  Even with NONFINALITYC ranked over WEIGHT-BY-POSITION, there is 

still sufficient moraicity on the final syllable to ensure a stress   In current, all the 

candidates equally pass NONFINALITYC. 
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(3-37) FTFORM(T), FTMIN(µ) » ALR(PW,HD) (vacuous in superheavy 
syllables; reaffirmed here for the sake of thoroughness) 

       /allamt/ FTFORM(T) FTMIN(µ) ALR(PW,HD) 

a. aµlµ (láµmµt)    

b.     (áµlµ)laµmµt   *! 

c.     (áµlµ.laµmµt)   *! 

In fact, all of the candidates present satisfy all three of the higher-ranking 

constraints.  All three violate WEIGHT-BY-POSITION once, winning or losing 

solely on the basis of where the main stress is located. 

Obviously, in the case of two right-aligned closed syllables, 

NONFINALITYC is not an issue for the non-final one, and therefore nothing blocks 

WEIGHT-BY-POSITION for the penult.  This leaves us to choose whether the final 

syllable contributes a weak member to a lopsided trochee, or remains unfooted.  I 

suggest it remains unfooted, in satisfaction of FTMAX(µ).  Although phonetically 

indistinguishable, we might predict that (H) L is preferred over (H L), in which 

case FTMAX(µ) dominates PARSE,  although it serves no further use to formally 

argue something that can not be proven or deduced. 

Now we expand the discussion to those instances in which the word is 

more than two syllables.  If the word is long enough, or at least moraic enough, to 

parse two feet, we then need to explain why the word parses one feet or two, and 

if only one, what governs its location. 

It is clear early on that PARSE is dominated, and adjacent heavy syllables 

confirm this.  Adjacent heavy syllables show stress only on the right-hand 
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member, indicating that *CLASH dominates WEIGHT-TO-STRESS and PARSE, and 

that ALR(PW,HD) is what selects the candidate with the head that is more right-

located. 

(3-38) *CLASH » WTS »9 PARSE, ALR(PW,HD) 

        /be:itna/ *CLASH WTS PARSE ALR(PW,HD) 

a.     (bè:)(ít)na *!  *  

b. be:(ít)na  * ** * 

c.     (bè:)ít.na  * ** **! 

This particular tableau is not particularly informative on the ranking of 

WEIGHT-TO-STRESS with respect to ALR(PW,HD), but the next example shows 

us that WEIGHT-TO-STRESS does dominate ALR(PW,HD). When the choice is 

between two syllables, one heavy and one light, the heavy one wins. 

(3-39)  *CLASH » WTS  » PARSE, ALR(PW,HD) 

        /intisaf/ *CLASH WTS PARSE HDALIGN(R) 

a. (ín)ti.saf   ** ** 

b.     in(tí.saf)  *! * * 

c.     (ìn)(tí.saf) *!   * 

Here *CLASH over PARSE means that one of the feet in clash is sacrificed.  

We predict that the one that is more right would stay if syllables were of equal 

weight. However, with syllables not of equal weight, weight outranks position.  I 

should also state explicitly here that I do not mean to imply that WTS » 

                                                 
9 This ranking is established in the following tableau. 
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ALR(PW,HD) universally results in antepenultimate stress, only that it can be 

used to capture it in these limited examples. 

We finally end up at the skipped mora, as seen in four-syllable words.  

Recall first how this has been presented.  According to Hayes (1995), this is an 

example of weak local parsing: (bà:)ra(ká.tuh)/*(bà:)(rá.ka)tuh.  Rice (1992) had 

applied the bimoraic head minimum plus non-head to this, and gets a full parse, 

but of one foot, and one head-only foot: ({bà:}HraN)({ká.tuh}H). 

I don’t find any evidence for the weak local parsing effect here.  Rather, I 

find this situation a result of a constraint we have already seen, ALL(PW,FT). 

For stress that is not in the last three syllables, it cannot be placed there 

due to any constraint on headendness, as headedness is oriented towards the 

opposite end in this language.  Rather, we ascribe this to a property of feet.  We 

say that the word is left-aligned with a foot.   

(3-40) ALIGN-L(PW,FT) (McCarthy and Prince 1993b) 

The PW begins on a foot.  A violation is incurred for each syllable that 
intervenes between the left edge of the PW and the left edge of some foot. 

 While the introduction of this constraint is not particularly ground-

breaking, it does explain initial stress in four-syllable words, with a constraint 

arguably more common than one that would induce a weak local parsing effect. 

More specifically, when combined with FTMIN(µ), it explains why the peninitial 

light syllable is unstressed.  Under the present analysis, it remains altogether 

unfooted.  If indeed there were a weak local parsing effect here, it would be 
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because footing is rightward, and the foot that the peninitial syllable would have 

comprised would be too small. 

What is interesting is that it is not any new constraints at all which yield 

the ternarity effect, when considering the foot is in a word where that is long 

enough. ALL(PW,HD) is otherwise hard to establish, given that every permutation 

of syllable shapes does not occur. 

(3-41)  FTMIN(µ), FTMAX(µ) » PARSE  » ALR(PW,HD) » AL-L(PW,FT) 

        /ba:rakatuh/ FTMIN(µ) FTMAX(µ) PARSE ALR(PW,HD) ALL(PW,FT) 

a.     (bà:)(rá.ka)tuh   * **!  

b. (bà:)ra(ká.tuh)   * *  

c.     (bà:.ra)(ká.tuh)  *!  *  

d.     (bà:)(rà)(ká.tuh) *!     

e.     ba:(rà)(ká.tuh) *!  *  * 

I consider the candidates that Hayes (1995) and Rice (1992) would have 

seen as viable alternatives, ones with light-syllable stress immediately following 

the preceding (initial) heavy.  The lack of lapse Hayes and Rice would have taken 

as evidence of binarity is a fatal blow. 

It seems likely that FTMIN(µ) plays a role as well, or at least exerts 

supporting influence for initial stress.  ALIGN-L(PW,FT) can’t be too highly 

ranked, or it would exclude # H H σ # in favor of H H, if *CLASH were active.  

Ranked over *CLASH, ALIGN-L(PW,FT) favors  H  H  over  H  H.  Therefore it is 

below *CLASH.  In fact, is must be ranked so low as not to interfere with any of 
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the other constraints, including the one that selects # H H σ # over # H H σ #, 

HDALIGN(R). 

(3-42) (*CLASH » WTS ») ALR(PW,HD) » ALL(PW,FT) 

 *CLASH WTS ALR(PW,HD) ALL(PW,FT) 

a. be:(ít)na  * * * 

b.     (bè:)ít.na  * **!  

c.     (bè:)(ít)na *!    

d.     (ìn)(tí.saf) *!  **  

e.     in(tí.saf)  *!  * 

f. (ín)ti.saf   **  

The limited way in which the final constraint ranking allows for 

antepenultimate stress is fleshed out here.  Antepenultimate stress occurs in the 

most restricted of environments, and that is when it is heavy and the final two are 

light (as in (3-42e-f)).   Clash is disfavored for what amounts to a parse violation, 

along with an alignment violation, but the alignment violations are mitigated only 

when both syllables are heavy (a-c).  When the early syllable is heavy and the 

other ones light, stress occurs on the antepenultimate syllable. 

2.3 Summary 

The distribution of stress in this dialect of Arabic can be predicted without 

a presumption of weak local parsing or ternary constituents.  Like Finnish and 

Estonian in Chapter 2, footing skips a light syllable when the subsequent syllable 

is heavy, allowing for a well-formed foot in lieu of an ill-formed one.  The 
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distinguishing feature between this language and the previous ones is the direction 

of footing.  The following graphic represents the hierarchy:  

(3-43) Summary ranking 

 *CLASH FTMIN(µ) FTMAX(µ) NONFINC FTFORM(T) 

       

   FTMIN(σ)    WBP FTFORM(I) 

 WTS     

      

  PARSE    

      

  ALR(PW,HD)    

      

  ALL(PW,FT)    

Finally, below we see a summary of constraint rankings and expressions. 

(3-44) Summary of expressions of rankings. 

a. Main stress is right-oriented. ALR(PW,HD) » ALL(PW,HD) 

b.  Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(T) » FTFORM(I) 

c. Feet are maximally moraic. FTMAX(µ) » PARSE 

d. Feet are minimally moraic. FTMIN(µ), FTFORM(T) » ALR(PW,HD) 

e. There is a one-syllable lapse 
between the initial foot and 
the head foot. 

ALL(PW,HD) » FTALIGN(R)  
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For this language, the distribution of stress across an intervening light 

syllable is characterized by the less marked attraction of stress to heavy syllables 

away from light ones, rather than the more marked automatic skipping of light 

syllables, which results when WEIGHT-TO-STRESS and *CLASH dominate FOOT 

ALIGNMENT.  Restrictions on foot size, in particular, FOOT MINIMALITY, require 

that feet be at least bimoraic.  When a light syllable is present for footing, a 

neighboring syllable must be either additionally or exclusively included to fill 

minimum foot requirements.  

What the present analysis offers over Hayes (1995) and Rice (1992) is a 

principled motivation for the lack of stress on the second syllable of the four-

syllable words such (bà:)ra(ká.tuh).  Both Hayes and Rice presuppose a 

systematic lapse of one light syllable (this being, coincidently, the only 

circumstance under which such a lapse would show up), a presupposition not 

challenged by the further presupposition that footing is left-to-right.  Once footing 

is established as right-to-left—the systematic lapse could still hold but would 

otherwise be unattested in this direction—a previously seen motivation for lapse 

can be identified: sacrificing foot adjacency for the benefit of foot well-

formedness.  Note that this motivation would not be available if footing were in 

the opposite direction (i.e. left-to-right).  In that case, L (L L) does not form a foot 

that is better than the adjacent (L L) L.   The reader is referred to the discussion 

surrounding example (1-15) in Chapter 1 for an illustration of how the Hayes/Rice 

analysis of this language is constructed. 
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3. SUMMARY 

Both Old English and Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic parse moraic trochees.  

In Old English, the resolved trochee explains the initial ternarity effect.  The 

resolved trochee is a subset of trochees that occurs when a syllable is required to 

be a head, but is not sufficiently moraic to constitute a head.  In Bani-Hassan 

Bedouin Arabict, the moraic trochee parse has a lapse of a light syllable but there 

is no active “skipping” involved.  Rather, a separate constraint on the prosodic 

word is visible.   No rules that force or required either weak local parsing or its 

effective equivalent are necessary. 
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Chapter 4: Schwa and stress 

This chapter treats ternarity in Sentani.  In Chapter 2 we saw that ternarity 

in both Finnish and Estonian is caused by both weight-sensitivity and sensitivity 

to the prosodic structure of morphemes, with ternarity restricted to morpheme-

sensitivity in Koniag.  In Chapter 3 we saw that the ternarity in Old English and 

Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic was more restricted, limiting itself to the 

distribution of feet, and mostly well-formed ones at that.  Except for word-initial 

requirements, ternarity in these two languages was generally restricted to the 

attraction of stress to heavy syllables.   Sentani is subject to a mix of factors 

yielding ternary results.  In some instances, it is the result of the distribution of 

well-formed feet in deference to NONFINALITY.  In others, it is the reversal of 

FOOT FORM in the presence of schwa.  Still others mix these considerations with a 

necessity I will later establish that schwa be followed by a stressed syllable.  The 

themes in this chapter differs from the others, because Sentani does not have one 

or two easily-discernable ternarity-inducers.  Rather, a variety of unpredictably-

interacting constraints are ranked in such a way that ternary results are produced. 

1. DESCRIPTION 

The data are from Elenbaas (1999).  Main stress is always on the syllable 

containing the penultimate mora.  It is on the final syllable if it is heavy (4-1).  

(4-1)  

a. ràm.bún   ‘good’ 

b. àn.nu.wáu   ‘place’ 
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c. .rà.mám   ‘food’ 

d. o.mò.xo.yéi   ‘not do 

Main stress is on the penult if the ultima is light (4-2). 
 

(4-2) 

a. ho.y.le   ‘he always kills’ 

b. fo.má.le   ‘we all will go across’ 

c. mo.xà.ná.le   ‘I do (it) for him’ 

d. a.hù.n.kó.xe   ‘he tied together’ 

e. ya.rò.ma.xón.de  ‘we all will take (it)’ 

f. mo.lò.ko.xà.wa.l.ne  ‘for I wrote to you’ 

Words of four or more moras have at least one secondary stress, the first 

of which occurs on the syllable containing the peninitial mora.  This means 

secondary stress is on the initial syllable if it is heavy (4-3.1) or the peninitial 

syllable if the initial syllable is light (4-3.2) 

(4-3.1)  

a. àn.nu.wáu   ‘place’ 

b. rài.si.xá.te   ‘they put down’ 

c. nàn.dó.lo   ‘current’ (water)  

(4-3.2) 

a. ha.xò.mi.bó.xe   ‘he followed them’ 
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b. ha.xò.ko.xà.wa.lE@.ne  ‘because I wrote to you’ 

c. x´.là.r´.mì.ko.xá.le  ‘I separated them’ 

In four-syllable words, if the second syllable is stressed according to the 

distribution of secondary stresses (as in (4-3.2)), the third syllable may be also, 

according to the distribution of primary stress (as in (4-2)), and may thus be in 

clash, as the preceding generalization applies to non-first secondary stresses.  In 

other words, clash exists when the head foot is next to the initial foot (4-2c).  In 

disyllables and trisyllables, if the first two syllables are heavy, both are stressed, 

and thus are in clash.  The same clash issue is present here, for initial and head 

foot adjacency (4-1.1a, 4-3.1c). 

Secondary stresses occur on every second syllable following the first 

secondary stress (assuming sufficient length), with the two broad exceptions that 

follow. 

The first is that if a syllable otherwise predicted as in (4-3) to be stressed 

is schwa, then stress is one syllable on either side: if the schwa is in the peninitial 

syllable, then stress is to the left of the schwa (4-3.1), but if schwa is any later in 

the word past the first foot, the stress is on the syllable following the schwa (4-

3.2).  This has the potential to place a secondary stress adjacent to a primary 

stress, and is one of only two instances in which clash is allowed (i.e. when the 

word is small enough, for reasons to be developed in later sections).  If there are 

sequences of schwas, they are where they would be as predicted as exemplified in 

(4-1) and (4-2) (4-4.3). 
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(4-4.1)  

a. à.x´.lá.ne   ‘in the forest’ 

b. nà.l.ko.xá.le   ‘I felt something sharp’ 

c. xà.n´.mi.kó.xe   ‘he called them’ 

(4-4.2)  

a. mo.lò.na.s.hàn.dé.ra  ‘after they will bury me’ 

b. .xài.k.l.wài.mí.le  ‘after they went and taught them’ 

(4-4.3) 

.l.y.le   ‘he always talks’ 

The second broad exception to the basic generalization is that if there is an 

even number of syllables between the first secondary stress (beginning-oriented) 

and the primary stress (end-oriented), then the last secondary stress is on the third 

syllable preceding the main stress, one of the ternary patterns under examination.  

In other words, if a subsequent (i.e. not the first) secondary stress is otherwise 

predicted on a syllable that immediately precedes the primary stress (as 

exemplified in (4-3.2)), and it does not follow a schwa, then that syllable is 

unstressed (4-5.1).  If it does follow a schwa, it is stressed (4-5.2) 
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(4-5.1) 

a. mo.lò.ko.xa.wá.le  ‘I wrote to you’ 

b. .xài.mo.xo.wá.te  ‘they went and worked’ 

c. no.bn.n.gon.d.re  ‘for he came near to it’ 

(4-5.2) 

a. mo.lò.na.s.hàn.dé.ra  ‘after they will bury me’ 

b. .xài.k.l.wài.mí.le  ‘they went and taught them’ 

2.  THE BASIC PATTERN 

This section secures the constraint ranking necessary to establish a basis 

for the discussion on ternarity.  To some extent, the basic pattern is so riddled 

with exceptions it is more opaque than transparent.  Nevertheless, we can still 

identify a basic pattern. 

 We start with words greater than two bisyllabic feet, because anything 

less is complicated by the proximity to the word boundary, particularly, when 

initial feet and head feet are adjacent. 

The parsing of left to right iambs falls from a generally transparent 

ranking:  PARSE ‘Syllables are footed’ dominates FOOT ALIGNMENT ‘Feet are 

aligned with some word edge.’  This is the ranking for all iterative footing 

languages, and here too, explains why and how we see multiple feet in words that 

are long-enough. 
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(4-6) PARSE » FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R)    

         Molokoxawalene PARSE FTALIGN(L) FTALIGN(R) 

a.     mo.lo.ko.xa.wa.le.ne **!*****   

b.    (mo.lò) ko.xa.wa.le.ne **!***  ***** 

c.     (mo.ló)ko(xa.wá)(lé.ne) * *****! *** ***** ** 

d.     (mo.lò)(ko.xà)wa(lé.ne) * *****! ** ***** *** 

The obvious contender (mo.lò)(ko.xà)(wa.lé)ne would win here, but this 

will be excluded in a subsequent tableau under a different portion of the constraint 

hierarchy.  FOOT ALIGNMENT is rightward in Sentani, which means FTALIGN(L) 

dominates FTALIGN(R).  One notes that the winner here (e) is phonetically 

identical to (d), so we assume it is the winner over that one only in terms of 

representation. 

In the absence of any choices that a canonized initial extrametricality 

option might afford us, the way to secure stress consistently on the second of two 

light syllables is to assume iambic feet, albeit a modified one in this language, as 

heads are not systematically heavy.  As such, it is FTFORM(I) “Feet are right-

headed’ that dominates FTFORM(T) ‘Feet are left-headed’ in this language.  
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(4-7) FTFORM(I) » FTFORM(T)   

         molokoxawalene FTFORM(I) FTFORM(T) 

a.     (mò.lo)(kò.xa)wa(lé.ne) **! *  

b.  (mo.lò)(ko.xà)wa(lé.ne) * ** 

One rather striking point we will see in four-syllable words, and on three-

syllable words of appropriate configuration, is penultimate main stress and 

antepenultimate secondary stress, that is, two stresses in clash, at least when no 

schwa is involved.    

We use the following constraints and definitions slightly different than 

before:  

(4-8) 

a.   NONFINALITY  (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

The main stress is not on the final syllable; every final stress is a violation.  

b. HDALIGN(R) (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

The main stress is word-final; every syllable intervening between the main 
stress and the final word-boundary is a violation.   

c. HDALIGN(L) (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

The main stress is word-initial; every syllable intervening between the 
main stress and the final word-boundary is a violation.   
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The visibility of these constraints, too, is stronger in longer forms.  An 

active HDALIGN(R) drives main stress towards the right edge, and NONFINALITY 

keeps it off a final light syllable. 

(4-9) NONFIN » HDALIGN(R) » HDALIGN(L) 

         molokoxawalene NONFIN HDALIGN(R) HDALIGN(L) 

a.     (mo.lò)(ko.xà)wa(le.né) *!  ****** 

b. (mo.lò)(ko.xà)wa(lé.ne)  * ***** 

c.     (mo.ló)(ko.xà)wa(lè.ne)  ***** * 

(B) wins on its merits here, but also violates FtForm(I); we will see later 

that NONFIN » FTFORM(I). 

NONFINALITY and HDALIGN(R) are complementary constraints: violation 

of one entails satisfaction of the other, and vice versa.  Thus evaluation under 

these constraints is generally transparent.  Their complementary nature will be 

useful in subsequent tableaux when the available space is not sufficient to indicate 

all constraints.  Because in the ranking, final heavy syllables are stressed, and we 

know independently that *CLASH outranks NONFINALITY, the interaction 

between NONFINALITY and heavy ultimas is considerably more complicated and 

will be dealt later. 

3.  WORDS OF EXACTLY TWO FEET OR SMALLER 

Words of two feet, say, four syllables, for example, present complications 

that should be dealt with before moving on.  Here we examine some of the 
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constraints on the distribution of stresses already present under some other portion 

of the hierarchy. 

Obedience to NONFINALITY entails violations of other constraints such as 

FTFORM(I) ‘Feet are iambs’ (when the foot is final, which it is) and *CLASH ‘no 

adjacent stresses’ (if that now-trochee follows an iamb).  The candidate in the 

next tableau further establishes the internal ranking between FOOT FORM and 

*CLASH.  Non-final light syllables are not stressed, so the only choice, in 

satisfaction of NONFINALITY, is penultimate stress.  In a right-aligned foot, each 

viable candidate is thus at a minimum of one FOOT FORM violation.  If the initial 

foot is iambic, then there is clash.  If the initial foot undergoes FOOT FORM 

reversal, the clash is gone, but there is a second violation of FOOT FORM.  In the 

example below, this is fatal.  This is probably the most convincing evidence that 

the foot type in this language is the (even) iamb. 

(4-10) NONFIN » FTFORM(I) » *CLASH, FTFORM(T) 

         moxanale NONFIN FTFORM(I) *CLASH FTFORM(T) 

a.     (mò.xa)(ná.le)  **!   

b. (mo.xà)(ná.le)  * * * 

c.     (mo.xà)(na.lé) *!   ** 

Since the winning candidate (b) violates FOOT FORM, we know that 

NONFINALITY, which (b) satisfies, has to dominate it (FOOT FORM).  However, 

the other losing candidate (c) also violates FOOT FORM, but once more than the 

winning candidate does.  Because the winner also violates *CLASH, and loser (a) 

does not, we further know that FOOT FORM dominates *CLASH.  If the ranking 
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were reversed, then (a) would win over (b).  Thus while NONFINALITY excludes 

any candidate with final stress, FOOT FORM also serves to restrict the number of 

FOOT FORM reversals there are to satisfy any clash which may have resulted from 

satisfaction of NONFINALITY. 

This kind of candidate, a four-syllable one, gives us insight as to certain 

aspects of foot structure that will be useful to us later on.  But for now, we still 

entertain other reasonable possibilities, like candidates that incur less violations of 

these constraints, such as *mo(xa.ná)le.  This candidate has no violations of 

FTFORM, *CLASH, or NONFINALITY (which means it will have a permissible one 

of HDALIGN(R)), but is nevertheless not optimal.  The optimal candidate violates 

all these constraints because of conditions on the footedness of the prosodic 

words.  Words in Sentani must be both right-aligned and, when feasible, left-

aligned, with feet. 

(4-11)  

a. ALR(PW,FT) (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

The PW is right-aligned with a foot; each syllable intervening between the 
right edge of the PW and the right edge of a foot is a violation. 

b. ALL(PW, FT) (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

The PW is left-aligned with a foot; each syllable intervening between the 
left edge of the PW and the left edge of a foot is a violation. 

The constraints on prosodic word alignment with feet dominate those that 

locally govern the feet once present.  As such, any candidates without right- and 
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left- aligned feet incur violations, those under being fatal ALR(PW,FT).  At 

present, there is no evidence for the ranking of ALR(PW,FT) and ALL(PW,FT), 

although ultimately the former will dominate the latter.  The constraints on foot 

size also effect how feet are configured, seen in the second tableau that follows. 

(4-12) ALR(PW,FT) » ALL(PW,FT), NONFIN » FTFORM » *CLASH 

         moxanale ALR(PW,FT) ALL(PW,FT) NONFIN FTFORM *CLASH 

a. (mo.xà)(ná.le)    * * 

b.     (mò.xa)(ná.le)    **!  

c.     (mo.xà)(na.lé)   *!   

d.      mo.xa(ná.le)  *!*    

e.      mo(xa.ná)le *! *    

Note (b) and (c) were already eliminated earlier.  

Finally, since we know that there must be two feet, and they must be 

iambic unless pushed by NONFINALITY onto the penult, we get the additional 

observation that one large foot may not be used to satisfy all the other constraints.  

Furthermore, since a degenerate foot would manage to satisfy the constraints 

mentioned above, FTMIN(µ) ‘Feet are minimally bimoraic’ must dominate 

*CLASH and NONFINALITY as well.  
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(4-13) FTMIN(µ), FTMAX(σ) »*CLASH 

         moxanale FTMIN(µ) FTMAX(σ) *CLASH 

a.  (mo.xà)(ná.le)   * 

b.      (mo.xa.ná)le  *!  

c.      (mó)(xa.ná)le *!   

Obviously, for words that are large enough, *CLASH results in unfooted 

syllables, so *CLASH dominates PARSE. In large enough word—which can be 

identified as having non-adjacent head and non-head feet—and unlike in smaller 

words, no clash is present between secondary and primary stress. 

(4-14)  *CLASH » PARSE 

         molokoxawale *CLASH PARSE 

a. (mo.lò).ko.xa.(wá.le)  ** 

b.    (mo.lò)(ko.xà)(wá.le) *!  

Further evidence for a final trochee under FOOT FORM reversal in 

satisfaction comes from three-syllable words.  Consider that (nàn)(dó.lo) has two 

feet but fo(má.le) has only one.  While admittedly the structure of fo(má.le) is 

phonetically ambiguous, (nàn)(dó.lo) tells us that in order to eke out a final 

trochee, ALR(PW,FT) dominates FOOT FORM.  The other constraints in the 

tableau are included to treat reasonable alternatives. 
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(4-15) ALR(PW,FT) » FTFORM(I) 

         nandolo ALR(PW,FT) ALL(PW,FT) NONFIN FTFORM(I) *CLASH 

a. (nàn)(dó.lo)    * * 

b.     (nàn)(do.ló)   *!   

c.     .nan.(dó.lo)  *!  *  

d.     (nan.dó).lo *!     

It seems likely the viable candidates here are (nàn)(dó.lo) or *nan(dó.lo); 

there are no cases of penultimate main stress, so *(nàn)do.lo is probably exluded 

early on.  We see that in spite of the monosyllabicity of (nàn) in (nàn)(dó.lo), 

stress is still present, which is what clues us in that it is FTMIN(µ) which is the 

active constraint, not FTMIN(σ).  Both (nàn)(dó.lo) and *(fò)(má.le) fail under 

FTMIN(σ), but under FTMIN(µ), (nàn)(dó.lo) passes.  What FTMIN(µ) dominates, 

then, is ALL(PW,FT). 

(4-16) FTMIN(µ) » ALL(PW,FT) 

         fomale FTMIN(µ) ALL(PW,FT) 

a.  .fo.(má.le)  * 

b.     (fò)(má.le) *!  

While there is no evidence for the ranking of FTMIN(µ) with respect to 

ALR(PW,FT) here, there is one form which establishes that ALR(PW,FT) 

dominates ALL(PW,FT).  The tableau indicates a constraint, ALR(,σw) ‘Schwa is 

in the weak position of a foot’ which will be formally introduced, defined, and 

justified in a later section.  It is included here because its effect is necessary to 
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include in the hierarchy.  For now, it can be assumed that that constraint simply 

penalizes and stressed schwa.  Once that is taken into account, candidates with 

stressed schwa can be taken into account.   In this particular example, middle-

syllable schwa that ordinarily shuns stressed is in a position where we predict 

stress on three-syllable words. 

(4-17) ALR(PW,FT) » ALL(PW,FT) 

 ALR(PW,FT) ALL(PW,FT) NONFIN ALR(,σw) FTFORM(I) 

a.     (hó.y)e *!    * 

b.     (ho.y)le *!   *!  

c. .ho(y.le)  *  *! * 

d.     .hó(y.lé)  * *!   

While it is true that the reader must take the ranking of ALR(,σw) over 

FTFORM on faith at this point, that will be established later on as well.  For now, 

if ALL(PW,FT) were reranked over ALL(PW,FT), (c) and (d) would be excluded, 

passing the decision down to ALR(,σw) over FTFORM, where incorrect (a) would 

be incorrectly selected over output-homophonous (b).  With ALR(PW,FT) staying 

over ALL(PW,FT), (a) and (b) are excluded, and the ranking of NONFIN over 

ALR(,σw) selects (c) as the winner over (d). 

The further insight here is that bimoraicity is not only sufficient for the 

initial foot; it will be later be shown to be sufficient for the final foot, and 

maximal for both as well. 

The absence of systematic stress on heavy syllables means something 

dominates WEIGHT-TO- STRESS, and *CLASH ranked as such works.  The 
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occurrence of clash to avoid final stress puts NONFINALITY over *CLASH, which 

means the ranking NONFIN » *CLASH » WTS makes final heavy syllables not 

automatically stressed.  But they are, so this must be sourced in something 

different. 

We can force stress on final heavy syllables if we require that there be a 

right-aligned foot (ALR(PW,FT)), and that it be at most bimoraic.  This amounts 

to a restriction on head feet that they be limited to two moras, while other feet 

may be longer.  Such a constraint is present in Fijian (Mellander 2001), where 

there is almost an identical situation: word-medial feet can be trimoraic, but the 

word-final head foot can only be bimoraic.  (This of course relies on the 

ramifications of those analytical claims and not any surface-verifiable, 

phonetically distinguishable pattern.  It is similar to final extrametricality: we 

don’t hear it any different than the weak syllable of a foot, but we assume its 

unfooted.)  It is likely that some form of this constraint is at work in excluding 

iambic lengthening from the word-final position in those languages that display it. 

(4-18) FT′MAX(µ) 

The head food is maximally bimoraic; a head foot that is more than two 
moras is a violation. 

This constraint combines with ALR(PW,FT) to get a word-final single-

syllable heavy foot.  Note that two heavy syllables footed into one foot as in 

*(rám.bun) would satisfy the prosodic word alignment constraints so far, as wel 

as NONFIN, FTFORM, and *CLASH.  Final heavy syllables are stressed, however, 

but since WTS cannot dominate NONFIN, we use the constraints already 
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discussed plus FT′MAX(µ). Together will ALR(PW,FT), FT′MAX(µ) dominates 

NONFIN, and we get two-footed outputs on two heavy syllables. 

(4-19) ALR(PW,FT), FT′MAX(µ) » NONFIN 

         rambun ALR(PW,FT) FT′MAX(µ) NONFIN 

a. (ràm)(bún)   * 

b.     (rám.bun)  *!  

c.     (rám)bun *!   

The bimoraic foot maximum extends to all instances of final syllable 

heaviness, as in  o.mó.xo.yéi.  This form, with a final stressed heavy syllable, is 

not in itself unusual, but it is, given the ranking in this language.   The fact that 

WTS cannot dominate NONFIN means stressed .yéi. should cede stress to 

something else (because NONFIN » *CLASH » WTS). 

Confirmed in this tableau is that ALR(PW,FT) together with FT′MAX(µ)  

combine to ensure a final head foot of no more than two moras.  It accommodates 

final heavy stress while still allowing *CLASH to dominate WTS.  There is no 

new information here, but what happens to the unusual LLLH is illustrated. 

(4-20) ALR(PW,FT), FT′MAX(µ) » NONFIN 

 ALR(PW,FT) FT′MAX(µ)   NONFIN 

a.     (omò)(xo.yéi)  *! * 

b. (omò).xo.(yéi)   * 

c.     (omó)(xó.yei)  *!  

d.     (omó)(xó)yei *!   
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Unfortunately this constraint, still does not assist us in identifying a 

concrete structure for the footing of form with a final shape of HL#, such as 

ha.pón.de.  ALR(PW,FT) predicts a right-aligned foot, FT′MAX(µ) predicts a 

maximally bimoraic foot, and FTMIN(µ) prevents the single light syllable at the 

end from satisfying both of these other constraints.  This correctly excludes (a) 

and (b) below.  The only other ranking evidence really exists for is FTMIN(µ) 

over ALL(PW,FT), and that appears to hold here.  At least one of FT′MAX(µ) or 

ALR(PW,FT) must remain lower ranked than FTMIN(µ), which leaves one of (c) 

or (c′) as the winner.  I choose not to make a claim as to which one, as I don’t find 

compelling evidence for one or the other. 

(4-21) FTMIN(µ) »FT′MAX(µ), ALR(PW,FT) » ALL(PW,FT) 

         haponde FTMIN(µ) FT′MAX(µ) ALR(PW,FT) ALL(PW,FT) 

a.     (há)(pón.de) *! *   

b.     (há)(pón)de *!  *  

c. .ha.(pón.de)  *  * 

c′. .ha.(pón)de   * * 

c″.   (ha.pón)de  * *!  

4. COMPLICATIONS FROM SCHWA 

With an effect similar to the word-final FOOT FORM reversal induced by 

NONFINALITY, the presence of schwa can also be accompanied by a FOOT FORM 

reversal, if the second syllable, the normal syllable to get stress if the first syllable 

is light, contains schwa.   
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The analysis of high vowel deletion in Old English in Chapter 2 involved 

a discussion of the relative preference for certain segments to be in prominent 

positions.  For example, high vowels are the least preferred of the full vowels to 

be heads of feet, and schwa was even less than that.  While constraints of the form 

* can be used (cf. Elenbaas’ (1999) *(C)), based on Cohn and McCarthy’s 

(1994) NONHEAD() constraint, I construct the constraint here slightly differently 

to incorporate the fact that it is more than just lack of stress on schwa that is 

required, but also the parsing of schwa. 

(4-22) ALR(,σw)  

Schwa heads the weak syllable of a foot; every syllable that intervenes 
between schwa a weak syllable of a foot is a violation. 

This constraint requires not only that schwa be unstressed, but that it also 

be footed, in accord with the Québécois (French) (van Oostendorp 1999), 

requirement that schwa deletes when not adjacent to a stressed syllable—in 

particular, that schwa be part of the same foot that hosts the stressed syllable.    

Scheer and Sénégal (2000) offer other (European) dialectal French support for the 

generalizations this constraint predicts.   Note that this constraint does not 

explicitly require that schwa precede stress (although it does in most cases), only 

that it be adjacent. 

This constraint expresses the marked nature of stressed schwas.  Word-

initially, FOOT FORM is reversed to accommodate ALR(,σw), indicating that 

ALR(,σw) dominates iambic FOOT FORM.  Stress in the example below is on the 
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initial syllable rather than the second, because a schwa occupies the second 

syllable. 

(4-23) ALR(,σw) » FTFORM 

         axlane ALR(,σw) FTFORM 

a.     (a.x)(lá.ne)  *! * 

b. (à.x)(lá.ne)  ** 

ALR(,σw) tells us that stress on schwa is avoided (because it has to be the 

weak member of a foot), and in the case of peninitial schwa, stress is appears on 

the initial syllable, a FOOT FORM reversal.  It is not the case, however, that the 

appearance of schwa always entails a FOOT FORM reversal.  For example, when 

both vowels in the foot are schwa (b, c), incurring equivalent violations of 

ALR(,σw), the decision is held off until iambic FOOT FORM, which selects the 

candidate (b) with the iambic foot as the winner. 

(4-24) NONFIN » ALR(,σw) » FTFORM (» *CLASH)  

         lyle NONFIN ALR(,σw) FTFORM *CLASH 

a.     (.l)(y.lé) *! *   

b. (.l)(y.le)  ** * * 

c.     (.l)(y.le)  ** **!  

While (a) violates ALR(,σw) only minimally, it fatally violates 

NONFINALITY.  The final result here is stress on penultimate and antepenultimate 

schwa, at a necessary expense of ALR(,σw), but to the satisfaction of 

NONFINALITY. 
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When the word in question is five syllables, and the second syllable is 

schwa, the stress is not delayed one syllable.  Instead, it is advanced one syllable, 

such that stress appears on syllables 1 and 4, yielding one of the two ternary 

patterns.  

(4-25) ALL(PW,Ft), ALR(,σw) » FTFORM 

         anmikoxe ALL(PW,Ft) ALR(,σw) FTFORM 

a. (à.n)mi(kó.xe)   * 

b.     (a.n)mi(kó.xe)  *!  

c.      a(n.mì)(kó.xe) *!   

The violation of FTFORM is necessary to accommodate both no stress on 

schwa and the requirement that the prosodic word be left-aligned with a foot. 

To briefly recap, we have just seen that schwa-sensitive constraints 

dominate FTFORM, and that the prosodic word alignment constraints dominate 

FTFORM, which dominates *CLASH, which in turn dominates PARSE.  Further 

back, we saw that foot size constraints also dominated FTFORM. 

The ranking as established thus far then accounts for the presence of only 

two stresses on six-syllable words, our other example of ternarity.  Since it has not 

been explicitly indicated yet, it is here.  It also confirms that the final foot is a 

right-aligned trochee, not an iamb advanced one syllable. 
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(4-26) FTMAX(σ), FTMIN(µ),ALR(PW,FT) » ALL(PW,FT), NONFIN » 
FTFORM 

        /molokoxawale/ FTMAX 

(σ) 

FTMIN 

(µ) 

ALR(PW,

FT) 

ALL(PW,

FT) 

NON 

FIN 

FT 

FORM 

*CLASH 

a.     (mo.lò)(ko.xà)(wá.le)      * *! 

b. (mo.lò).ko.xa.(wá.le)      *  

c.     (mo.lò)(ko.xà)(wa.lé)     *!   

d.     .mo.(lo.kò)(xa.wà)le    *!    

e.     (mo.lò).ko.(xa.wà)le   *!     

f.     (mò)(lo.kò)(xa.wà)le  *      

g.     (mo.lò)(ko.xa.wà).le *!       

h.     (mo.lo.kò)(xa.wà).le *!       

This rather large tableau is fairly self-explanatory.  The constraints on foot size 

and ALR(PW,FT) dominate ALL(PW,FT) and the constraints on the distribution of 

stresses already present.  The only way for a six-syllable word to satisfy 

constraints on right- and left-aligned feet that are neither too big nor two small, 

with no clash violations, is to have the two medial syllables unfooted. 

Consider also that this constraint ranking takes no notice of syllable 

weight.  With *CLASH dominating WTS as well as PARSE, word-medial heavy 

syllables do not override the strict word-initial word-final patterns seen in words 

with all light syllables.  This next tableau contains two examples of unstressed 

heavy syllables, unstressed because they are in clash, even at the cost of keeping 

stress off one of them to the benefit of an adjacent light syllable. 
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(4-27) ALR(PW,FT) » NONFIN » FTFORM » *CLASH » WTS, PARSE 

         nobnngondre ALR(PW,FT) NONFIN FTFORM *CLASH WTS  PARSE 

a.     (no.bn).n(gòn)(d.re)   * *! * * 

b.     (no.bn)(n.gòn)(d.re)   * *! *  

c. (no.bn).n.gon.(d.re)   *  ** ** 

d.     (no.bn)(n.gón)(d.ré)  *!   *  

e.     (no.bn)n(gon.d).re *!    ** * 

Stepping back to our discussion on schwa, and how it requires parsing of 

with a stressed syllable, we have an explanation as to why forms with clashing 

stresses not due to ALL(PW,FT) stay, even predicted to clash out.  Recall that 

stress on adjacent syllables is otherwise limited to an initial and a head foot. 

The complication here comes from the fact that normally, non-initial non-

final feet avoid clash.  However, when schwa is present, *CLASH is violated.  We 

know that since ALR(,σw) dominates FTFORM, it has also to dominate *CLASH, 

via transitivity.  Simply penalizing stressed schwa is not sufficient, as that would 

simply generate a form with no non-initial non-final feet, not one in which there is 

a clash in the presence of the schwa.  The stars in the lightly-shaded cells 

represent those violations that would not be present were Elenbaas’ *(C) 

constraint used; without these violations, an incorrect candidate would be 

selected. 
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(4-28) ALR(,σw) » FTFORM » *CLASH (» WTS, PARSE) 

         molonashandera ALR(,σw) FTFORM *CLASH WTS PARSE 

a.  (mo.lò)na.(s.hán)(dé.ra)  * *  * 

b.     (mo.lò)na.s.(hàn)(dé.ra) *! * *  ** 

c.     (mo.lò)na.s.han.(dé.ra) *! *  * *** 

d.     (mo.lò)(na.s)han.(dé.ra) *! *  * * 

e.     (mo.lò)(nà.s)han.(dé.ra)  **!    

It is clear since *CLASH normally precludes stress on a heavy syllable that 

is neither non-initial nor non-final, that it is ALR(,σw), which is requiring that the 

syllable (here, following .C.) be stressed.  Because it is only the presence of 

schwa and not some other consideration, it must be a segmentally-senstive 

consideration, not a metrically-sensitive one, which requires this.  *(C) by itself 

does not predict the right results.  ALR(,σw) is a necessary addition to the 

hierarchy. 

As was the case for Finnish, Elenbaas’ (1999) answer for why the 

preterminal heavy syllable is stressed in a form like mo.lò.no.s.hàn.dé.ra but not 

in no.bn.n.gon.d.re is *LAPSE.  We both have roughly the same constraint 

ranking in terms of NONFIN dominating FTFORM, dominating *CLASH, 

dominating PARSE, and this results in word-initial and word-final trochees with 

no intervening feet. 

But because (no.bn)n.gon(d.re), or (mo.lò)ko.xa(wá.le) have two 

unfooted medial syllables, this would be a violation in the Kager (1994) 

framework of PARSE-2, and this candidate would be fatally penalized.  But with 
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*LAPSE not requiring that one of two syllables be parsed, rather, that a syllable be 

next to either the word edge of a strong beat, these candidates pass the description 

for *LAPSE, and so are saved.  

This is Elenbaas’ primary motivation, not for the application of * LAPSE in 

Sentani, but for the preference of *LAPSE over PARSE-2.  Remember that my 

footing matches hers: an initial and a final foot. 

(4-29) 

 *LAPSE PARSE-2 

(mo.lò)ko.xa(wá.le)  * 

(mo.lò)ko(xa.wá)le   

With both representations satisfying *LAPSE, the one optimal under both 

Elenbaas (and me) is the top one, which is penalized under PARSE-2.   

While the forms with two medial unfooted syllables was used to justify 

*LAPSE over PARSE-2, the forms with schwa that we saw earlier were used as the 

justification of any constraint to dominate the others, lest the post-schwa heavy 

syllable not be stressed.  

With *CLASH dominating WEIGHT-TO-STRESS, it cannot possibly be the 

case that the medial stress in mo.lò.no.s.hàn.dé.ra is due to WTS.  Elenbaas is 

right: there must be something else which causes that stress.  For Elenbaas, it is 

the belief that no more than two syllables can be occur between stresses or the 

word-boundary, and this is predicated to some extent on her analysis of Finnish.  

In Finnish, I showed the same facts could be accounted for by using other 

constraints, already having applications outside ternary stress systems.   
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Instead, I submit that the stress in mo.lò.no.s.hàn.dé.ra was due to 

ALR(,σw), and while admittedly this was a new constraint, it does have 

applications outside of ternary stress systems, and is not a constraint identifiable 

as having an immediately ternarity-inducing or ternarity-constraining effect.  

Schwa furthermore already has the habit of appearing to shift stresses in this 

language, and it seems likely that the reason stress is where it is forms like 

mo.lò.no.s.hàn.dé.ra is due to the presence of the schwa, not the number of 

unstressed syllables that would otherwise be present.  This, my primary issue with 

her analysis, was already outlined when I introduced ALR(,σw), but in case it 

doesn’t gone without saying, Elenbaas’ ternarity-restrictor is, in her analysis of 

Sentani, *LAPSE, the primary objections to which were sketched in detail in 

Chapter 2. 

5. CONCLUSION 

To sum up, ternarity in Sentani is a primarily a result of the avoidance of 

stress by schwa, with some even-parity non-finality considerations as well.  The 

ranking of the constraints is considerably complex to justify, although it appears 

to be relatively simple in graphic form.  In contrast to Elenbaas (1999), no 

constraints dealing exclusively with ternarity were created.  While it is true that I 

introduced ALR(,σw), this was necessary to accommodate non-ternarity-related 

issues such as schwa-destressing overriding clash.  Specifically, they had nothing 

to do with ternarity. 

We have seen that Sentani had generally iterative footing, from left-to-

right, and this was explained by right FOOT ALIGNMENT being dominated by left 
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FOOT ALIGNMENT (left-to-right directionality), in turn dominated by PARSE 

(iterative footing). *CLASH over PARSE and WTS prevented stresses from 

occurring in clash, even at the expense of not stressing heavy syllables. Iambic 

FOOT FORM over *CLASH prevented FOOT FORM reversal from relieving a 

*CLASH violation.  The three together were responsible for the ternarity in six-

syllable words, for example, (mo.lò)ko.xa(wá.le).  Schwa repels stress whenever 

possible, but it does more than just repel it; it requires a head to host it, which we 

saw as a result of ALR(,σw).  A separate constraint was needed to force clash in 

cases of schwa, and this constraint accounts for that.  Finally, FTMIN(σ) 

explained why feet could not be monosyllabic for large enough words in order to 

satisfy other constraints, but dominated by ALR(PW,FT) and ALL(PW,FT), in 

turn, dominated by FTMIN(µ), explaining why regardless of foot syllabicity, 

words need two feet, but only if that foot is at least bimoraic.  Rather unexciting, 

NONFINALITY over right HEAD ALIGNMENT explained why stress was right-

oriented but generally non-final, and the bimoraic maximum on head feet in 

Sentani was accounted for final heavy syllable stress even though a 

NONFINALITY violation would result. 
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(4-30)   Summary ranking 

FTMAX(σ) FTMIN(µ) ALR(PW,FT)  FT′MAX(µ) 

   FTMIN(σ)  

 ALL(PW,FT)    

      

   NONFIN   

     

  ALR(,σw) HDALIGN(R)  

     

  FTFORM(I) HDALIGN(L)  

     

  *CLASH FTFORM(T)  

     

  PARSE WTS  

     

  FTALIGN(L)   

     

  FTALIGN(R)   

Finally, we see a summary of rankings and expressions in the table below. 
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(4-31) Summary expression of rankings 

a. Main stress is right-oriented. HDALIGN(R) » HDALIGN(R) 

b.  A final foot is more optimal 
than an initial. 

ALR(PW,FT) » ALL(PW,FT) 

c. Feet are minimally bimoraic. FTMIN(µ) » ALL(PW,FT) 

d. The head foot is maximally 
bimoraic. 

FT′MAX(µ) » FTMIN(σ) 

e. Footing is left-to-right. FTALIGN(L) » FTALIGN(R) 

f. Footing is iterative. PARSE » FTALIGN(L) 

g. Heavy syllables are not 
automatically stressed.  

*CLASH  » WTS 

h. Final light syllables are not 
stressed.  

NONFIN » HDALIGN(R) 

i. Final heavy syllables are 
stressed. 

ALR(PW,FT), FT′MAX(µ) » 
NONFIN 

j. Schwa is generally not 
stressed. 

ALR(,σw) » FTFORM(I) 

k. Schwa can be stressed to 
avoid final light syllable 
stress. 

NONFIN  » ALR(,σw) 

l. Feet are trochaic. FTFORM(I) » FTFORM(T) 

m. Feet are minimally bimoraic 
across the board, even at the 
expense of FTMAX(µ) 

FTMIN(µ) » FTMAX(µ) 
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Chapter 5:  Other attempts 

This section examines in slightly more depth some ot those languages in 

the introduction, but without full investigations into those stress systems.  Here I 

simply identify directions such investigations might take, as well as some 

potential hurdles for the present analysis.   

1. CAYUVAVA 

Cayuvava is probably the poster language for ternary stress systems.  Key 

(1961) reports stress on every third syllable—with every vowel counting as a 

separate syllable (the first caveat), and with the suppression of some vowels in 

rapid speech (the second).  More specifically, Key (1961) describes stress as 

occurring on every third syllable from the end.  That holds true in a form like 

c &áa.di.róbo.B u rúru.c &e ‘99’ only if two assumptions hold: 1) that long vowels 

such as .c &áa. are indeed two separate syllables, and 2) that the ‘suppressed’ vowel 

is indeed a vowel, and countable as such.   

In the absence of any evidence, of which syllabicity is a difficult property 

to establish anyway, we may never have proof one way or the other whether .c &áa. 

or any other long vowel is one syllable or two.  This is not to say that Key is 

wrong, merely that the more likely way of analyzing that sequence would be one 

of monosyllabicity.  If this turns out to be the case, then c &áa.di.róbo.B u rúru.c &e is 

not a case of ternary (σ  σ σ) (σ  σ…, but rather binary (σ  σ)(σ  σ)…. 

The other issue for Cayuvava is the status of the suppressed vowel.  Key 

reports this as a deleted vowel.  Several properties of this vowel make that claim 
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suspicious, the strongest of which is that the quality of the vowel is entirely 

predictable on the basis of the vowel that follows it.  Following that, its 

appearance is predictable between stop and sonorant, a position prone to trans-

sonorant epenthesis in other languages, including Finnish, where in some non-

standard dialects it is highly phonologized.   

Perhaps less convincing, but non-negligible nevertheless, is Key’s claim 

that adjacent vowels are heterosyllabic.  While there is nothing on the surface to 

either affirm or refute that statement, it is at a minimum coincidental that Key’s 

heterosyllabic analysis supports his claim of ternarity, while mine of 

tautosyllabicity supports mine of ternarity. 

A form like c &áadiróboBurúruc &e can illustrate the gamut of issues.  Under 

Key, c &áadiróboBurúruc &e parses as [c&á.a.di.ró.bo.Bu.rú.ru.c &e], with stress on every 

third vocoid from the right.  (I specifically avoid the terms ‘syllable’ and ‘mora’ 

here.)  Under my analysis, c &áadiróboBurúruc &e parses as [c&áa.di.ró.bo.Bu.rú.ru.c &e], 

with stress on every odd syllable from the right, barring the absolute final one. 

2. CHUCAGH 

If a description of stress is good enough, there should be no question about 

where the stress occurs, not at least on a syllable.  Key’s “every mora a separate 

syllable” theory of Cayavava is a bit convenient, and Rice’s “every third mora”—

landing on either member of long syllables—is no exception.  In the data below, I 

have marked stresses on the syllables as in the original sources, but not taking the 

liberty of marking stress on every third mora when convenient.  In other words, 

other sources have marked long vowels, such as aá, with the second mora 
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carrying the stress.  This áa/aá distinction is relevant only if we can be sure that 

long vowels are actually heterosyllabic.  Otherwise, the first mora=main mora 

holds.  The discussion resumes following the data (Leer 1985a,b; the R references 

are to Rice 1992, which indicate his citations for the forms in question). 

2.1. Description 

Initial stress occurs on the syllable containing the second mora of the 

word.  Thus, it is borne on the initial syllable if heavy (long/closed), or the second 

syllable if the initial syllable is light. 

(5-1)  

a. pa.á.yaq ‘rectangular skiff’ 

b. q´.ná.wik ‘hospital’ 

c. qa.yá.kun ‘by boat’  

d. a.tún.ni“.túq ‘he stopped singing’  

e. mu.lúk.kúut ‘milks’ (nominal plural) R: mu.lúk.kuút 

f. mu.lú.kúut ‘if you take a long time’ R: mu.lú.kuút 

g. pa.lát.káaq ‘tent’ R: pa.lat.kaáq 

h. pi.lú.liá.qa ‘the fish pie I’m making’  

i. úl.luq ‘it flooded’  

j. úl.luá ‘its tongue’  

k. án.qi.quá ‘I’ll go out’  

l. án.ci.qu.kút ‘we’ll go out’  

m. íq.¬u.ni“.túq ‘he stopped lying’  
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n. qáy.yáa.kun ‘by his boat’ R112: qáy.yaá.kun 

o. úm.yuá“.t´.qu.t @́.ka.qá ‘I am thinking about it’ 

p. náa.ma.cí.quá ‘I will suffice’ R112 naá.ma.ci.quá 

q. ág.ku.ta“.tuá.Na ‘I’m going to go’  

r. ág.Nuá.qu.ta“.tuá.Na ‘I’m going to dance’  

s. táa.ta.qá ‘my father’ R112: taá.ta.qa 

t. táa.táa ‘her father’ R112: taá.taá 

u. náa.qu.ma.lú.ku ‘apparently reading it’  

v. náa.uq ‘it’s burning’ R112: naá.uq 

The other stresses are on every third syllable following a stress, unless a 

heavy syllable (VV) immediately follows, in which case a stress is there as well 

(d).  As well for example (d), the final stress is not otherwise  predicated.. 

(5-2)  

a. án.ci.qu.kút ‘we’ll go out’  

b. íq.¬u.ni“.túq ‘he stopped lying’  

c. náa.qu.ma.lú.ku ‘apparently reading it’  

d. úm.yuá“.t´.qu.t @́.ka.qá ‘I am thinking about it’  

e. ta.qú.ma.lu.ní ‘apparently getting it done’  

f. qa.Ná.t´.ra.m @́k ‘from a porcupine’  

g. a.kú.ta“.tu.ní“.tuq ‘he stopped eating akutaq’  

h. sa.“á.ni.wa.ká“.tuq ‘he is too sleepy’  
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2.2. Towards an analysis  

Admittedly at first glance there might be some ternarity here.  But it’s 

certainly not absolute, which lends itself to the exploration of alternatives, such as 

was done for the other languages. 

First, heavy syllables interrupt any potential ternarity, such as 

úm.yuá“.t´.qu.t @́.ka.qá ‘I am thinking about it’.  Hayes (1995) predicts this, and I 

showed as much in earlier chapters, albeit I tried motivating it rather than 

stipulating it 

Next, a variety of syllable shapes predict a localized surface ternarity, in 

particular σ ) L L H sequences, where it would be expected that the rightmost L 

would cede stress to the following heavy syllable σ ) L (L H), averting a potential 

WEIGHT-TO-STRESS violation, *σ ) (L L)(H…, and getting in return an optimal 

iamb.  Alternatively, if the heavy syllable is stressed, we might find an even iamb 

in exchange for more satisfaction of PARSE, σ ) (L L) (H).  This is what we see in 

náa.ma.cí.quá ‘I will suffice’.   It is not immediately obvious why the same 

distribution of stresses is not found in án.ci.qu.kút ‘we’ll go out’ or íq.¬u.ni“.túq 

‘he stopped lying’, although I suspect something might have to do with the fact 

that falling diphthongs, despite predictions to the contrary, appear to be heavy in 

this language, and  non-initial-syllable codas do not appear heavy by position.  (If 

they are heavy, then it is under STRESS-TO-WEIGHT). 

In any event, what is clear is that it is not the case that every third mora 

following the initial stress is stressed.  At very least, the scan follows a garden 
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path, appearing as though it has to back up and reparse if it comes across 

something better. 

Another potential contributory property is the voiceless schwa.  Syllables 

whose peaks are voiceless fricatives appear to have alternates with voiceless 

schwa, at least when the schwa is flanked by voiceless consonants. 

Leer’s presents a theory for the apparent ternarity in Chugach (which I’ve 

actually somewhat challenged) as an extension of the very limited, 

Finnish/Estonian-style morphological ternarity in Koniag.  Recall the post-base 

alignment within the metrical foot.  Leers theory is that the morophological aspect 

got sidestepped for the phonetic shape these shared, σ Rt] [PB (σ σ ), and this the 

pattern got reapplied across the board, only without the morpheme boundaries. 

It is certainly an interesting avenue to explore, and may of course turn out 

to be the case.  But if so, then OT is challenged for then it would have to 

accommodate not necessarily a ternary foot, but in the case of historical 

reanalysis, an opacity effect. 

Perhaps a compromise of the two scenarios is in order.  Suppose the 

quiescent schwa is phonologized enough to the point that it’s a segment but not 

enough so that it matters prosodically.  Leer’s theory could be not only still apply 

but be reinforced by the so-called quiescent schwa.  That a voiceless obstruent 

syllable is transparent to the parse should be potable, and when this not so much 

quiescent but excrescent schwa gets phonologized, that syllable still transparent to 

the parse is no longer transparent to the speaker and the pattern of CV.C.CV < 

*CVC.CV gets generalized to CV.CV.CV. 
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2.3. Binary ternary feet? 

 With all the discussion focusing on whether or not ternarity is actually 

present, and if so, what its grounding might be, there does exist a way—an 

artificial one—of creating ternary-resembling feet, should they finally prove 

necessary.  It is rooted in the decompositional nature of constraints.  Although 

somewhat of a sidebar, it is included here to establish that there is indeed at least 

one mechanical way to generate ternary feet, in spite of my claim that there are 

none. 

It is a well-agreed fact that iambic systems tends towards uneven members 

and trochaic ones, even.  Yet we handle these properties disjunctively.  Alignment 

of heads of feet, right or left, is parameter independent of “Heads must be heavy” 

(to get iambs) or “Feet must be at most two moras” (to keep syllabic trochees 

light–light.) 

Now with the decompositional nature of normally coincidental properties 

in mind, consider implicational properties.  It logically follows that if the head of 

a foot is at a given edge, then the non-head is at the opposite edge.  Thus for 

iambs, it is a true statement that non-heads are aligned at the left edge of the foot.  

Thus while in iambic systems FTFORM(I) can be expanded as ALIGN-R(FT,HD) 

or ALIGN-R(HD, FT), so too can the inverse: ALIGN-L(FT, HD') or ALIGN-L(HD', 

FT), where HD' is the inverse to the head, or the non-head.   

And while it is true we can argue the necessity of such a constraint, the 

validity of its implications are not negotiable. 
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By and large we assume that the totality of constraints governing iambs 

dominate in iambic systems those governing trochees, and vice versa.  But 

something ternary happens when the greater of the iambic constraints is 

subordinated to the lesser of the trochaic constraints.  If non-head alignment, both 

instances, dominates head-alignment, then a foot with two non-heads will win. 

(5-3) 

 ALL(FT,HD') ALR(FT, HD') ALR(FT,HD) ALL(FT,HD) 

a.     (pí.su)(qú.a)(qú.ni) *!**  ***  

b.     (pí)(su.qú)(a.qú.ni) *! ** * * 

c.     (pi.sú)(qu.tá)(qu.ní)  *!**  *** 

d. (pi.sú.qu)(ta.qú.ni)   ** ** 

By ranking the constraint encoding the generalization regarding non-heads 

of trochees above that of heads of iambs, the effect is one whereby an amphibrach 

is selected as optimal. The bottom line is that it is in fact possible to generate feet 

that are ternary in form when necessary. 

3. LACUNAE 

3.1. Auca 

In Auca (Pike 1964), stress appears on odd-numbered syllables through 

the root, and on even-numbered syllables from the end, across the suffixes, with 

some accommodations taking place at morpheme junctures.  Auca has only one—

isolated—example of ternarity, probably a result of its complex interaction of its 

suffix and root stress patterns, which are intrinsically contradictory.  Most likely it 
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is a tension between needing to parse non-root syllables more optimally than root 

syllables.  While a good candidate for studying constraint interaction, it is a 

disregardable one for ternarity. 

3.2. Pirahã. 

Pirahã (Everett 1988) employs a right-edged trisyllabic window to host its 

main stress, as do in fact many other languages.  Main stress in Pirahã appears on 

the heaviest (according to a scale that incorporates weight and markedness) of the 

terminal three syllables; this right-edged window for main stress to occur in is not 

unique to Pirahã, such as in many Arabic dialects.  The secondary stresses 

referred to in the discussion of alleged ternarity are more accurately characterized 

as stress under compounding, or demoted primary stresses under compounding, 

not secondary stress, and therefore not ternary stress. Accordingly, we do not 

pursue Pirahã as ternary either. 

3.3. Gilbertese 

The final language of mention is Gilbertese (Blevins and Harrison 1991), 

which in a sense presents the biggest challenge.  Even in the more widely-

identified ternary languages such as Cayuvava I was able to at least suggest that 

there were incidents of imposed ternarity over binary structure, and for Chugach 

as well, this luxury does not exist for us with Gilbertese.  Stress really does appear 

to be on every third mora from the right, without any clear distinction between 

primary and secondary stress, as seems to be a pattern with some of these 

languages. 
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However, such a statement is still not without hedging.  Blocks of every 

three moras appear in the form stressed–high-toned – unstressed /toneless. It is 

interesting that every third tone working backwards, beginning with the first at the 

end, is unable to be toned.  With this in mind, it appears as though stress is on 

every second tonable mora from the right. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This chapter has visited those languages for which a fuller analysis had not 

been presented in the other chapters.  One of the main things this chapter saw was 

the possible ways in which each of those languages could be analyzed to debunk 

the ternary characterization each one has had.
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Chapter 6:  Conclusion 

1. SUMMARY 

This dissertation has examined some alleged ternary stress systems and 

argued against their existence both analytically and empirically. 

A ternary primitive makes the predictions that languages would have 

uniform distribution of stress on every third syllable, trisyllabic reduplicants, and 

trisyllabic word minima, which I have not found. 

The other issue was the description and analysis of these types of 

languages without using constraints specific to them.   Ideally they should be 

analyzable in terms of constraints which serve a purpose outside ternary stress.  I 

believe I have done that. 

Several languages were in order, and an explanation was offered for each 

of their apparent systematic lapse of one light syllable between feet.  And while it 

was systematic in the sense that it was motivated, it was not systematic in that it 

was not universal. 

In Finnish and Estonian, the reason for the two-syllable lapse between 

stresses was motivated by either quantity-sensitivity or morphological category-

sensitivity; Koniag Alutiiq shared the latter.  The relevant weight constraints were 

WEIGHT-TO-STRESS dominating FOOT ALIGNMENT, which left a foot misaligned 

by one syllable in order to satisfy the requirement that heavy syllables get 

stressed, and all three languages engaged some sort of MORPHEME ALIGNMENT 

constraint that yielded the same results: a foot was one syllable away from the 
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desired edge in order to make sure that morphemes of a specific category had 

metrical overlays. 

One point of particular note in Finnish and Estonian was the appearance of 

the resolved trochee word-initially.  This was explained by an ALIGNMENT 

constraint, which forced this situation word-initially.  Because this situation (the 

resolved trochee) was otherwise not slated to occur later in the word, there was no 

need to target it specifically. 

Old English saw the same resolved trochee word-initially, which, like 

Finnish and Estonian, not otherwise predicted later in the word.  What was 

uncovered was that secondary stress was predictable by a generic moraic trochee 

parse.  This same foot type was seen in Bani-Hassan Bedouin Arabic, which, 

could be regularly predicted by, contra previous analyses, a right-to-left moraic 

trochaic parse. 

Sentani presented a most unusual stress pattern, but once the various 

exceptions to the distribution of secondary stress were worked out, we saw that 

the language required a main foot (word-finally) and a well-formed initial foot, 

with secondary stresses on alternating syllables only if thrust into clash by the 

repulsion of stress by schwa.  While an eclectic mix of constraints, all made 

reasonable predictions and were motivated. 

2. FUTURE RESEARCH 

What remains for this domain of research is relatively simple.  More data 

is needed on the remaining under-explained languages, at least until a sufficient 

amount is present to proffer a confident analysis. 
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The other is a complex mixture of historical and analogy change such that 

a synchronic phonological account can be made for those languages (Cayuvava, 

Chugach) that have hints of synchronic phonology sourced in historical analogy.  

While opacity has long been a problem for OT, the notion that native speakers’ 

synchronic phonology does not have access to diachronic change has been long 

accepted, and should historical reanalysis turn out to be the case for these 

languages, OTists will have to devise away to incorporate either opacity or 

rethink our exclusion of ternarity-specifics, even if they individually do occur 

outside of ternary stress systems.
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